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Sasha Sobolevsky is the
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We were fascinated by the do-it-yourself dildo movement, and who better
to ask about it than Joe Hanson, the
co-founder of Clone-A-Willy?
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Transgender activist Buck Angel
opens doors for trans people to
discover their unique sexuality
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ORION Wholesale is expanding the

sales and marketing in Eastern Europe

letter from the editor
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Julia Kreismann is joining the German wholesale company

While sex tech has become
a well- established term in the
erotic industry, we are still due
a clear- cut definition of what it
actually means. F or instance,
if it was everything that combines sex uality and technology in
any way, shape or form, then
wouldn’t every vibrator on the
market fall under that category? O r does the term sex tech
only apply when the latest,
most modern of technologies
are used? T hat would definitely
add a few q ualifiers, but it’s still
far from a precise definition.
A nd it doesn’t answer the
q uestion whether sex tech is
limited to physical products or
whether sex - related apps also
meet the criteria of sex tech.
A s you can see, there are still
a lot of q uestions. B ut maybe
we will get more answers when
the very first S x T ech- O n C onference takes place in B erlin
this summer – to be more
precisely, on J uly 1 st. T he
event promises to be a uniq ue
ex perience since the focus
is firmly on sex tech, and it is
shaping up to be the meeting
place for sex tech insiders
that the E uropean market has
needed.
S o, we may not have a
dictionary- worthy definition of
sex tech yet – and it may be
reduced to a marketing phrase
too often – but there can be no
doubt that the merging of sex
and technology is one of the
most interesting and dynamic
segments of the erotic industry
today.

Flenburg, Germany - From now on, J ulia Kreism ann will be supporting the team of ORION
Wholesale with sales and marketing in E astern E urope. The native Russian and D iplom-Kau ffrau ( German Bu siness Adm inistration D egree, similar to an M BA)
has been working in the industry for three years now and is already known by many people.

O

RION Wholesale is one of Europe’s
ble for them every day. ORION Wholesale’s
most successful erotic wholesalers with
main focus is on a trusting, collaborative
an extensive bestseller assortment in spebusiness relationship and personal contact.
cial packaging designs.
That’s why the sales team
The wholesale provides
also visits their customers
its customers with its
and have fixed appointments
own labels, quality-conin their calendars for these
trolled products and
visits that take them all over
customer-oriented prothe world. Julia Kreismann
duct development, but
will spend a lot of her time in
also with customised proEastern Europe to look after
motional material, such
existing customers, but also
as catalogues, flyers,
to acquire new customers.
posters, product testers
This guarantees that, from
New at ORION Wholesale:
and displays. ORION
now on, Orion Wholesale can
Julia Kreismann
Wholesale also stands for
optimize its service for the
fair and stable prices, high availability, and
Eastern European market as well. Custocompetent and service-oriented advice.
mer satisfaction is and always has been the
ORION Wholesale has customers all over
reason why the team works extremely hard
the world and the wholesale team is availato get the best results.

New Moji by NS Novelties at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – Great news
for fans of NS Novelties: SCALA has
stocked up on the newest releases in
the popular Moji range.
The #SHT plugs add a
playful wink to anal adventures, ideal for those
consumers who are looking for non-intimidating,
fun backdoor toys.
Now available in the Moji collection by
NS Novelties is the #SHT butt plug. This
new #SHT plug is made of premium

T hat‘ s it for this month!
R andolph H eil

06

silicone, featuring a smooth tapered
silhouette, and with a trendy emoji-stamped flared base. Other designs in the
collection - also ready to
order at SCALA - include
three other emoji-style
plugs: the #ILY, the #OMG
and #WTF – available in
two colors: black and pink.
Made of premium, softtouch silicone and packaged in a modern, sleek packaging, they will definite
animate any in-store display…
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Fleshlight introduces Quickshot Accessories
Available at Eropartner
Z waagdijk, T he Netherlands - So metimes efficiency is the best policy. The Q uickshot is less than half the siz e of the original
Fleshlight and is uniqu e due to its fully exposed orifices on each end. This means it can be used as supplementary stimulation
during blowjo bs/ fellatio/ oral sex, or as a solo masturbation aid.

T

o clean it up simply remove the sleeve from
its compact black case after use and rinse
it with warm water. Quickshot Sleeve Warmer
- Fleshlight has made its #1 selling male sex
toys even hotter – literally! The Quickshot SleeveWarmer upgrade device warms the SuperSkin sleeve of the Quickshot toy to a sensual
temperature that even further mimics the feel
of a real-life sexual experience. Quickshot
Shower Mount Adapter - The Quickshot Shower Mount Adapter allows you to enjoy two

Eropartner is now offering
the Fleshlight Quickshot
and all its accessories

of your favorite Fleshlight sex toys
in unison: the Quickshot and the
Shower Mount. Simply remove both
caps from your Quickshot toy, screw
on the Shower Mount Adapter, and
then screw on the Shower Mount.
Follow the Shower Mount instructions to attach your Quickshot male masturbator to any flat, secure surface. Quickshot Quick
Connect - Upgrade your Quickshot experience
by connecting two Quickshots together.

GET MAXIMUM
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•
•
•
•
•
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EDC Wholesale

is releasing LUV EGG
A collection of three colorful vibrating eggs
V eendam, The Netherlands - E D C Wholesale is expanding its assortment with L UV E
collection of three colorful vibrating eggs that can be controlled with a remote. L UV E
perfect for partners who are looking for an exciting sex toy.

T

LUV EGG is EDC Wholesale‘s
new house brand

he vibrating egg is wrapped in soft silicone, which is body-safe, feels comfortable on the skin and can be cleaned
thoroughly. LUV EGG is the newest house
brand, designed by EDC Wholesale. “We
chose soft pastel tones for the three items,
to separate them visually from the bright
colored vibrators in the shop presentation.” explained designer Melanie “The
package is transparent, in order to let the
colors stand out. What you see is what
you get. LUV EGG is a beautiful collection

AQUAglide 2 in 1

AQUAglide 2 in 1 combines
effective intimate lubrication
with delightful massages

Hanover, Germany - Original AQUAglide is
known as Europe‘s most popular waterbased lubricant brand in the erotic market.
AQUAglide 2 in 1 combines effective intimate lubrication with delightful massages.
The neutral medical lubricant and massage
agent is perfect for use all over the body.
The long-term gliding properties of the

GG, a
GG is

with high-end material and USB rechargeable items. No more hassle with batteries,
but pure comfort by charging them for
extra long fun.” LUV EGG has a powerful
motor with 12 vibration settings. The egg
is waterproof, USB rechargeable and can
be used in combination with water-based
lubricant. The items are available in pastel
tones of blue, green, and pink, which fits
perfectly in an Easter-themed presentation. LUV EGG is in stock and available for
retailers to order now.

high-quality gel ensure optimum moisture
during sexual intercourse. Furthermore,
the innovative AQUAglide ‚2 in 1‘ enables extensive gliding massage units. The
‚allrounder‘ is manufactured in Germany,
waterbased, fat-free and latexcondom
compatible. Dermatological tests guarantee
a particularly high skin friendliness.

SeXentials by TOYJOY now with

100% stock availability at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The quality
SeXentials range by TOYJOY now has full
stock availability on all of the collection’s
popular pleasure providers. This means
consumers can take advantage of an
exciting choice in silhouettes, skills, and
thrills, whilst retailers can profit from very
attractive margins on this premium non-intimidating brand. SeXentials by TOYJOY
caters to all entry-level, from beginners to
08

experienced consumers: there is a right
vibe for everybody and every body! The
SeXentials by TOYJOY collection features the Happiness, Bliss and Euphoria
rabbit-style vibrators, the Delight ribbed
vibrator, the Extravagance G-spot vibe,
the Jubilation anal plug, the Paradise love
egg, and the Satisfaction cock ring. Each
product in the range is made of materials
such as silky silicone.
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Bra Set
(75B/S) 2213150 1231 /
(80B/M) 1241 / (85B/L) 1251 /
(75C/S) 1311 / (80C/M) 1321 /
(85C/L) 1331

Ohnut now
availableat Eropartner
For a better connection and more fun
Z waagdijk, The Netherlands - At Ohnut they believe a bedroom can be a place of jo y.

T

lingerie

hat’s why
they’ve
partnered with
renowned
sexual medicine clinicians,
holistic practitioners, and countless empathetic humans to understand where they can
collectively generate the biggest impact on
reviving human connection. “Ohnut is designed to feel just like skin”, Eropartner states
in a press release. “It’s so comfortable, you
and your partner will barely notice it’s there.
And because you may not have to worry
about whether penetration will hurt, Ohnut
allows both you and your partner to focus on
what matters most.” Worn externally at the
base of a penetrating partner (e.g. on their
shaft or on a toy), Ohnut compresses down
to act as a soft buffer during sex. Each set
comes with four linking rings that allow the
user to make simple adjustments.

International Dreamlove
releases ‘Submissive’

09

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1903-108

Alcalá de
Guadaira, Spain
- ‘Submissive’
is a new brand
developed by
International
Dreamlove. ‘Submissive’ is available now and
consists of seven fetish and/or BDSM products.
All items of the collection have been developed
with high quality materials. It is a brand developed
for both beginners and expert users, the company says. ‘Submissive’ will be expanded with new
products during 2019 and 2020.
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Hype by CalExotics

back in stock at SCALA
4 classic designs

Wijc hen, The Netherlands - Great news for fans of C alE xotics: th e brand’ s popular Hype
collection is back in stock at SC AL A! The trendy range features 4 en ticing silhouettes, each
with a bold, graphic print that will certainly catch the eye any in-store, or online, display.

T

he Hype collection by CalExotics was
originally released by CalExotics at
the end of 2018, with limited availability.
SCALA are happy to report the collection is now fully back in stock; with all 4
silhouettes available. The collection offers
consumers a choice between 4 classic
silhouettes. Consumers can indulge
themselves with the Hype Massager
(massage wand), Hype Dual Wand (rab-

Inspire

Inspire includes more
than 35 products

Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - Inspire presents
a line of massagers with very powerful, silent and discreet motors, manufactured with
a high quality and very attractive silicone.
The range includes more than 35 products
grouped into 4 different lines, which allow to
fully satisfy the needs of users and provide
them with truly exciting experiences. All
products stand out for the great power of
their motors and can be configured in up to
30 different operating modes. The excellent
designs together with high performance

bit-style vibe), Hype Wand (vibrator) and
Hype Flexi Wand (flexible vibrator). All
feature an eye-catching black and white
print, giving the whole range a contemporary 21st-century appeal. And Hype
has all the high-end features consumers
crave, including USB-rechargeable
batteries, soft silicone coatings, multiple functions of vibration, pulsation and
escalation, and intuitive controls.

motors that can be recharged via USB,
allow the user to access a highest quality product at a very affordable price. A
category of products where the demand is
extremely high, ideal for young people or
adults who want a luxury experience at a
very affordable price.
The packaging has been designed to capture the customer’s attention, both for those
who observe the products through any
online store and for those who see them in
a brick and mortar store.

Elle collaborates with Satisfyer

Inspire includes more
than 35 products

10

Bielefeld, Germany - For the first time ever,
Hearst Publishing, the leader in women’s
fashion and beauty magazines, chose to
partner with Satisfyer to try a new direct
marketing approach. 35,000 subscribers
were given the chance to opt-in to receive
a full-sized product with their April issue
of Elle magazine, featuring Taylor Swift
on the cover. Those who jumped on the

invitation received a Satisfyer Pro Traveler,
priced at $39.95, in a tailor made pink
box. The product reads, ‘The Next Sexual
Revolution’. This unique experience is a
new concept for the receivers of the subscription box and for the givers, Elle and
Satisfyer. According to Satisfyer, the first
feedback confirmed that this operation
was incredibly successful.
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ORION Wholesale
expands ‚Noir Handmade‘
New outfits available
Flensburg, Germany - From now on, there are
new outfits from the “Noir Handmade” label
available from ORION Wholesale. The Flensburg
erotic specialists are expanding their large product range with new and fresh looks.

T

he new dresses,
jumpsuits and waist
cinchers from ‚Noir
Handmade‘ are sexy
and figure shaping, and
although they mainly
appeal to connoisseurs in the fetish scene, they
do also appeal to fashion conscious club-goers.
The outfits are made out of black, high-quality
power wetlook that is either shiny matte or extremely shiny – some outfits also have eyelets, studs
or fancy zips. The highlight, however, is a dress
made out of tulle material with a semi-transparent
stripe design. All of the materials feel extremely
smooth on the skin and are very stretchy, so they
are almost crease-free when worn and fit like a
second skin. All outfits are available in sizes S,
M, L and XL. The outfits from ‚Noir Handmade‘
are delivered in high-quality cardboard boxes
with a detailed image of the respective product
on it. There is also a description of the product in
various languages on it as well.

SCALA’s website available
in Russian language

11

AVAILABLE NOW!
+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1903-109

Wijchen, The
Netherlands
– SCALA’s website is now available in Russian.
The addition
of the Russian language to their digital presence
ensures they’re able to provide a premium level to
all customers, in all corners of Europe.
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and much, much more
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The OptiMALE

Vibrating Cock Cage
New and ready to order at SCALA
Wijc hen, The Netherlands - The new OptiM AL E V ibrating C ock C age from the OptiM AL E
collection by D oc J ohnson is an innovative, state-of-the-art design. This product can definitely take intimate pleasure to the next level with its uniqu e skills and thrills.

T

he smart design leaves the underside
of the shaft open to stimulation, whilst
the top of the penis is sleeved by the soft
silicone cage, adding extra texture and
lightly increasing thickness of the pleasure
rod. The silhouette has a powerful, builtin vibrator position at the end, allowing
for direct stimulation of the partner‘s
erogenous zones, such as the clitoris. The
OptiMALE Vibrating Cock Cage offers 10

New men’s brand Bucked

functions of powerful vibration and comes
with a wireless remote for maximum functionality. User can also activate or alternate the functions by a direct push-button
on the cock cage, giving them multiple
options to control their intimate play! The
design is also USB-rechargeable, made
of phthalate-free silicone and ABS, and
comes in a contemporary packaging for
non-intimidating in-store display.

available at Eropartner Distribution

The Bucked collection contains
lubes and masturbation cremes

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands. - Bucked
empowers men to saddle up and ride
with confidence. Made exclusively for
men by men to uphold the rigorous needs
of their sexual desires. Their tone eludes
sophistication and class while blurring the
line with wild and raw. They have upgraded from boys with ponies to men with
horses. Giving permission and encouraging to go a little dark, a little more extreme, a little more leather. The collection

contains: Phantom Cum Play Original
Lubricant 240ml and 60ml, Wrangler
Masturbation Cream Unscented 120ml
and 60ml, Smokey Wrangler Masturbation Cream 120ml and 60ml, Mount Hybrid
Original Lubricant 120ml and 60ml, and
Stride Silicone Original Lubricant 120ml
and 60ml. The products contain Aloe Vera
and Vitamin E to help protect, heal and
sooth and they have a PH range of 5-7
which make them ideal for anal use.

ST RUBBER is oﬀering JOYRIDE Premium GlassiX sets
Wadgassen, Germany - The elegant and
high quality glass toys of the JOYRIDE GlassiX line are made by hand. Each product is
made of special quality glass and impresses
with its own personality thanks to various
unique details. In addition the products are
anti-allergenic, odorless and hygienic. The
clou: the glass toys can be warmed up or
14

even cooled off – for a special experience.
There are 19 sets to choose from, each
containing a glass toy, a JOYRIDE cleaner
and a velvet pouch for storage. If you have
further questions, please do not hesitate to
contact ST RUBBER’s customer service on
+49 (0)6834 4006-0. It is also worth taking a
look at the online shop www.strubbi.com.
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b-Vibe introduces the Anal
Training & Education Set
A compilation of b-Vibe plugs along with essential accessories
New Y ork, USA b-V ibe’ s collection of anal
pleasure products is expanding with the addition
of the 7- P iece A nal Training & E ducation Set, a
compilation of b-V ibe plugs along with essential
accessories and more.

“L

ike all b-Vibe products, we specifically had
the customer experience in mind when
creating this set,” COTR founder and CEO
Alicia Sinclair said. “We aimed to create a set
that anyone can use throughout their entire anal
training journey — each plug provides a unique
sensation, plus we’ve included useful accessories
such as a reusable enema for hygiene, a lubricant launcher for comfortable lube insertion, an
antibacterial travel bag, and last -but certainly not
least- our new 60+ page Complete Guide to Anal
Play.” The Complete Guide to Anal Play reflects
b-Vibe’s unwavering dedication to pleasure-focused sex education. The comprehensive full-color
book covers a wide variety of topics. “We’ve
crafted this book to really guide users — regardless of gender or orientation — through their anal
play journey,” Sinclair said. The Anal Training and
Education Set comes in sleek box packaging in
b-Vibe’s signature vibrant teal color that’s warm
and inviting to all curious customers. The Anal
Training & Education Set includes a Small Silicone
Plug, a Medium Vibrating Rechargeable Plug,
a Large Weighted Plug, the Complete Guide to
Anal Play, a Reusable Anal Enema, a Lubricant
Launcher and a Travel/Storage Bag.
15
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Successful Minx, Linx and

Kinx retail competition in Canada
BMS

Bram pton, C anada - BM
S asked all sto res that stock the M inx, L inx and Kin x range to go
above and beyond in their ‘M inx it Up’ co mpetition, where stores were asked to show off
their toys from the brand in their stores.

T

The winners of the‘Minx it Up’
competition were: 'Adult Source
Calgary‘ and 'Hanky Panky Toronto‘

o win, stores simply had to tag BMS on
social media, showing off their Minx, Linx
and Kinx products. The winners were announced as Adult Source Calgary who walked away with an Apple watch and Hanky
Panky Toronto who won a whole basket of
Minx, Linx and Kinx goodies to reward their
staff for taking part. Alongside the exciting
competition, BMS also offered 10% off the
Minx, Linx and Kinx range online – a great
incentive for new customers to explore the
brand, and a fantastic opportunity for loyal
customers to stock up on their favourites at
an incredible price. Justin Vickers – Head of
Global Trade Sales for ABS Holdings - says:
“We love that BMS challenged stores to
show off their Minx, Linx and Kinx products
in store as they were displayed, as we’re particularly proud of our eye-catching packaging
and the ease with which it can be merchandised. We carefully considered the size and

shape of our packaging, ensuring that every
product would be perfectly displayed for
maximum effect. The colours we chose for
the brand packaging are bold and exciting,
just like the toys themselves. We think the
competition tied in really nicely with all the
hard work we put into the brand packaging
behind the scenes.” BMS Sales Rep Kathy
says: “BMS is thrilled to team up with Minx
Linx and Kinx to offer an incredible discount
on the full collection of affordable, quality
pleasure products for the entire month of
April. The MINX IT UP campaign asked
BMS’ Canadian customers to get creative
in displaying Minx, Linx and Kinx products in
their stores. This fun, unique promotion gave
our customers a chance to get involved, see
all new Minx, Linx and Kinx products, and
win some amazing prizes. We’re incredibly
proud to be the exclusive distributor for Minx,
Linx and Kinx in Canada”.

Rocks Oﬀ added further

products to their Bamboo range

Bamboo Moondust
& Bamboo Moondust

18

Kettering, England - Two further additions
to the best-selling Bamboo range were
launched at Adultex. “Bamboo is a great
little product,” says Sales Manager Sham
Galoria. “Due to the products popularity
we’ve added a few options to this range
previously with prints and on trend ombre
metallics, this time we are ringing the changes with two elegant brushed metallics
in silver and copper called Sunburst and
Moondust”. Bamboo is a real classic in
terms of style and presentation and it’s

perfect for beginners who may be shy of
buying a product that falls into the everyday sex toy bullet shape. That being said,
anyone who knows what these products
have been designed for will know in an
instant what can be achieved with the
flatter surface area and precision C spot
stimulation points. “We’ve also redesigned
the packaging to give the products the
Rocks Off wow factor when they are in situ
on slat walls, so they really stand out from
the moment the customer sees them”.
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A wew star in the sky of pleasure of

‚Sweet Smile‘ arouses spring emotions
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - ‚Sweet Sm
ile‘ is o ne of ORION Wholesale’ s best-selling labels. This
is because these sex toys are full of life: th eir design is as beautiful as love and their range
goes from playful romance to slightly craz y.

T

The 'Rechargeable Rotating Vibrator‘
has a slightly curved shaft and a butterfly-shaped clitoral stimulator

he high-quality silicone toys’ highlight
is their silky soft-touch surface – it
provides intense feelings of passion and
opens the door to new, tingling dimensions
of pleasure. There is now a new ‚Sweet
Smile‘ star in the sky of pleasure that
arouses spring emotions. The ‚Rechargeable Rotating Vibrator‘ has a slightly
curved shaft and a butterfly-shaped clitoral
stimulator. The ten vibration modes in the
clitoral stimulator and the three rotation
speeds in the tip of the shaft make the
spring emotions run wild – both functions
can be controlled separately. The ‚Sweet
Smile‘ sex toys are made out of silicone

with a velvety-soft PU coating. They are
delivered in a high-quality cardboard box
that also has a description of the product
in various languages on it as well. The
box can be easily opened and closed
because it has a magnetic fastener. The
product can be seen behind the blister
packaging once the front of the box has
been opened. Not only is the packaging
eye-catching and guarantees a sale, but it
can also be stood up or hung up with the
hanger in the middle. More products will
now fit into the sales space because they
are more compact. They also take up less
space when they are in storage as well.

pjur and Sugar&Sas

demonstrate successful teamwork

Katrin Kühnrich went to Australia
to foster good relationships
with retailers on site

20

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Announced
in early February, Sugar & Sas is the
exclusive partner to grow the pjur brand
and sales in Australia and New Zealand.
Following-up on customer activities and
training sessions, Katrin Kühnrich, Senior
Associate Business Development went
to Australia to foster good relationships
with retailers on site. “It was great having
Katrin here, meeting customers with our
team. Her expertise, her knowledge of the
market and the pjur brand are beneficial
for everyone. Katrin met 37 (potential)
customers in five Aus- tralian cities. She
really made an effort to meet as many
as possible”, says Jo Radnidge, General
Manager Sugar & Sas. During her tenday visit, Katrin met major customers in
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Gold Coast

and Perth. “We’ve seen that most stores
sell pjur’s best-selling lubricants, but there
is so much more about pjur! Now we
need to step up our game with attractive
slat wall displays, that present the whole
pjur range of personal lubricants and enhancement products to strengthen pjur’s
brand visibility in-store. I’m sure even regular customers can find new inspiration”
says Katrin from pjur. The new slat wall
displays, as well as the newly launched
POS materials were well received. Particularly because retailers will get support
from Sugar&Sas sales representatives,
who will set them up and do trainings
on-site. “With Nicole, Belinda and Rose
visiting retails on a regular basis, I am very
confident about the development of the
pjur brand in Australia”, says Katrin.
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FINE ELEGANCE.
PURE LUXURY.

Discover the new touch free Satisfyer sexual wellness collection with revolutionary
air pulse technology. Order now free samples for your entire staff!
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FINE ELEGANCE.

fine
metal & leather

fine
metal & leather

53,95

EURO

Wholesale price

www.satisfyer.com

129,95

EURO

MSRP incl. VAT

PURE LUXURY.

pure
aluminum

62,50

EURO

Wholesale price

149,95

EURO

MSRP incl. VAT

0,00

EURO

0,00

EURO

COUNTER DISPLAYS
For any information, please

www.satisfyer.com

0,00

EURO

WITH TESTER FOR FREE.
contact us at info @ satisfyer.com
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Hunkyjunk arrived at ABS Holdings
Cock and ball slings, nipple suckers, cock rings, chastity cages, sheaths and more
Ringwood, E ngland - The brand new Hunkyju nk range from Oxballs has ju st arrived at ABS
Holdings and they’re excited abo ut adding this uniqu e new range to their collection.

T

ABS are stocking a wide range from
the new Hunkyjunk collection

he Hunkyjunk range was created by
the Oxballs team in collaboration with
a Reykjavik stylist for a collection that’s
purposeful and clean but also incredibly creative. The range was inspired by
mid-century style and is made from high
quality materials that make it a sought-after
range when consumers are in the mood
for striking toys with bold design and
colour. The range is designed for all types
of men, and whatever their desires, they’ll
find something to appease them in this
exciting new range. There’s something
for men who are completely new to the
Oxballs range, and toys for men who are
much more experienced. ABS are loving
that the Hunkyjunk range is incredibly
varied. They’re stocking a wide range from
the new collection including cock and ball

slings, nipple suckers, cock rings, chastity
cages, sheaths and more. Hunkyjunk is a
clever novelty range that makes solo and
shared sex better for him, one innovative
toy at a time. The comfortable cockrings
keep him harder for longer, while the
chastity cages invite him to explore control
and domination. The Hunkyjunk Cog can
be used as a stackable cock ring or a cock
ring and ball ring. Like most designs in this
range, it’s made to not pinch or roll for maximum comfort. The FIT cock ring is made
from Plus Silicone for an ultra stretchy
design and can be worn for prolonged play
thanks to the comfortable fit. (It’s available
in Ice, Blue and Black). The Hunkyjunk
Slingshot is a hybrid sling crossed with a
3-ring cage. It has a teardrop shape base
for a great fit and a big bulge.

XR Brands introduces “Thump It” anal stimulators

Thump It stimulators utilize
kinetic technology to create
a thumping sensation

26

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is
now shipping Thump It, the manufacturer’s
latest innovation for anal pleasure. Available
in three shapes, Thump It stimulators utilize
kinetic technology to create a thumping
sensation never before seen – or felt – in
the anal product category, according to
XR Brands. Thump It includes the original
7x Medium Thumping Anal Plug, the 7x
Large Thumping Anal Plug made for a fuller
sensation, and the 7x Medium Thumping
Anal Plug, perfect for lovers of prostate
stimulation. Each Thump It stimulator is
waterproof, and equipped with seven
thumping functions, a convenient remote
control for easy use, and premium silicone

construction. “Thump It is one of the most
anticipated releases this year and features
a pleasure function we’ve never see in a
product made for anal pleasure, so we’re
especially excited,” XR Brands President Rebecca Weinberg said. “Thump It
stimulates in a completely unique way and
gives users something new, different, and
intensely pleasurable, which has kept our
customers ready and eager for their ship
date. We anticipate Thump It is going to be
a strong brand.” Thump It is packaged in
color-blocked boxes suitable for slatwall or
shelf displays. Each box features images
of the product as well as an eye-grabbing
‚Made with Kinetic Technology.‘
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“GET READY FOR YOUR
LIFE TO CHANGE.”

15,95
EURO

Wholesale price

39,95
EURO

MSRP incl. VAT

24,95 59,95
EURO

Wholesale price

EURO

MSRP incl. VAT

24,95 59,95
EURO

Wholesale price

EURO

MSRP incl. VAT
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CalExotics is slaying the

game with its new arrivals at SCALA
Over a dozen new products

Wijc hen, The Netherlands - SC AL A is th rilled to announce doz ens of new arrivals in their
exclusive C alE xotics assortment. From classic rabbit-style vibes to the new SL A Y collection:
there is something for every entry-level, preference, and budget.

A

s the exclusive partner of CalExotics,
SCALA is able to offer its customers
privileged access to the brand’s newest
arrivals. With over a dozen new products added to the CalExotics selection
in the past weeks, there is a match for
every target-audience! A highlight from
the new arrivals is the Slay collection by
CalExotics. This brand new range of pleasurable stimulators is petite, discreet, and
perfect for pin-point pleasure on the go.

The travel-friendly, compact silhouettes
are made of premium silicone and offer 10
sensational functions of vibration. Simply
slip Slay into your hand luggage or purse,
and be ready for intimate fun, anywhere
and anytime you want. There are 4 colorful products in this new collection: the
Slay Teaser, Slay Exciter, Slay Lover, and
Slay Teaser. Each simulator has its own
unique skills, yet they all adhere to the
highest quality standard.

Bcurious Premium redesign

makes luxury pleasure aﬀordable
Los Angeles, USA - B Swish would like
to re-introduce the Bcurious Premium, a
uniquely contoured massager that has
been redesigned to deliver even more
powerful results. The Bcurious Premium
is coated with non-porous, body- safe
silicone, making it easy to clean and fully
submersible. Its precision tip delivers
pinpoint stimulation, while its ergonomically defined curves and stronger motor

The Bcurious Premium is coated with
non-porous, body- safe silicone

enhance your choice of seven rumbly
vibrations. USB charging is also a significant addition, with a magnetic adapter
for a fumble-free charge that provides up
to 2.5 hours of nonstop play. Packaged
in a sleek and giftable box, the Bcurious
Premium comes in two alluring shades,
purple and black, and with an MAP of
$79.99, this massager makes luxury
pleasure widely accessible.

Realistic dildos ‚Super Soﬅie‘ with trendy designs

New in the You2Toys line:
the realistic dildos 'Super Softie‘

28

Flensburg, Germany - The realistic dildos
‚Super Softie‘ from You2Toys are now available at ORION Wholesale in three different
sizes and colours. The highlight of these
magnificent, lifelike chaps is their firm,
colourful core, which has a soft, transparent silicone coating. The Super Softies
are a small but a guaranteed highlight

in the bedroom thanks to their exciting
design. Their unique feel also satisfies any
desire: the pleasantly firm core is encased
in a skin-like texture, which creates an
excitingly lifelike feeling. And to top it all off,
they have an extremely stimulating surface
with bulging glans and very pronounced
veins that pleases any sweet spot.
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MSRP incl. VAT

19,95
EURO

Agency photo. Posed with model.

Wholesale price

7,95
EURO
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BLOWS
YOU AWAY.
NEW SATISFYER MEN HEAT VIBRATION.
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play!

SET OF 3
VALUE PACK
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New adventurous

pleasure providers from You2Toys
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The current ORION sex report has revealed that 63%
pants own a sex toy because they like to experiment.

H

owever, they also know how to help
themselves if the relationship needs
some new thrills because 55% think that
toys are great for spicing up their sex life.
And yet others prefer multiple stimulation:
the stimulation of various areas of the
body is a reason to use an erotic pleasure
provider for 9% of the participants after all.
Two new erotic pleasure providers from
You2Toys are now available at ORION
Wholesale: the ‚Massager for her‘ and the
‚Massager for him‘. They are perfect for
multiple stimulation and for people who
like to experiment and also add some
new thrills to the sex life. The ‚Massager for her‘, a fiery red rabbit vibrator
with beautiful black decorative parts, will
ignite a bonfire of pleasure. The shaft has
raised stimulating grooves and provides a
pinpoint stimulation of vagina and G-spot,
while the rabbit-shaped clitoral stimulator is equipped with sensuous movable
ears. There are ten vibration modes and
three thrusting/rotation levels to choose
from. The rabbit vibrator feels livelier and
more realistic than almost every other sex
toy, thanks to the warming function that
goes up to 42°C. The ‚Massager for her‘
is waterproof and can be recharged with
the included USB cable. The ‚Massager
for him‘ is a black, rechargeable prostate

Two new erotic pleasure providers from
You2Toys are now available at ORION
Wholesale: the 'Massager for her‘ and
the 'Massager for him‘

FLIP ORB

Tokyo, Japan - TENGA launches a new
series of reusable male pleasure items.
TENGA FLIP ORB will be available in
Europe from Spring 2019 for the price
of 70€ RRP (each sold separately).
The FLIP ORB has firm and flexible

The FLIB ORB is available with two
different internal designs

40

of the partici-

vibrator with a dotted perineum stimulator
that provides an intense stimulation of the
anus and perineum – it also has a handy
retraction ring. It has a bulbous shaft and
tip for additional stimulation and that sweet
fulfilment. The sensation is even intensified
when the ten exciting vibration modes
and the three rotation levels come into
play – they can be individually adjusted.
The dotted perineum stimulator also offers
a cosy warming function. The ‚Massager
for him‘ is waterproof, can be recharged
with the included USB cable and includes
a remote control for easy use. The new
pleasure providers from You2Toys are
made out of high-quality silicone with a
velvety-soft PU coating. They are delivered
in high-quality cardboard boxes that also
have a description of the product in various
languages on them as well. The boxes can
be easily opened and closed because they
have a magnetic fastener. The product can
be seen behind the blister packaging once
the front of the box has been opened. Not
only is the packaging eye-catching and
guarantees a sale, but it can also be stood
up or hung up with the hanger in the middle. More products will now fit into the sales
space because they are more compact.
They also take up less space when they
are in storage as well.

orbs layered within soft elastomer for
a new sensation. Coming in the colors
Blue Rush and Orange Crash with two
different internal designs, the hour-glass
shape and cap make the FLIP ORB
easy to hold, use, and clean.
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Sustainable love
with BIOglide
JOYDIVISION invests in new climate protection project
Hanover, Germany - It is no secret that people
want to consume more and more consciously.
J OY D IVISIO N international AG recogniz ed this
many years ago and is constantly expanding its
commitment to environmental protection. The
company is currently investing in a new climate
protection proje ct.

J

OYDIVISION
has shown
that conscious
consumer culture can also
JOYDIVISION is investing in a be lived in the
reforestation project in Ethiopia world’s most
beautiful minor
matter. The brand manufacturer has therefore
always consciously opted for climate-conscious production in Germany. Unavoidable
CO2 emissions from production and transport are offset by a new climate protection
project in Ethiopia. JOYDIVISION is investing in a reforestation project there. In the
high mountain region of Southern Ethiopia
near Mount Damota, new trees are planted
at the severely degraded forest and thus a
long-term regeneration of the ecosystem is
achieved. The project is not only an outstanding example of local co-determination, but
also achieves numerous positive effects for
biodiversity, climate protection and regional
development. In love, as in organic products,
the highest standards apply. The natural and
vegan BIOglide offers gentle support for vaginal moisture and relieves intimate complaints.
Nothing stands in the way of a carefree,
natural and above all environmentally conscious sexuality. The ‘Natural Product-Standard
approved by BDiH’ seal, which BIOglide is
the first medical device to officially bear, gives
consumers security. BIOglide is 100% natural
and pH-optimized. It has been awarded the
rating ‘very good’ by ÖKO TEST and has
excellent gliding properties.
41
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Back to Basics
pjur SPA ScenTouch
Wasserbillig, L uxembourg - pj ur S P A S cenTouch is a range of massage lotions that combines
scent with touch, without making any compromises on q uality or how the product feels on skin.
The brand embodies a sensual j ourney that can be used as foreplay or relaxation.

I
pjur SPA ScenTouch is a range of
innovative massage lotions

t‘s a problem your customers have most
likely encountered before: The massage is
heavenly, it gives you a tingling sensation
and you‘re ready for more. But your hands
are also greasy, the oil has formed a greasy
film on the body, not to even mention the
marks that could stain the bed or sofa.
Many customers want a hassle-free alternative. The new products in the pjur SPA
ScenTouch range are clear, glycol-based
massage lotions. They do not contain oil
and leave the skin feeling soft and beautifully fragranced. The glycol ensures that
the lotions feel great and moisturise the
skin. After a massage, the lotions can be
wiped off without leaving behind a greasy
film on your skin or marks on textiles.
Massage lotions are a good cross-selling
opportunity: They are the perfect complement to pjur‘s personal lubricants. After
all, the pjur ScenTouch products are made
exclusively for massages. The massage
lotions have a delicate, fruity fragrance that
is never unpleasant or too intense. Four
sensational fragrance variants open the

door to new dimensions: Feel fresh and
free: Melon Breeze / Delight in the soft
scent of summer cherries: Cherry Dream
/ Experience the passion of a hot summer
night: Strawberry Summer / Melt away
into seductive vanilla: Vanilla Seduction.
pjur SPA ScenTouch Neutral Way is the
perfect alternative for customers who are
looking for a lotion without any fragrances
or preservatives but still want to experience
the amazing feeling of a great massage
lotion. What’s more, none of the products
contain any flavourings. ScenTouch products are not tested on animals. They are
vegan and enriched with natural vitamin
E and jojoba. They are easy to apply and
free from glycerin and parabens. Please
note: pjur SPA ScenTouch products are
designed exclusively for massages. If an
erotic massage leads to more, then pjur
personal lubricants are still the best choice.
Reatilers can access a wide range of POS
material and sales training documents free
of charge at:
https://www.pjurlove.com/dealerlounge/

Satisfyer pressure wave

technology patent-registered

Bielefeld, Germany - In an official press
release Satisfyer is announcing that their
pressure wave technology has recently
been registered for patent in Europe, Canada, Mexico and Australia, and that further
patent publications in the USA, China,
Russia, South Africa etc. will follow soon.
From now on Satisfyer can be proud to
present the corresponding patent number
42

of the Air Pulse technology, the company
says. “The registration of our patents supports our distributor partners and thus has
a positive effect on the retail trade. We can
now begin to sue all copies of our technology in the marketplace and will demand the
first claims for compensation in the next few
weeks,” Jerome Bensimon, Vice President
of Sales of Satisfyer, said.
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Mystim’s Opus E series
Now available at SCALA
Wijc hen, The Netherlands- New and ready to order at SC AL A: th e new Opus E e-stim masturbators by M ystim. These designs combine masturbation sleeves with electrical current.
The new Opus E collection by M ystim offers three realistic masturbators to choose from.

C

onsumers can elect to enjoy a vaginal
orifice, anal orifice or a donut-shaped
round opening. To enjoy the electro-stim
options, consumers will need to purchase
an additional current device, such as the
Mystim Sultry Sub, which is not included
with the Opus E products. Each new
Opus E masturbator features a lifelike
inner texture that transmits electrical
currents from the base of the penis to the
tip. The addition of electro-stimulation
to masturbating fun adds a unique twist
to the intimate play, sparking incredible
sensations unlike anything else you will
have felt before. Mystim explains: “In

combination with a stimulation current
device, your little man receives additional
electrical impulses from the baffles to
the left and right of the sleeve. You can
choose the intensity of the stimulation
current – or of your personal fireworks –
yourself or have it chosen: from a gentle
tingling to a slight twitching to a stronger
pulsation. The Opus E masturbators are
fully compatible with all stimulation current
devices. But only with our Mystim Cluster
Buster & Sultry Sub Black Edition they
become perfect and are transformed into
remote-controlled, wireless E-Stim masturbators.”

GQ names Aneros its first choice
for prostate stimulators

Houston, USA - Aneros has been named
first choice brand for prostate stimulators by the online French publication
of ‚Gentlemen’s Quarterly‘. “We are honored to be recognized by GQ France for
our unique and innovative line of prostate
stimulators and massagers,” said Brent
Aldon, director of sales and marketing for
Aneros. “Whether enjoying our vibrating
or non-powered products, the Aneros
line of prostate massagers are ergonomically designed to work with one’s
own body producing stimulating experiences while incorporating the benefits
of improved prostate health and greater
sexual wellness.” The article, written by
Maïa Mazaurette, outlines the wide range
of products available to men – more than
44

350 prostate massagers on Amazon
alone – while also serving as a guide
to top brands in the field. “Since male
anal pleasure begins to be documented,
it is becoming easier to find followers,
testimonials and practical guides. The
curious do not go on a blind adventure
anymore …Here is our special selection,” Mazaurette wrote. “First choice: the
historic brand, Aneros. From the medical
community, Aneros offers ‘serious’
prostatic stimulators, which follow the
contours and detours of the inside of the
male body, adapting to the musculature.”
Mazaurette explained that the wide range
of products available from Aneros offers
consumers a variety of options that are
tailored for individual needs.
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Moxie
The latest product from We-Vibe is wearable for fun on the go
Ottawa, C anada - We-V ibe introduces M oxie by We V ibe, a wearable B luetooth- controlled vibrator for hands-free clitoral stimulation. With its contoured, slim shape and whisper
qu iet vibrations, M oxie is designed to fit discreetly inside underwear and stay securely in
place with a magnetic clip.

R
Moxie by We-Vibe features enhanced
connectivity thanks to the
advancements of Bluetooth 5

etailers worldwide can order Moxie now from their authorized We-Vibe distributor. Moxie is made for
comfort, it’s lightweight and made with
body-safe, silky-smooth silicone that’s
soft on the skin. We-Vibe’s signature,
powerful rumbly vibrations, a multi-function remote, and the free We-Connect
app, make Moxie the first premium product in the wearable or ‘panty vibe’
category. Moxie retails for 129€ / £119
/ 159 CHF MSRP and is available
in aqua color. “Moxie is for couples
looking for an adventure outside the
bedroom – those who may want to add
some excitement to date night, a din-

ner out, dog walks, or a boring meeting,” says We-Vibe marketing manager
Stephanie Keating. “In Moxie user
trials, couples told us of the thrill of having their partner in control and having
a little secret just between the two of
them. Plus, 88% of participants told us
they had a pleasurable experience with
Moxie.” Moxie has more than 10 different vibration modes each with 10 levels
of intensity. It is waterproof and rechargeable (90 minutes of charging allows
for up to 2 hours of play), and the low
power alert announces when it’s time to
recharge. Moxie comes with a two-year
manufacturer’s warranty.

The Womanizer Duo is now available

For further information about the
Womanizer Duo please visit
www.womanizer-wholesale.com

46

Flensburg, Germany - The revolutionary
Womanizer Pleasure Air technology
combined with powerful G-spot stimulation – that’s the new Womanizer Duo,
an ergonomically shaped 2-in-1 sex toy
for a simultaneous stimulation of G-spot
and clitoris. The Womanizer Duo has
the classic Womanizer clitoris attachment that pampers the female pearl of
pleasure with the patented Pleasure Air
technology. The DUO also has a vibrator
arm, which flexibly adapts to the female
body shape – this allows for an optimal
stimulation of the inner hot spot. The Womanizer DUO offers 12 intensity levels for
clitoral stimulation. Furthermore, there are
also 12 intensity levels and 10 vibration
modes for the G-spot to choose from.

Both functions, vibrator and Pleasure Air
technology, can be controlled separately.
The Womanizer DUO has an innovative
Smart Silence technology – this means
that it is in standby mode during use and
only starts its stimulation programme as
soon as there is skin contact. This way,
the device can easily be used or put
away without having to push any buttons
or being distracted by noises. The DUO
will automatically switch off after 10 minutes when not in use. It can be recharged
with the included USB magnetic charger
cable. The DUO has another feature: it is
waterproof and thus can be used for relaxing moments (of pleasure) in the bathtub
as well. The Womanizer DUO is available
in bordeaux and black.
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Better than the real thing!

€ 5995
RRP

Great Margin Product

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM
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The new Body Jewels

collection by Leg Avenue
Ready to order at SCALA
Wij chen, The Netherlands - S C A L A is excited to announce the new B ody J ewels collection is
now ready to order! This range of faux-gem body bling is simply a must-have in any assortment; and is perfect to add a touch of sparkle to fun, both inside- and outside the bedroom.

N

ot only do these quality adhesive stickers highlight sexy curves without
clothes, but they can also dress up any
outfit to create an eye-catching ‘going-out’ look. SCALA predict the range
to be a bestseller during the upcoming
festival season, giving consumers the
chance to dazzle the crowds with these
unique, original body accessories. The

Body Jewels collection by Leg Avenue
features dozens of intricate, high-quality
designs. These adhesive stickers can
easily be attached to the body and are
durable enough to stay in place all night
long. The faux-gem stickers come in different variations, including nipple, chest,
and face options: designed to highlight
specific areas of the body in style.

Fleshlight is releasing Elsa Jean Tasty
Seville, Spain - Elsa Jean is a popular porn
star who worked in 82 adult movies from
2015 to 2018. She is well known to be
one of highest-paid actresses in America.
In the first three years of her career she
ranked at the fourth position in the Top 10
porn stars of the world. Now Fleshlight is
releasing Elsa Jean Tasty, a masturbator
molded directly from her pussy. Tasty

Fleshlight is expanding
its offering with Elsa Jean Tasty

replicates the feeling of sex with this petite
adult star. The super tight intense texture
is a perfect masturbation tool to use for
edging solo fun or with a partner. Users
can tighten and loosen the special endcap to control suction for added realism.
Fleshlight‘s masturbators can be used
for both pleasure and to increase sexual
performance and stamina.

25 years JOYDIVISION and every

month an attractive discount campaign

The offer for the Soft-Tampons normal
pack of 10 is valid for incoming orders
from 01 May 2019 to 31 May 2019
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Hanover, Germany - Retailers can
look forward to the popular stringless
Soft-Tampons normal in packs of 10 in
the month of May. Since 1998, millions
of women have been able to enjoy
their freedom with the lifestyle product
Soft-Tampons. As the world‘s largest
manufacturer of special tampons,
JOYDIVISION international AG grants a
full 25% discount on the indispensable

Soft-Tampons. Unlike conventional tampons, the Soft-Tampons are not made of
viscose or cotton, but of a special soft
foam material that is compatible with
mucous membranes. Soft-Tampons are
not only suitable for sexual intercourse,
they are also perfect for discreet carrying
in the sauna (no thread visible) and safe
wearing during swimming (reduces the
risk of infection).
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TENGA announces limited

edition RAINBOW PRIDE CUP 2019
‚QUILTBAG‘
Tokyo, J apan - TE NGA releases limited edition RA INB OW P RID E C U P , to celebrate P ride M onth.
It will be available worldwide from J une 2 0 1 9 for the price of 1 3 RRP ( each sold separately) .

T

he item is the flagship TENGA product, the Original Vacuum CUP, with
a Limited Edition RAINBOW PRIDE shrink
wrap. The Rainbow Pride CUP is designed
to embody the motif of ‚QUILTBAG‘. The
patchwork style of the colorful pieces
celebrates individuality and a strong
connection, unifying all, much like a quilt.
2019 sees the release of the new Rainbow Pride CUP. This is the third Pride
CUP from TENGA, and the first to have
a global release. The normally red design
of the Original Vacuum CUP takes on a
rainbow appearance, embodying the motif
of ‚QUILTBAG,‘ representing diversity

The RAINBOW PRIDE CUP
will be available from June

under the banner, ‚Unite with Pride: Proud
Alone, Strong Together.‘ ‚QUILTBAG‘ is an
acronym coined by Sadie Lee representing
sexual minorities and their allies, encompassing a myriad of genders and sexualities. It stands for Queer/Questioning,
Undecided, Intersex, Lesbian, Transgender/Transsexual, Bisexual, Allied/Asexual,
Gay/Genderqueer. TENGA supports the
freedom of all people to be who they are,
free of expectation. TENGA supports sexual minority communities globally, including
with the production of the Rainbow Pride
CUP, and by continuing to make charitable
donations in various global markets.

EDC Wholesale will place

a harbor and silos for lubricants

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC
Wholesale starts with the construction
of a harbor in the A.G. Wildervanck
canal on the Phoenixweg, where the
company is based. For faster shipping
of large volumes of lubricant, the company places 3 silos on the canal behind
the building, each with a capacity of
50,000 liters. To minimize transport
costs and guarantee faster delivery
to retailers, the company will start
constructing the port and placing the
50,000 liter silos on its own site at the
A.G. Wildervanck canal, where boats
can moor to release the large quantities
of lubricant directly into the silos. The
company installs the silos to handle a
larger stock of lubricant and to deliver
orders faster. Keeping large volumes in

EDC Wholesale is expanding
its logistics capacities
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stock is both efficient and cost-saving
for the Veendam company.
“There is a great demand for lubricant,”
said Eric Idema, founder of EDC. “Due
to long production times and high
transport costs, we are forced to store
large volumes on our own premises,
so that we can provide customers
with new stocks faster. Part of our
warehouse is equipped with a filling
machine, with which we can transfer
the lubricants from the silos into the
consumer packaging.” EDC Wholesale
is located in Veendam, on the Phoenixweg where the canal connects to the
river Ems. Transport via water is very
efficient and cost-saving from the
location of the company, which is
located directly on the canal.
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Wigs by Leg Avenue

now available at SCALA
Quality hairpieces

Wijc hen, The Netherlands - The new Wig C ollection by L eg A venue is a must-have choice in
any role-playing assortment. These qu ality hairpieces can totally transform a look, instantly
revamping consumers into sexy sirens or demure beauties.

T

he affordably priced wigs are available in a variety of styles and colors,
meaning there is a match for every fantasy.
Examples of the wig styles are the Short
Natural Bob: perfect for strict, yet naughty,
schoolteacher scenarios. The Wavy Long
Wig, which – with its deep purple coloring
and tousled effect – is ideal for living out

your mermaid fantasies. And the glamorous Long Wavy Wig in the shade red,
superb for releasing your inner Jessica
Rabbit. These wigs aren’t just great for
spicing things up in the bedroom, but also
make excellent choices for festivals, parties, or other occasions where consumers
wish to transform their looks.

Rocks Oﬀ launched

DR Rocco’s Kit and Kaboodle at Adultex

EDC Wholesale is expanding
its logistics capacities

Kettering, England - UK manufacturer
Rocks Off has added a Limited Edition
pleasure kit to their Award-Winning Dr
Rocco’s Pleasure Product Emporium.
Hot on the success of the European
and USA launches at eroFame and
ANME a further addition to the exciting
range has been created which debuted

on Adultex. “Kit and Kaboodle is the
prefect addition to our DR Rocco range,” says Sales Manager Sham Galoria.
“The products, finishes and packaging
have really wowed the industry so it
makes perfect sense to add a kit so that
people can dive into the experience that
DR Rocco delivers and enjoy!“

New and exclusive

California Dreaming arrivals at SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
Sierra Sensation, Hollywood Hottie, Palm
Springs Pleaser, and Venice Vixen are
now exclusively ready to order at SCALA.
Each new California Dreaming vibe has
its own skills and thrills, yet all deliver a
colorful, lustful, and pleasurable session
of intimate indulgence. The California
Dreaming collection by CalExotics has
already proven its popularity amongst
52

consumers. Now available in the collection by CalExotics are the Sierra Sensation, Hollywood Hottie, Palm Springs
Pleaser, and Venice Vixen. These vibrators and stimulators will certainly add a
touch of sunshine to intimate adventures
with their ergonomic silhouettes, vivid
hues, and contemporary chrome-accents, making them must-haves for any
retailer selection.
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Calvista secures EROS

exclusive distribution rights for Australia
Lubes & intimate care products

M elbourne, Au stralia - E ROS L ubricants have partnered with C alvista exclusively to distribute their premium lubrications and intimate care products in Au stralia and New Z ealand.

E
The EROS range was unveiled
at ADULTEX 2019

va Siebert, International Sales for EROS
commented: “We are pleased to announce Calvista as the exclusive distributor
of our premium products and look forward
to growing our brand in Australia and New
Zealand. Calvista has the largest customer
reach, the best service and marketing of
brands in the region.” The EROS range
was unveiled at ADULTEX 2019 and the
brand and quality products were well received and supported by all retail partners
who attended. “We anticipate an exciting
future for EROS in Australia. Many of our

valued customers remember EROS Bodyglide and we foresee immediate uptake
of the range across both retail and online.
Retailers can expect to receive marketing
support and creative POS material in-store
and online. EROS stands for uncompromised quality, not only in their products,
but the way they do business,” said Roger
Sheldon-Collins, General Manager of Calvista, “We are extremely excited with this
exclusive partnership, as the new arrangement will drive growth for the lubrication
market in Australia and New Zealand.”

Leg Avenue’s Hosiery Spring

Collection 2019 available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - This range
of hosiery and leg-wear options perfectly
compliments any outfit or lingerie look.
The Hosiery Spring Collection 2019 spoils
consumers for choice with its elegant,
daring, sexy, contemporary, and flirty
designs. It ranges from classic sheer tights
with playful polka-dot detailing, to luxurious
rhinestone-embellished fishnet stockings.

The Hosiery Spring Collection 2019
thinks outside of the box. It dares to push
boundaries, combining materials such as
fishnet and floral lace in one, eye-catching
pair of tights. There are hosiery options
for those that want something classic and
demure but also designs for women who
are not afraid to express their sexuality via
their leg wear.

JOYDIVISION MAXIMUS penis rings

ST RUBBER is offering different
JOYDIVISION MAXIMUS penis rings
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Wadgassen, Germany - The JOYDIVISION MAXIMUS penis rings can help to
prolong the erection and delay ejaculation through their stretchy, yet extremely supportive material. The penis
rings are ergonomically shaped. They
can provide a longer sexual intercourse

and a better sensation for man and woman. f you have further questions about
these products, please do not hesitate
to contact ST RUBBER’s customer service on +49 (0)6834 4006-0. It is also
worth taking a look at the online shop
www.strubbi.com.
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0534129 0000
Extension approx. 10 cm

3. – 5.
Suction Base

21 cm,
Ø 3 cm
3. – 5.
Can be recharged with the
included USB cable

16.5 cm, Ø 3 cm
2.

0534110 0000
Extension approx. 4.5 cm

0533734 0000

0533726 0000
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10
22.5 cm, Ø 2.9–4.2 cm

21.7 cm, Ø 3–3.9 cm
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4.

21 cm, Ø 3.5–4.7 cm

3.

23.9 cm, Ø 3.4–4.1 cm

5.
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Lovense enters Indian

market with IMbesharam
Lush, Lush 2, Nora, Max, Hush, Ambi, Edge, Domi & Osci
L ovense and Besh aram, an Indian online adult shop, have come to an agreement to bring
the entire range of L ovense Toys – T he L ush, L ush 2, N ora, M ax, Hush, Am bi, E dge, D omi &
Osci to India showcased on IM besharam.com.

A

IMbesharam.com is bringing the entire
range of Lovense toys to India

s per Economic Times of India, the
India sex toys market was an unexplored and unexploited $360M size in
2015, going to double by 2020. India has
over 400M Internet users and approximately 65% of the population is under 35
years of age. In the last few years, talking
about sex and using sex toy has become
more and more acceptable and shown in
mainstream movies like Lust Stories and
Veerey DI Wedding which led to a 300%
increase in sales for vibrators, specially
by women customers on IMbesharam
website. Lovense has India as its third
most popular market with several bloggers and social media influencers who
have talked about the popularity of its
products. The upcoming Indian middle
class with upper spending power and
brand affinity is a good match for the high

quality and advanced tech laden Lovense
products. Their choices in lifestyle make it
a desirable market for Lovense brand and
its range of sex tech toys for men, women
and couples who like to indulge in long
distance romance Joris Guisado, COO at
Lovense, said. Raj Armani, COO at IMbesharam said “In 2016 we started getting
plenty of inquiries about Lovense wireless
vibrators, so when I met the Lovense
Team at eroFame, it was love at first sight.
Their attention to details, their focus on
customer satisfaction and their willingness
to go all in to produce the best wireless
bluetooth vibrator was an instant hit with
team and our vision. We immediately started to showcase the range of smartphone
app controlled Lush Vibrator and the Nora
which was the original Bluetooth Rabbit
Vibrator. They both were instant hits.“

EDC Wholesale announced that the KOKOS masturbators are back in stock. The
Holland-based wholesaler also added new
sleeves to the KOKOS assortment. The
new items include a unique masturbator
sleeve that does not have one, but two
vagina openings: one at the front and one
at the top. The masturbator has two vagina
openings with soft labia and a clitoris
and is equipped with a ribbed shaft with
G-spot for a life-like sensation. The realistic
masturbator sleeves are made of very soft
and flexible material that feels realistic and
perfectly wraps around the penis. The full
collection is available for retailers to order
now at EDC Wholesale. The KOKOS mas-

turbators are specifically designed to turn
imagination into reality with a high variety
of internal structures for a lifelike sensation. The external design presents visual
excitement due to the high-quality silicone
that feels as smooth as the skin of a woman. KOKOS manufactures products that
emphasize art, design, and utility in men’s
masturbation. Design, function, and quality
are the reasons why consumers chose
to buy KOKOS’ products for the past 15
years. The KOKOS collection at EDC Wholesale are presented in beautifully designed
packaging and consists of compact, soft
and ready-for-action masturbators in different shapes and sizes.

KOKOS back in stock at EDC Wholesale

The KOKOS masturbators are
specifically designed to turn imagination
into reality with a high variety of internal
structures for a lifelike sensation
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E V E N T

The SCALA Experience

Event thrills visitors
A p r il 7-8, 2019

e x cl u s ive

We-Vibe was all about the clitoris, spreading information on the topic in a playful way – in the
form of a quiz. BSM on the other hand focused on the importance of communication in the
bedroom, and NS Novelties provided helpful advice to make it easier for the visitors to tell
the difference between low-quality and a high-quality materials quickly and easily.
Bathmate presented their penis pumps, pjur put the emphasis on lubricants and how to use
them, and Kama Sutra provided helpful data on the erogenous zones and how they can be
stimulated with the right products. The male needs were at the centre of COLT’s presentation,
CalExotics and Rick Zwaan had a lecture about sexual health and wellness, and SCALA’s
head of product development provided glimpses into the company’s new and upcoming
collections: The visitors learned about the new displays and products in the S8 line, the
new TOYJOY Happy Dicks, and the new Bangers by TOYJOY Bubble Butt. In the evening,
the SCALA team, brand representatives, and visitors of the event flocked to the ‚Zaal 4‘
restaurant in Wijchen for a joint dinner. Here is what the SCALA team had to say about the
event: “We are very happy about the positive feedback for our event, and we want to seize
this opportunity to thank everybody who helped make the SCALA Experience Event a
success. It was the perfect way to share expertise and knowledge with our esteemed
customers in the trade and to provide them with valuable tips and tricks for more
successful business!”

Innovation, information, and
inspiration – that is what the
S C A L A E xperience E vent at
the beginning of A pril was all
about. V isitors and organisers engaged in a host of
different activities such as
workshops and product and
sales trainings. M any brands
and producers collaborated
with S C A L A on this event,
sending their sales representatives to Wij chen in the
Netherlands to provide a
useful hands-on experience
to the retailers.

Annika Scherer and Paul Reutershan
present new Pipedream products
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Always brings 100%:
pjur Key Account Manager Stefan Daniel

A relaxed get-together at
the Zaal 4 restaurant

SCALA‘s lunch room

Rick Zwaan, SCALA‘s Head of Product
Development, gave us a taste of upcoming products
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Lavi Yedid talked about the premier
quality of the NS Novelties products

E V E N T

Liliana Brenninkmeijer, CalExotics
Brand Ambassador at SCALA

CalExotics focused on products that improve
sexual health and sexual wellbeing

Marla Lee, head of
The Kama Sutra Company
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Our MasturbatTIN pocket pussies have it all. Each one feels super soft and completely natural
ral but
attracts in its own way. The twisted Swirl Girl receives the best piece with her distinctive swirl
wirl
structure. Dotty Dora leaves a lasting impression with a strikingly dotted, receptive octopussy.
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And with her fine rib structure Ribbed Rita finally seduces little friends to rise above themselves.
selves.
Available as single product or 12 pieces in a self-explanatory display for the sales counter.
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F E A T U R E

The (un)informed consumer
Yes
D o co nsumers kno w mo re a bo ut ero tic p ro ducts th a n th ey did a f ew year s ago?

e x c l u s ive

A

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

B rowsing through past issues
of E A N, it becomes obvious
there are certain themes and
q uestions that keep popping
up. For instance, many of our
interviewees share the
opinion that today, the
consumers know more about
sex toys than at any other
point in the history of the
industry. This is largely due to
the developments in modern
communication and the
internet, which have helped
create more societal
acceptance for topics such
as sexuality, sex toys, etc. B ut
being okay with something is
not the same as really
knowing about it. S o, are the
consumers really more
knowledgeable when it
comes to sex toys? I s the
savvy customer the rule or
the exception?
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customer enters an erotic store. She
looks around, recognises the brands and
products, and she knows what their advantages and disadvantages are. She knows
about upcoming releases and she knows
what materials and technologies to look for.
Admittedly, there are probably not many
customers like that. But I would argue that
there are even fewer customers who enter a
store without having any idea of what the
erotic market has to offer.
The average consumer can be found
somewhere in the middle between these two
extremes. They know certain brands,
products, and product categories from the
media, and they may well have tried a few of
these products themselves. So, yes, they
don’t know all the details, maybe not even the
specific vernacular of the erotic industry. But
there is a foundation of knowledge they can
use to make informed decisions. A foundation
that wasn’t there a few years ago. There are
two reasons why people know more about
this topic today: media coverage and – as
always – the internet.
Nowadays, there is hardly a woman’s
magazine that doesn’t have reviews or articles
about erotic products every now and then.
And even in other media, there is increased
interest in this market: TV shows, podcasts,
etc. That makes it easier for consumers to
learn more and know more about adult
products. Admittedly, we are still due a real,
open discussion about sexuality and sex toys

in society, but in private, among lovers,
partners, friends, conversations about the
topic are definitely becoming more commonplace. Of course, these conversations are still
rather vague and only scratch the surface, but
at the end of the day, it is little strokes like that
that eventually fell big oaks. You get a little bit
of information here, a few facts there, and it all
helps to create a more rounded, more detailed
knowledge of erotic products in general. As
mentioned before, the internet plays a
significant role as well: You can’t overstate the
importance of product reviews and descriptions available on the world wide web. Today,
you can find interesting, well-written, and
well-founded information about pretty much
every product category.
In summary, the modern consumer is not an
all-knowing sex toy expert, but this is the most
knowledgeable generation of consumers the
erotic market has ever served. Don’t get me
wrong, this doesn’t mean the trade members
should stop offering education and advice to
their customers. Instead, they should double
down on this aspect so the knowledge about
intimate products can seep deeper and
deeper into the mainstream of society. It is
still a long road. But we have taken the first
major step.
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f course, you can find some consumers and
sex toy users who know about all the new
products and all the features, but that doesn’t
mean we can simply assume all consumers have
that same level of knowledge when it comes to
vibrators, dildos, and lubricants. First-time buyers
and people who are only just discovering the
world of adult products certainly don’t have all the
information. And I firmly believe that even the
average consumer – if there is such a thing –
doesn’t know all that much about adult products.
If you picked 1000 consumers at random and
asked them what they thought about the quality,
features, and functionality of certain products they
use in their everyday life – things such as
smartphones or TVs – you’d probably get a lot of
well-founded answers. Why? Because pretty
much everybody owns such products - they have
been freely available, and more importantly, they
are freely and openly talked about. You can just
strike up a conversation about the latest phone
and its features, and no one will look at you
askance. If you asked the same 1000 consumers
about sex toys, the results would vary significantly. Firstly, not all of these 1000 consumer would
have used a sex toy. And even among those who
have, you’d probably get a host of different
answers. I would argue that many consumers
don’t have a frame of reference to make comparisons the way they could if you asked them about
smartphones. But the bigger issue, I think, is that
for the longest time, there wasn’t a public, open
discussion. This discussion has only started
recently after years, nay, decades of taboos and
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painting sex toys in the worst light
possible. Consequently, people still
don’t know that much about sex
toys, and there may be a certain
hesitation. Of course, if and when
they decide to buy one, they can
find product information, descriptions, and reviews readily available
everywhere – even on the pages of
mainstream magazines and online
sites. This wealth of information
should help to clear up all the
questions and all the doubts people still
have about buying sex toys. If you are
shopping for an adult product – especially
when it is on the expensive side – you need
to know that you are getting your money’s
worth. So, I am not going to pretend like
there hasn’t been progress in recent years.
There is a lot of information out there to
educate people about the qualities they
need to look for, and we are definitely on the
right track. But it will be a long time before
we can actually assume that every consumer entering an erotic store is well-informed.

Randolph Heil,
editor

F E A T U R E

Happy workers make

happy Beppy and happy customers
A s h a Interna tio na l – Alwa ys in to uch with th e times

e x cl u s ive

Asha‘s YouTube activities
are aimed at strengthening the brand

The roots of A sha International go back several
decades. Focusing on
hygiene and medical
products, the company is
an offshoot of Willems
Winkels B V , which was
founded in Rotterdam in
1 9 7 4 . A nd their parent
company, Willems B V , has
actually been in business
since 1 9 0 2 ! B ut in spite of
having been around for
more than a century, the
company only started
tapping into the potential
of the erotic market in
1 9 9 5 – the year they
launched B eppy Tampons.
66

B

ack then, gynaecologists were
looking for a simple, clean,
efficient sponge-like tampon
that could replace the natural
sponges that were often used
by sex workers. Willems Winkels /Asha had
lots of experience developing and producing
small medical products, so a lot of gynaecologists turned to them with their request for a
new tampon. Beppy Tampons quickly turned
into a top-seller across Europe, creating a
bridgehead in the erotic market for Asha,
who also went on to introduce condoms,
lubricants, and massage oils because the
sex workers quickly came to appreciate the
great quality of Beppy and clamoured for
more products. From the early days onward,
Asha made it a rule to work closely together
with the end-users while also tapping the
expertise of dermatologists, gynaecologists,

and microbiologists during the development
of their products. Some people might argue
that this takes up too much time and money,
but Asha have proven that this approach pays
off. For instance, when more and more sex
workers turned to Asha, asking for quality
condoms, the company listened and worked
together with them to realise the modifications
they wanted: a bit wider, moderate lubrication, easy to unroll, neutral in smell and taste,
strong, and reasonably prized. The same kind
of customer-aware approach birthed Beppy
Comfort Gel, the Body in Balance massage
oil, and other products, all of which can be
found in the ‚high quality at affordable prizes‘
category. And of course, all the Asha products
also live up the relevant ISO standards and
certifications. Furthermore, the company
takes pride in leading, not following. Asha
develop their own ideas, relying on innovative
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Sarah Cadavid
(Product
Manager
Colombia)
and Louis

Jing Yun
(Quality
Manager
China)

Cora Man
(Product
Manager
Netherlands)
and her
dog Mya

Asha International have
their headquarters in
Rotterdam, Netherlands

designs and products instead of copying existing
concepts. Obviously, this approach requires a lot of
creativity, ingenuity, and flexibility, and to make sure
that these things are never in short supply, Asha
offers special programmes for trainees and master
students to work and learn at the company. “The
spirit around here is very creative and dynamic and
we are on the forefront of social and digital flows,”
as product designer Sarah Cadavid explains. “The
result is a young team of 15 people, 80% of which
are under 30 years and highly educated.” The digital
changes Sarah mentions continue to reshape the industry landscape, creating new challenges for companies around the world, including Asha and their
customers. “The traditional wholesalers, our main
customers, are facing challenges from major portals
like Amazon, JD.com, multichannel online sales,
and so on. To cope with these developments, we
expanded our team last year with South American
and Chinese employees to be able to communicate
in different cultures. Asha opened a branch in Colombia for the South and Middle American market,
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and we are looking for more options for long term
operations.” As a result of the continuous changes,
the traditional supply chain of producer/wholesaler/
retailer is coming apart and margins are diminishing because online platforms choose the strategy
of offering the lowest price possible, which in turn
creates keener competition in the market. “We are
aware that he market has become highly price competitive,” says Sarah. “Apart from adjusting products
to meet the requests of our frequent users, we
also aim to provide the products to our distributors
quickly and easily, from stock and on short notice.
We believe that excellent performance, personal
commitment, and attention to all customer needs
will help us go on for many years to come.” Distributors in the e-commerce and the traditional segment
can also count on sales support from Asha, be it
directly, in the form of free samples, product flyers or
pictures for their catalogues and websites or indirect
support in the form of social media and print media
advertising that creates stronger brand awareness.
“We recently started uploading videos to Youtube
– TheBeppyTampon - with the objective of letting
people know more about our products, our team,
and our company in general.”
And since money isn’t everything and you need
a counterweight to always keeping an eye on the
volatile markets, Asha strives for social entrepreneurship, meaning the company is not only
focused on profit and shareholder value, but instead
maintains a healthy, long term balance between
necessary profit and well-being for the employees
and the customers. “This is how we do it and how
it was done for the last 117 years. Babies and dogs
are allowed in the office, we support the survival of
bee colonies, there is fitness gear on the work floor,
we support charitable causes. This is a key element
of our way of living and daily work: Making people
happy. Happy workers make happy Beppy and
happy customers.”
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IS THE ‘GRAM GOING DOWN?
M a r keting Ma tters

e x cl u s ive

In his monthly column, B rian Gray from Glasgow-based erotic marketing agency L ascivious M arketing offers his thoughts on all things marketing. This month he’ s pondering
Instagram’ s position on ‘ suggestive’ m aterial and the ramifications for the erotic trade.

A

fter last month’s column I was
wondering whether my tough
love had gone too far and that
this month I should be writing
about soft fluffy (Easter?)
bunnies instead. However, from some of the
correspondence I’ve received in the past
few weeks, a bit of controversy – and dare I
say, straight talkin’ - is rather appreciated.
Who knew? So, stay sharp and on your
toes!
That being said, it’s nicer if someone – or
something – else is seen as the party
pooper. Step right up…Instagram, who’ve
been causing erotic brands to get their
knickers in a twist. And for pretty good
reason.
I’d first heard about it from a Tech Crunch
article in mid-April written by Josh Constine.
For the past nine years the app (owned by
Facebook) has had no issues with users
– whether individuals or brands - uploading
images of the fairer sex in the skimpiest of
swimsuits, lingerie or whatever else while
still falling short of blatantly explicit imagery.
So far so good so risqué.

inappropriate but do not go against
Instagram’s Community Guidelines.” And as
Constine further clarifies: “That means if a
post is sexually suggestive, but doesn’t
depict a sex act or nudity, it could still get
demoted.”
In practical terms, this means that said
imagery, should it fall foul of the Instagram
authorities, would not be seen on either
hashtag ‘Follow’ feeds or the ‘Explore’ feed.
And given that hashtags are the lifeblood of
any brand building or awareness programme on the app, this becomes a pretty big
deal.
So, hands up who’s now feeling a bit
twitchy?
As for my say in all this, personally I’m not a
huge Instagram fan anyway. I wait for the
day when I see a Star Wars meme featuring
Messrs. Kenobi and Skywalker looking
down on Mos Eisley spaceport: “Instagram:
you will never find a more wretched hive of
vanity and narcissism. We must be
cautious.” (Apologies to George Lucas and
the ‘Gram accordingly. And yes, it’s parody,
so don’t bother getting the lawyers.)

Not any more, it seems.
“Instagram now demotes vaguely ‘inappropriate’ content” came Constine’s headline. Oh
joy. He highlighted Instagram’s recent press
release that stated: “We have begun
reducing the spread of posts that are
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But for an up-and-coming lingerie or
fetishwear brand it’s a VERY different story. I
really feel for your predicament, not to
mention the creative limits presumably
imposed. I mean, what’s the point of
UNsuggestive fetishwear imagery? Yet
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despite nobody being naked or sexually graphic,
never mind anything remotely illegal, your images
will now be at the mercy of Instagram’s machine
learning, algorithms and possibly human moderators. You have my utmost sympathy.

latex-clad fetish model who’s covered from head
to toe but may be giving off some seriously
naughty vibes just by the wink in her eye, and how
she’s posed. Who’s innocent and who’s guilty in
all of this?

So how are we to react to this new policy? What’s
the work-around? Well, there’s a mighty big
problem to be addressed. Namely: nobody knows
the parameters from which brands can safely
work within. There’s absolutely no clarity, at least
at the time of writing. It raises a number of salient
points, however.

Who decides what’s suggestive? Is it based on
the object, the percentage of exposed flesh, the
way someone is posed, or even merely their facial
expression? Or some heinous combination? It’s a
relative term and completely open to interpretation. A nun has a very different idea of where the
line is crossed compared to one of your customers, or the Instagram moderators.

What about sex toys, for instance? On their own,
they’re just objects. Granted, some of them may
be rather phallic and even ultra-realistic in
appearance. Others, however are more akin to
objets d’art requiring more than a second glance
to realise they’re actually pleasure products.

And what really frustrates me – and no doubt
countless others – is that until further (much
needed) clarification is provided, no firm solutions
can be subsequently offered.

As I’ve already ranted about the scourge of
product imagery with plain white backgrounds
‘polluting’ Instagram (especially from accounts
that have little understanding of the ‘social’ in
social media) it would arguably not be a bad thing
if these images were declared verboten anyway.
But as this is merely Yours truly being aesthetically snobbish and not terribly egalitarian, I’ll park
this.

What Instagram’s new policy does provide
however, is a timely – if unwelcome - reminder
that regardless of the social media app, you’re
always at risk of the rug being pulled out from
under you. And if you’re a new kid on the erotic
retailing block and the vast proportion of your
promotional efforts are being devoted to social
media – paid or otherwise – sail too close to the
wind and you’ll be in ‘Instagram Incarceration’
before you know it. What are you going to do until
you’re metaphorically released from custody?

But at the same time it does raise a question: is a
phallic dildo with a white background more likely
to fall foul of the new policy than a candid image
of a nearly naked woman in a tiny thong having
fun at the beach? One image is of a product
whose sole purpose is that of providing sexual
gratification: the other is that of a woman
exposing a substantial amount of herself. Or the
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At the end of the day, you’re in their house with
their rules. And if the rules suck, too bad. Abide
by them or clear off and close the door behind
you. And remember: they also own the relationship between you and your fans and followers.
They can all disappear in an instant if you get into
enough ‘trouble’. Are you ready for this?
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I don’t want to be the proverbial doom merchant
but it may be that this new policy serves as the
beginning of the end for erotic posts on the app.
Let’s be honest: our industry revolves around the very
things - eroticism, suggestion, and sexual pleasure
- which Instagram apparently seems to be hell bent
declaring war on. And with no firm parameters, your
guess is as good as mine as to what lies in store
further down the road.
That doesn’t however mean to say we have to go
quietly [cue Dick Dastardly laugh]. If I was a sex toy
retailer, or erotic lingerie or fetishwear brand, here’s
what I’d do.

place and the imagery that matters to my audiences is
there to see in all its finest.
There’s no reason why you can’t devote a section
of your website to your best imagery and inviting
your fans and followers to comment accordingly.
Just ensure that the comments are moderated: if
you have a WordPress-based website for
instance, there are numerous plugins available for
keeping on top of this.

I’d take the piss out of the new policy. Royally.

And so what about the remaining Instagram
account? I’d still keep it for as long as I could, but
followers and browsers would always be kept in
no doubt that the real content that matters is to
be found in my domain (literally).

Ridicule is a fine weapon and has been used for many
equally fine purposes over the years. And this is one of
those times.

Oh, and I’d also ensure I got a serious amount of
media exposure from all of this. At the very least,
it would be wonderfully cathartic.

I’d upload my usual imagery – whether it previously
sailed close to Instagram’s wind or not – then have
some fun with my photo editor. The images would be
blurred or made opaque, with a huge #toosexyforInstagram banner slapped bang in the middle. Rinse and
repeat, with raspberries blown for good measure.

To some people, this situation may initially appear
to be an exercise in how to play the cards you’ve
been dealt with. That would be a bit naïve
however, and probably a bit insulting to poker
players. At least they know from the get go how
good or bad their hand is and can decide whether
to fold or play and see how things develop. We on
the other hand, have nothing to go on; is our hand
a pretty sketchy one to begin with or an absolute
stinker?

Two-pronged attacks are better still. Running
alongside would be images of the most boring, inane,
household objects or environments found: an empty
bookshelf; the contents of the fridge; a double-decker
bus; an industrial estate; fill your proverbial boots with
suitable material. These would be uploaded with the
banner…wait for it… #safeforInstagram.
Obviously, accompanying captions would explain the
situation and the rationale behind these images, and
include the aforementioned hashtags (mustn’t forget
these!). I’d also be driving as much traffic as possible
to my website: yep, the place where my rules are in
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Grab yourself a drink, cue up a certain Kenny
Rogers track to listen to (you know the one I
mean), and figure out how you’re going to survive
and thrive – if at all - in the unforgiving Wild West
of Instagram-land.
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Instagram (ha! ha!) @lasciviousmarketing or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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It makes us happy that people are getting louder

and prouder about doll ownership and so they should
S i l i co ne Lo vers ( www.Silico neLo vers.co m) is a ll a bo ut custo misa tio n

e x cl u s ive

D olls are a big topic right now, and not j ust in the erotic market. L ouie L ove, who
runs the online shop www.S iliconeL overs.com together with his wife, explains that
part of the fascination with this topic has to do with man’ s innate curiosity about
replicating what M other Nature has created. L ike many others active in the doll
segment, he feels that it would be dead wrong to reduce dolls to simple sex tools.
There are other elements at play here as well: creativity, fantasy, wish-fulfilment,
all of which are refl ected in the ‚ C ustom L ove D oll B uilder‘ feature found on
S iliconeL overs.com. This service allows users to create their own, individual doll,
customisable down to most subtle details.

The team of Silicone Lovers
are happy and proud to be
a part of the 'doll world‘
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When was the first time you stumbled upon the
topic of sex tolls? A nd what was it that fascinated
you about this topic?
Louie Love: In all honesty, I can’t remember the very
first moment that I stumbled across the topic of sex
dolls, it would have been some years ago.
I remember seeing Sophia the robot (head) at SXSW
about 2016. Of course, I was aware of the blow-up
style but like many others, I was completely oblivious
to the more recent advances and that a huge doll
subculture full of people from all walks of life, even existed, I think it’s safe to say- even the more reserved
people find the topic intriguing, whether they agree or
understand it is another topic altogether, but most will
admit to being curious about the topic to some
degree. As humans we have an innate fascination with
the idea of
replicating the works of Mother Nature, to see how our
skills compare or if we can even come close.
It’s evident in all aspects of art and design, we’re
obsessed with it as a species and I think dolls are
another medium for self-expression and exploration in
that same realm. When you go onto huge forums like
TDF (The Doll Forum 60,000+ members), you quickly
realise that many people are talking about the design
of these dolls, the way they are put together, their
individual specifications and the owner‘s choices that
contribute to the dolls unique characteristics and
personality. You quickly realise that it’s NOT just about
sex, but it’s about being creative and imaginative. It is a
hobby just the same as classic cars and in the same
way that you have car shows where people stand
around and admire the way a machine has been
perfectly designed and built, the exact same thing
goes on with dolls. In fact, they do occasionally have
doll meets to do exactly that and it‘s quite awful that
most feel like they have to be a bit clandestine about it
all due to harsh judgements from outsiders. In a way,
these dolls become de-sexualised to an extent and
simply appreciated for their curves, their shape, their
design, their quality and their unique customisations
and that is what fascinated me.
S ex dolls have pretty much gone through the roof
these past months, even getting attention in the
mainstream media. What is your ex planation for this
sudden surge in interest?
Louie: Love dolls have been creeping into the
mainstream for quite a few years now thanks to
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companies like Abyss Creations. WM dolls have also
been a pioneer, who started out with regular shop
mannequins and evolved to more complex dolls but
all that had been relatively underground. I think there
are quite a few factors that dictate the popularity
and attention in the mainstream media of late, for
one, we are so globally connected now that it only
takes one Youtube video (like a comedian talking
about Jasmine, the WM163 H-CUP model) or a
particularly funny sex doll meme to go viral and
suddenly a whole demographic of people who
wouldn’t ordinarily be exposed to dolls in their day
to day lives, have their eyes opened (and mouths
wide open too!) to the whole concept. Generally,
people are blown away and enthusiastic at how
realistic they are so of course, they are going to
want to impress or shock their friends with their new
found knowledge. Others are totally freaked out and
think it’s just plain wrong and can be equally as
vocal in social media. We all have our opinions,
there’s nothing wrong with that. There have also
been a few widely publicised documentaries that
have educated people that would otherwise be in
the dark…
Another reason (for the attention) is that it gets pulled
into communities who are already in the spotlight for
other reasons e.g. with the ‚4th wave feminism‘ and
MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way) movements,
sex dolls have become quite a hot topic for debate –
and interestingly, there seem to be people who are
for it and against it within each community.
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Thirdly, there is, what I
would say, an innate
human curiosity we
have with anything
humanoid. There is this
fascination with AI and
robotic technology
which is huge and
because of this intrigue,
whether or not dolls
even have AI, they get
lumped into this category because they’re the
closest thing we have to
a fully functioning
humanoid sex robot.

The dolls come with the
following accessories
(included in the price):
heavy duty hanging
kit for storage, vagina
cleaning kit, white
handling gloves, sexy
outfit, and soft blanket
for protection

When did you decide to
start a business around
sex d olls?
Louie: We knew for
many years that we
ultimately wanted
an online business to
have the flexibility to
pursue our creative
ambitions, and a lot of
the skills we’ve learnt
over the years seem to have prepared us perfectly
for this business. Despite my partner and I having
careers focused on film, fashion, music and the arts,
we’ve actually been dipping our toes into e-commerce one way or another for the last 10 years. I
used to sell all sorts of things on eBay to support my
brief music career and my partner was managing an
e-commerce studio for luxury brands at the time.
We’ve also had two other online (less successful)
businesses in the past that we cut our entrepreneurial teeth on, which I think has played a role
in this business being reasonably successful so
far… We both independently learnt a great deal from
our previous jobs in both Sydney and London and
we were sick of working for ‚the man‘ or being
freelance and having to chase work. I’ve personally
been involved in the Art industry for most of my
working life. It’s bizarre for me, because I used to
handle paintings by masters like Van Gogh and
Picasso whilst wearing white cotton gloves, and
now I’m handling sex dolls in the same white cotton
gloves, it spins me out sometimes… and my partner
has gone from working on fashion shows with
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models like Bella Hadid and Naomi Campbell or film
shoots with Gal Gadot (Wonder Woman) to
actually selling dolls shaped like them! We didn’t
expect to be here, but we’re certainly happy we are.
Being open-minded types, we didn’t have the same
assumptions many do, before we got into this
business. I already suspected that it was a lot to do
with people craving companionship, but I hadn’t
really anticipated how involved in customisations
people get – there is this side of dolls that appeals
hugely to hobbyists, artists, photographers, fashion
designers and all types of creatives that get
obsessed with the creative side of customisations
and photo shoot production. I get it because I’m an
artist myself, I’ve painted most of my life and I
painted miniatures for years when I was younger,
I also got into custom building motorbikes for a few
years before I turned my hand to renovating houses
and building exhibitions spaces for galleries and museums all over London - dolls are actually a great
creative outlet. So, after the initial fascination, came
this huge immersive learning of the creative side
within the community which we find incredible and
I know a lot of other doll lovers do too.

“O U R C U S TO M E R S A R E
A S D I V E R S E I F N OT

M O R E S O TH A N A N Y
OTH E R C U S TO M E R
DEMOGRAPHIC.“
LO U I E LO V E

What can you tell us about the corporate philosophy
of www.S iliconeL overs.com?
Louie: Our general philosophy is simple
- to treat customers how you would like to be treated
yourself and provide the best quality products and
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service we can. We have an incredibly strong
work ethic and a passion for helping others
which we know comes across in our work.
We are huge on education in the sense of
arming customers with all the knowledge
they need to know before selecting a doll and
also how to take good care of their dolls
when it comes to cleaning and maintenance
to increase the longevity of their dolls. We
believe that sex dolls will lose their negative
connotation and eventually become much
more socially acceptable and known simply
as dolls not ‚sex dolls‘. We’d love to play a
part in helping to educate the masses that it
really is just about having healthy fun and
being creative. Ultimately, we want to help
normalise doll ownership and educate people
so that everyone understands it can be an
amazing creative outlet and really positive
for your mental health and that your sexual
health doesn’t need to be the primary reason
but it’s certainly great for that too. It makes
us happy that people are getting louder
and prouder about doll ownership and
so they should.

Customisability is a top
priority for Silicone Lovers

You present your shop as the ‚A pple S tore of
the sex d oll world.‘ Wh at do you
mean by that?
Louie: That was a bit of a joke to be honest
because I’m notorious in our studio for being
overly obsessive about a clean website
interface. I’m not sure how Apple ended up
being the comparison, but I guess if Apple is
known for bringing ‚user-friendly‘ computers
and phones to the masses, in a way, we are
trying to do that too, but with sex dolls. In our
initial research stages, we found many of the
websites out there selling similar items, often
had a seedy feel about them and often felt
really overwhelming to navigate, had loads of
pop ups and the products pages made it
difficult for you to customise. We wanted our
site to be the antithesis of that, feel fresh and
welcoming, be easy to navigate and feel really
user-friendly so that even if you can’t speak a
word of English, it’s very intuitive.

Realistic down to
the smallest detail

On e the thing that sets your online shop apart
from the competition is your Cu stom Doll
B uilder. Cou ld you tell us more about
this service´?
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Louie: Our whole site is very consciously
geared towards customisation, but you can
always take the easy route and buy it pre-configured which is the ‚same as
photo‘ option.
The ‚custom doll builder‘ however, allows for
the ability to customise any doll to your exact
specifications. You start with your favourite
body type, add your face and then work
through the other options like hair, skin tone,
eye colour; nipple size and colour - it is literally
head to toe. We can colour match skin tones
for you if you want to deviate from what is on
the usual colour chart. If you’re inventive you
can create an ex-partner or celebrity just from
what’s available or we can also work with our
sculptors to help you create a truly bespoke
doll from your photographs. Bespoke heads
are cheaper than a full body, so we’d suggest
this if you’re on a budget. We also sell heads
as ‚clean skins‘ a little cheaper so people can
create their own make-up from scratch. TPE is
more friendly in this regard and semi-permanent make-up can be removed relatively easily.
Our entire site is designed to make it as easy
as possible to customise any doll you want,
just the way you like it. You can create what are
affectionately known as ‚hybrid‘ dolls and
interchange heads or bodies between
compatible brands. It is pretty much the best
thing about sex dolls for me personally, the
customisation element.
One thing to mention is that ALL of these dolls
are made to order (whether customised or not)
so be very wary if a vendor offers to send a doll
super quick or does not show any workshop
photos as it a big red flag. It generally takes
10-15 days to fabricate and finish a doll and all
good vendors should allow their customer the
opportunity to sign off or makes changes once
the doll is complete, before shipping.
P lease, give us some more information about
your product range. F or instance, are all your
dolls made from TP E ?
Louie: Currently yes, all of our dolls are made
from TPE which is softer than silicone and a
firm favourite for customers partly due to its
price point. The brands we carry as of April
2019 are The Jinsan range which includes the
brands, WM, YL and OR. We also carry
Irontech Dolls, Piper Dolls, Dollhouse 168,
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JY and D4E. We are in discussion with various
manufacturers that specialise in the production of
silicone dolls and look forward to adding them to our
product line soon. The general public tends to lump
all sex dolls into two categories, blow up or silicone
to differentiate and it’s only later they find that there
are very distinct differences between silicone and

“A S H U M A N S W E H AV E

A N I N N AT E FA S C I N ATI O N
W I TH TH E I D E A O F

R E P L I C ATI N G TH E W O R K S
O F M OTH E R N AT U R E , TO
SEE HOW OUR SKILLS

C O M PA R E O R I F W E C A N
E V E N C O M E C LO S E . “
LO U I E LO V E

TPE. I think we ruffled a few feathers of die-hard
silicone aficionados with our name when we first
emerged, but the general population don‘t seem
to mind.
Where do you get your products? A nd what criteria
does a product have to meet for you to add it
to your range?
Louie: We source our dolls from multiple, high-end,
branded manufacturers as mentioned previously.
The products have to meet quite rigid criteria, the
very fundamentals being that their relevant health
and safety compliance paperwork needs to be up to
scratch. There are a lot of inferior dolls on the
market made from really poor quality, recycled TPE,
using harmful chemicals so that’s got to be number
one, that we know the materials used are safe for
our customer‘s health and made in an environment
where staff’s health is a priority as well. The design
is number two. We‘re firm believers in only supplying
well designed and top-quality products, we want to
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be able to stand behind the products we sell and
feel confident and proud to be offering them. There’s
no point in having a flash website and awesome
customer service if you are selling an inferior
product. Our customers are continually having their
expectations exceeded and we want to keep it that
way for the full cycle. Repeat customers are way
more common than you might expect so it’s a top
priority. This also means that the manufacturer
needs to have our back and be willing to fix any
problems as they arise.
The other criteria that come into play are, if brands
demonstrate that they are very customer oriented
e.g. brands such as WM and Irontech really have
their ear to the ground at TDF and take on board
customer suggestions for sculpting new faces or
even ideas for photo shoots. Piper Dolls have
listened to their customers need for tailored outfits
and have worked hard to release their new range of
bespoke clothing. Brands also need to have the TDF
member tick of approval in the sense that members
talk about them in a very positive way and they have
a great reputation. In the end, it’s really the customer
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who decides if the product is
amazing or not by testing it out.

All dolls available from
Silicone Love today
are made from TPE
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What can you tell us about your
customers? What is their motivation
to buy a sex doll?
Louie: As much as the general
public would love to pigeon hole
doll owners, it’s truly impossible.
Our customers are as diverse if not
more so than any other customer
demographic. For example, we sell
to all sexes, couples and collectors,
cosplayers and role-players,
widows and widowers, young and
the young at heart, gamers and
gym goers, photographers and
fashionistas to name just a few. We
also have a couple of very
high-profile clients in London who
even travel the world with their dolls
and the style of flight cases we sell
just blend in seamlessly with all their
music equipment! Everyone has
their own very distinct personal
reason to own a doll. We even have
long distance lovers buying dolls as
gifts for each other. Some own one,
some own 21. Some people when
asked, on the forum ‚how many sex
dolls do you have?‘ will reply ‚None,
but I have three emotional support
silicone companions‘. Or ‚I have a
collection of dolls, none of which I
use for sex, they are just dolls to
me‘. Some are motivated by sex,
some are not. Some are motivated
by one particular thing and it then it
changes completely and unexpectedly.
I will say that in regards to their
general demeanour, we’ve
experienced nothing but the most
civilised, polite, open and honest
customers and we can form quite a
bond with some. It’s a sensitive
item to sell, the trust and respect go
both ways and as I said earlier, we
treat customers how we would like
to be treated if the role was
reversed - with respect
and kindness.

T he sex doll market is evolving at a q uick pace.
N ow, we see the first dolls boasting artificial
intelligence and robotics. What do you predict
for the future of this segment? Which developments will we see in the
years to come?
Louie: It’s crazy just how quickly robotics is
evolving… Every other day it seems there is a
development like the Toyota human support
robot (HSR) that can clean and assist at home.
This week it’s androids doing 3 point basketball
shots, but there are still 20 IT guys standing
around facilitating it, so I don’t think it will
be quite as fast as everyone may hope in
regards to graceful physical movements. The AI
is a different kettle of fish altogether and I’m
siding with Tesla on that one in the sense that
it’s great but could also be a threat to humanity
if we’re not careful. I mean, I don’t have a crystal
ball, but assuming technology continues to
advance at the same rate as it has over the last
decade, I would say it’s only a matter of time
before we see fully functional humanoid robots
doing all manner of things and sex will just be
one of them. There are a few companies
leading the pack with this at the moment, but
who knows what will happen in time…
T here are vocal critics of sex dolls, coming at
the topic from a moral or philosophical angle
– and these voices will only get louder as A I and
robotics become more prevalent in this
segment. Do you understand their criticisms?
Louie: I have to be diplomatic, I understand
their criticisms yes, I wish they understood a
little more about dolls before expressing their
criticisms though. We don’t want to get up in
arms about the fact that people have their own
opinion, to each their own, that’s their business
but it’s also our business (and not theirs) how
we feel about dolls. I think one thing people
forget is the old adage that ‚imitation is the
highest form of flattery‘. We have nothing but
adoration for the human form in all shapes and
sizes as do both our male and female customers … we don’t view dolls necessarily as a
way to replace humans, they are a celebration
of the human form. They are actually very rarely
objectified, quite the opposite. Owners often
really humanise these dolls in every sense of
the word, imbuing them with complex
personalities. Some owners give their dolls
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Instagram accounts, doll forum memberships, even
email accounts. They talk, live and breathe through
their owner’s vast imagination. It would be an
interesting ‚playground‘ for a psychologist to study
transference that’s for sure and on TDF there are
many interesting and in-depth psychological
questions that are discussed in this regard. For
some individuals who have lost or lack social

“A S H U M A N S W E H AV E

A N I N N AT E FA S C I N ATI O N
W I TH TH E I D E A O F

R E P L I C ATI N G TH E W O R K S
O F M OTH E R N AT U R E , TO
SEE HOW OUR SKILLS

C O M PA R E O R I F W E C A N
E V E N C O M E C LO S E . “
LO U I E LO V E

connection, dolls can be a really important stepping
stone to reconnection and healing. Ironically, the
people that are judging and bad-mouthing people
for having dolls are the very reason many people
seek dolls in the first place. Dolls don’t judge, hurt or
abandon you.
Many doll lovers have been hurt in some way by
others, yet still, crave some form of companionship.
Who can deprive a fellow human of this? It would be
highly insensitive let alone controversial for anyone
to say negative things about people who own
silicone ‚reborn‘ babies to deal with loss, so you can
imagine that doll lovers find it highly insensitive when
they are ostracised and labelled ‚creepy‘ or ‚crazy‘
when sometimes, they too have experienced a deep
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loss, like the love of their life, and are seeking to
replace that ‚hole‘ in their life, in the same kind of
therapeutic way. Another example. when you think
about it, why should someone who has a collection
of 10 baby dolls be viewed so differently to someone
who has 10 life-sized dolls, if both owners are
collectors and purely paint and repair these dolls as
a hobby?
For some people sex dolls are simply ‚cuddle dolls‘
and studies have shown that cuddling releases
oxytocin that gives you a sense of well-being. It’s no
secret on TDF that many doll owners credit their
dolls with curing their depression. There is one sex
doll vendor I’ve heard of that sells primarily to war
veterans which may sound odd but when you know
that these ‚love hormones‘ help with anxiety and
PTSD it makes perfect sense.
We have both male and female staff members, all of
whom have nothing but positive opinions of dolls
and doll lovers alike because they understand how
diverse people’s needs are. It really is just a
‚different strokes for different folks‘ situation and
there should be no more of a stigma attached to
owning a doll than there is to owning a regular toy,
sexual or otherwise. If you want to look at dolls
purely from a sexual, masturbatory angle, then, it
could be seen as a ‚healthy body equals a healthy
mind‘.
What is nex t for S iliconeL overs.com.? What do you
have planned for the upcoming months?
Louie: I wish I could say a little downtime for the
team as the last few months have been so full on
but it’s tough for workaholics to relax! We’ve all
been working incredibly hard to both foster new
partnerships with brands that we know TDF
members love and also to prepare the website to
launch those brands very soon. This has inadvertently prompted an overhaul of the entire website
navigation in a bid to make the site and custom
building even easier. Next week we are launching our partnership with Payl8ter as an alternative
to PayPal Credit, which we also offer. That‘s the
boring stuff...The more exciting stuff is that we are
currently in pre-production with an artist in London
to create quite an extreme fantasy doll which we are
super excited about. Later down the track…well, we
don’t want to give too much away yet but we’ll soon
be working with a sculptor to create our own dolls
that will be available for customisation. Like all good
design, these things take time…
and a healthy dose of imagination.
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Every single aspect of the creation

of the sex toy has to have the same importance
A l e xa ndro Feynero l o n h o w Sva ko m tests p ro ducts

e x cl u s ive

Just launching a product onto
the market and hoping for the
best? That may have been a
viable strategy at some point,
but today, it’s simply doesn’t
cut it anymore. Especially if
you are a brand like Svakom.
They heavily involve product
testers in the development
process to find potential weak
spots early on and present the
best-possible products to the
final consumers. In our interview, Svakom Sales Manager
Alexandro Feynerol tells us
more about the company’s
test programme.

Alexandro Feynerol,
Sales Manager at Svakom
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„

Svakom recently invited its product testers to a special mid-week gathering. How
was the party?
Alexandro Feynerol: The party was great,
we’ve been very lucky so far with all our
tester events. These gatherings are becoming bigger and bigger each time, and we
couldn’t be more grateful for it.
How does one
become a product
tester for Svakom
and how many
product testers do
you have working
for you?
Alexandro Feynerol: We started
the test group by
asking our friends
and partners to
try out our new
products before
ut
they were coming out
so that we could do last-minute changes if
necessary. Nowadays, the selection process
is a little stricter. What we are trying to
accomplish is having the most diverse group
of testers in order to receive feedback from
people of different nationalities, genders, races, and sexual orientations. Most of the new
testers are people who are recommended to
us by our existing ones. At the moment, we
have around 30 people who are participating
in our tester programme.
Which role does product testing play in your
design process?
Alexandro Feynerol: It doesn’t really influence
the first stage of our designing process, but it
definitely helps if there is something that needs
to be modified or improved about the toy.

At which point in the development process
do you start testing new products?
Alexandro Feynerol: We ask our testers
to review any product twice during the
development of it.
The testing starts when we produce our
fi rst handmade samples that we hand out
only to the veteran testers. This is the most
crucial phase of the vibrator’s
development and
if necessary, we
still have time to
make major changes to the item.
Once we can
proceed with the
m
mass production,
tthe fi nal testing
ssession starts,
w
where all the partticipants give us
th
their feedback and
le
let us know if there
a
are any minor improvements we should apply to the vibrator.
Do you have a set of rules for your reviewers, so that the tests are sort of standardised, or are your testers free to point to any
issues they might have with a new product?
Alexandro Feynerol: No, we don’t set any
type or rules for the testing experience. The
beauty of sex toys is the fact that only your
imagination is the limit, and we want every
single person to get the most unique and
personal enjoyment out of a product.
Which issues are especially important for
Svakom when new products are tested, and
which ones do you regard as less important?
Alexandro Feynerol: Well, the most important issue for us is naturally whether the
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“ THE BE AUTY OF S E X

TOY S IS THE FAC T THAT
vibrator does its job, but I wouldn say there is no
such thing as a issue of lesser importance when
we develop a new product. Each individual aspect
of the creation of the sex toy has to have the same
importance; only then, you’re able to create the
best product possible.
Have you ever decided not to release a product
due to the feedback you’ve gotten from your
reviewers?
Alexandro Feynerol: No, luckily, we have a team
of industrial designers who are really experienced
and professional. They are the fi rst line of quality
control, checking their own ideas for weak points,
and by now, they know what type of designs or
styles would work.
Which role do the tester parties play in the review
process?
Alexandro Feynerol: The tester parties are not a
vital part of the review process itself. We see these events as an opportunity to show to our testers
how much we care about them, their opinion, and
their help. At the end of the day, Svakom is like a
family, and the tester parties are a great chance to
get the family together.
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ONLY YOUR IMAGI NATIO N
IS THE L IMIT, AND WE
WANT E AC H SINGL E

PE RSON TO GE T THE M O S T
UNIQUE AND PE RSO NA L
E NJOY ME NT OUT O F
A PRODUC T.”

ALEXANDRO FEYNEROL

At your latest party, the product reviewers also
got a preview of the Svakom products that will be
releases later in 2019. Could you tell us a bit about
those as well?
Alexandro Feynerol: I’m afraid I’ll have to hold
back on this and let you guys wait for the offi cial
release. But I promise you that it’s going to be
worth the wait.
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We have enjoyed every

The SEPRO shop in
Sint-Truiden, Belgium

single day of the past 24 years!
A n dré B ooga
ga eerts p la ns to retire in 2020, f o llo wing 25 yea rs in th e reta i l t r ad e

e x cl
clu
us
s ive

„

S ince 1 9 9 5 , A ndré B ogaerts‘
retail store S E P RO has been
providing consumers in the
B elgian town of S int-Truiden
with a varied selection of
erotic products – a nd with
passionate service. B ut next
year, there will be a maj or
change as A ndré has decided
that, after 2 5 y ears in this
business, it’ s time for him to
step back and finally enj oy
retirement. In our E A N
interview, we look back at his
time in the erotic retail trade.

André Bogaerts, General Store Manager
of SEPRO, will retire in 2020, following
25 years in the retail business
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When did you open your S E P R O E rotic
S hop? A lso, what got you into the erotic retail
trade in the first place? A nd what did you do
before, professionally?
André Bogaerts: In 1995, we decided to start
a business that we thought offered the
opportunity to explore a very difficult sector for
that time and create a profitable business out
of something difficult in a short time. You know,
we are not far from the Dutch city of Maastricht,
where regular sex shops were already more
established, and prudish Belgians secretly
went there to buy magazines, videos or Super
8 films. Also, they bought sexy lingerie, mostly
for their girlfriends, and they didn’t say no to
vibrators, either. So, our ‚good‘ Belgians took
their Belgian Francs to our friends and
neighbors - the Dutch. We wanted to put a
stop to that and try to get the Francs into our
own cash register. We have nothing against the
Dutch, on the contrary, SEPRO has learned a
lot from them and thanks to their wholesale
dealers, we have made a lot of great Dutch
friends. So SEPRO became my new project
and that is how I became André Bogaerts, the
General Store Manager. Through publicity, we
gained the necessary brand recognition very
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Always putting the customers first:
Martine (co-owner) and André Bogaerts

quickly. The tricks of the trade I learned during my
four years in Brussels, where I worked for a famous
Dutch chain for interior design; I was a purchaser for
sun protection items. After those four years, I started
as an independent interior designer, that was in 1972.
It was decided to set up a company under the name
Bogaerts BVBA. I was a business manager from the
beginning, and together with my three partners we
expanded our business into a well-known company
with three stores and a large workshop with 15
employees.
What is the guiding philosophy for your brick and
mortar store? What makes S E P R O uniq ue?
André: With the experience and knowledge I had
gained from my previous three stores, I was able to
adapt to the new challenges and open my first erotic
store. It was a small cozy store, located next to the
large market in Sint-Truiden. We had our permit from
the city council, with only one limitation: We could not
promote any explicit products in the display windows
of our store.
I was not discouraged by this limitation, instead, I
decorated the windows with bright red foil, and in
large yellow letters it read: ‚SEPRO - THE ONLY SEX
SHOP IN YOUR REGION. Come in and browse and
get a free gift - NO BUYING OBLIGATION .‘ That was
quite unique, and it still is. At SEPRO, you never leave
empty-handed. Even if you don‘t buy anything, your
gift is ready! After 24 years, that is still the case.
H ow would you describe your store? What type of
atmosphere awaits the customers?
André: After the first five years, we moved into new
premises - where you can still find us today. It was no
longer in the centre of the city, but in line with the
‚Chaussee ‘d Amour‘ known throughout Europe as
‚the‘ red light district or the so-called ‚Tenderloin of
Belgium‘, with 42 bars and eighty prostitution
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windows, where the most beautiful girls from all over
Europe offer their services. SEPRO is not situation in
between these bars, but approx. 1 km. away. Our
store is a gem, it is a cozy store, and customers
immediately feel at home, especially with the
reception they get. Our clientele is 85% couples or
females who come alone, the remaining 15% are
men. This is because we promoted our store on TV
and in other media as being women-friendly. And
most importantly, the customers are served by
women. These are stylishly dressed in ‚city clothes‘
and not in sexy outfits. Our customers also appreciate
greatly appreciate that. Behind the store, we have a
discreet parking space for 20 cars, adding an extra
sense of discretion - not every customer wants to be
linked to sex.
Your store is situated in S int- T ruiden, a B elgian town
with roughly 4 0 .0 0 0 people. Is there competition in
town or in the greater area?
André: In a radius of approx. 55 km, we don‘t have
any colleagues, Whenever we encounter our
colleagues, at trade shows for example, we always
have a nice chat about our business. Every store/
business has its own charm and for us, our other
colleagues are not competitors.
O ver the course of the years, there have been many
changes in the erotic market which have also affected
the retail trade. What were the biggest developments
in your opinion? T he downfall of DV D? T he
e- commerce boom and the powerful competition
from the internet?
André: The collapse of the DVD market, definitely,
and that the internet is nibbling away at our income.
The youth just steals porn movies online, and who is
going to do something about it? People are gradually
beginning to understand that brick & mortar stores
are guarantors of quality, hygienic toys. The way
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things are going now, online shops will take some
serious blows within the next few years, mark my
words. No one can keep their business afloat while
working at a loss.
M any people say that sex toys have reached the
mainstream and are widely accepted in society. H as
your store benefited from this increasing popularity, as
more and more consumers get interested in sex toys?
André: I find that the taboo around sex toys is
gradually disappearing. We see this from the stories
that people spontaneously confess to our
saleswomen. Even clients, both men and women, in
a ripe old age of over eighty years are still coming
back to buy a sex toy. What we also see is that the
severely disabled and handicapped are visiting our
store a lot more or their caregiver comes over and
asks for suitable toys for their patients. People with
physical or mental disabilities also need sex. The
hesitation that used to accompany everything to do
with sex is disappearing now. SM, bondage, anal sex
- everything has become negotiable. Our range is
also highly customised. Customers may ask us the
most extreme questions, and if we cannot help them,
we will have answers to their questions within a few
days, thanks to the great support from our suppliers.

M any retailers in the erotic market rely on a
combination of brick and mortar store and online
shop. You decided against launching an online
shop. Why so?
André: That is quickly explained, I am 72 years old.
Why would I go and incur that headache when our
sex boutique is doing very well? All that crap about
selling five products through the web and then
having to take back four products for free… God
knows where these toys have been? I might be a
silly Belgian, but not a foolish one!
In order to stand their ground against the competition
from the internet, many retailers focus on a uniq ue
shopping ex perience, but also on service and sales
advice. H ow important are the sales staff and the
service they provide? H ow strongly do they
contribute to the success of your store?
André: The success of my store is mainly due to my
saleswomen and their eagerness to learn. They
know all toys by name and by brand , they give
professional advice to my customers, they learn how
everything works, and it is very rarely that the
customer leaves without buying something.
They are extremely friendly to the girls who work in
the bars and treat them with respect. They know
what dress or lingerie men like. Our wide range of
lingerie and fashion is purchased from reputable
suppliers. Three times a year, we visit the clothing
and lingerie fairs in Paris.
Who are your customers? Which groups are drawn
to your store?
André: Given the elegant appearance of our
boutique and the exclusive product range we offer,
we have won over a lot of customers. Generally
speaking, everyone is welcome and always will be
welcomed in a friendly way.
P lease, give us an overview of your product range.
A nd how do you choose the products you sell in
your store?
André: If you can think of it, we have it. Toys (almost
all types), SM articles, bondage, lifelike sex dolls,
electro sex, masturbation devices for men, anal sex
toys, sexy board games, clothing, lingerie - also for
men - leather and latex products, sexy funny gifts,
costumes, condoms, etc., etc.
Our wide product range is purchased from
wholesalers or importers via the internet or their
sales representatives. Exclusive items and fashion
and lingerie products are also bought at trade fairs.
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What are your current top- sellers? What are the
consumers in S int- T ruiden into?
André: Hard to say, but what generates very strong
sales are the anal toys. Usually, the newest items are
the easiest to sell. Thanks to the girls who work in the
bars, we have a huge turnover in condoms and
lubricant.
Which factor has the biggest impact on the customers’
purchasing decision? P rice? M aterial? F eatures and
functionality? O r do most people base their purchases
on your recommendations?
André: Most customers buy what our staff
recommend. Of course, we only suggest certain
articles after a conversation with the customer. A good
saleswoman knows which direction customers want to
go. Quality comes first, the price sometimes makes
people reconsider, but a good argument made by the
saleswoman makes all the difference. For example,
articles that are rechargeable are more expensive, but
what do batteries cost? What is the impact on the
environment? These arguments are also important to
many customers nowadays.
Would you say that your customers have become
more well- informed and discerning throughout the
years?
André: Customers always think they know better, that
will never change. However, when they get a proper
and acceptable explanation from the clerk, they listen,
and they show respect for the friendly welcome. If
people thank you when leaving the store, that is a great
incentive for our saleswoman.
O ften, you hear people say that everything was better
in the old days? Would you agree to this statement, or
is it j ust that everything was a bit easier before?
André: Well, why was it easier in 1995 than it is in
2019? Simple. Because in the past, there were much
fewer products. Nowadays, we throw tons of toys at
the consumers. It‘s not easy to make a decision
anymore. And why were woman easier to tempt back
then? Do you know the answer? I do!
Do the producers and distributors/ wholesalers provide
you with all the tools you need? O r would you like to
get more support from the industry members?
André: Most wholesalers offer us great support and
our Dutch, French, and German business partners are
very correct, but sometimes they forget that here in
Belgium we speak Dutch... even though there is one
person who is trying it. POS materials are everywhere!
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We heard that you intend to retire nex t year? Is that
correct? A nd if so, what will happen with the store?
André: Indeed, I have decided to retire in May of next
year. I will then be 73 years old, and I want someone
else to enjoy what I have built up. We would like our
store in St. Truiden to be continued and would want
to give it to a person with an interest in our industry.
Belgium is a great country to do business in, not only
for Belgians but for every European who wants to
invest in an extra business in Belgium. Interested? Let
us hear from you. Bogaerts BVBA dept . SEPRO,
Sint- Truiden, Belgium, Email : info@sepro2000.be.
L ooking back at the history of the store, what are the
things that have left lasting memories? What are the
high points? A nd are there also things you’d like to
forget?
André: We have enjoyed every single day of the past
24 years! We have made so many close friends, then
there’s everything that came along with this beautiful
business: all my cool customers whom I’ve gotten to
know and whom I would like to thank. For me, these
are highlights that I still enjoy. Of course, there were a
few negatives that I would like to forget forever.
In 2002, the day before Saint Nicholas (early
December), in the middle of the night, my store was
robbed empty by six masked thieves. The surveillance cameras captured the whole thing but none of
these thieves ever got caught. The store was
completely robbed and only a small string remained
on the floor in the middle of the store. I think that was
left behind just to make fun of us. At that moment I
was close to losing hop. But the help of numerous
suppliers and our Christmas and New Year sales
gave us back the courage we had deemed lost. The
following year, our annual turnover was obviously in
the red because we had to buy everything back and
our insurance would not pay out for theft if no
perpetrators were found.
From 2016 until early 2018, the street in front of our
store was completely opened up, right up to our
doorstep because of sewer construction and because
they added bicycle and pedestrian paths. These
construction work reduced my turnover by 80% simply
because you couldn’t reach the store. Those were the
two negatives I would like to forget.
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eroFame goes public again: ‚modern feelings‘
will be back at consumer show infa in 2019
M o re f lex ible o p tio ns f o r ex h ibito rs

e x cl u s ive

The open discussion about sex and all that goes along with it has reached the centre of society. TV s hows such as S ex and
the C ity, movies and novels like 5 0 S hades of Grey, and the continuous digitisation of our modern world have paved the way,
and as a result, topics such as sexuality and eroticism are no longer considered dirty, vulgar, or awkward. Rather, they are
an expression of freedom, independence, and emancipation. K nowing this, the organisers of eroFame have decided to once
again present erotic lifestyle to the predominantly female audience of the infa consumer show. Wieland Hofmeister, head of
M ediatainment P ublishing eroFame GmbH, tells us what the masses – a nd the exhibitors – c an expect.

Wieland Hofmeister,
head
h
he
of Mediatainment
Publishing eroFame
GmbH
and Huda Lutz,
G
project manager
'eroFame
'e
goes public‘

„

infa, G ermany’s biggest fun and shopping
fair, will take place in H anover on O ctober 1 2 to
2 0 . L ast year, the visitors of the event were
introduced to the ‚ modern feelings‘ theme
area, which focused on sex uality, erotic
lifestyle, wellness, and health. Will ‚ modern
feelings‘ return in 2 0 1 9 ?
Wieland Hofmeister: Absolutely. Last year war
our debutante’s ball and at the same time a
baptism of fire. This concept that we had
developed didn’t exist in Germany before: a
highly aesthetic presentation of erotic lifestyle

102

products for woman and couples at a
consumer show. Our modern society has long
since embraced this lifestyle – the old taboos
are gone, and many people are proud and
open about their sexuality.
The global erotic industry is no longer what it
was presented as in the past. Before, erotic
products were only used behind closed
bedroom doors, in secret, because people
considered them obscene and indecent. And
the vast majority was sex toys for men. Now,
these products are for everybody. And while
there are still erotic shows such as Venus in
Berlin that cater to the male hardcore audience,
we felt it was high time that the other part of
our industry – the producers whose products
couldn’t be further from the old porn image
– got their own consumer show to present their
products to a new, vast, open-minded
audience.
Will you stick with the concept of a j oint stand
for the various companies from the erotic
industry?
Wieland Hofmeister: Yes, ‚modern feelings‘
will once again have a uniform CI/look,
underscored by the turquoise carpeting
throughout the theme area. This will tie
together the individual stands nicely. Seating
areas, an event stage, a bar, appealing mega
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displays, stylish decoration, and big plant tubs will
also be integrated into the overall look and feel of the
theme area. Among the organising team, we have
nicknamed the area ‚erotic village‘ – not the catchiest
moniker, I’ll admit, but I
think it describes the
essence of what we
want to achieve with
‚modern feelings.‘
This year, potential
exhibitors can choose
how long they want to
present their products
at infa. Which options
do you offer to them, and why did you decide to offer
these options in the first place?
Wieland Hofmeister: Last year’s show was very
much a learning experience. As you’d expect, most
visitors flocked to infa and ‚modern feelings‘ during
the weekends – on weekdays, there was a lower
visitor frequency. So, some exhibitors felt that the
cost of having their representatives in Hanover for
nine days – including hotels, etc. – didn’t really justify
the outcome. We understand that, and therefore, we
have worked with the organisers of infa to come up
with more flexible planning options. The stand lease
will remain the same, but you can now choose to
present your products on
just the two infa
Great opportunity
weekends or throughout
for retailers:
the entire show. Since
eroFame ends on
October 11 this year,
there is no real gap, and
participating at ‚modern feelings‘ on Saturday,
October 12 and Sunday, October 13 doesn’t place a
lot of additional strain on the exhibitors. Obviously,
exhibiting on just one infa weekend is also an option.
We are currently developing a stand construction
plan to accommodate all of these options.

exhibiting at
modern feelings
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“Ranging from high-quality sex toys to a selection of
body cosmetics such as lubricants and massage oils,
all the way to stylishAuslingerie.”
– schoene-heide.de
der Stadt / Erlebnismesse

06:41 Uhr / 10.10.2018

Neues Konzept: Infa eröffnet eine ErotikEcke
“The orga nisers want to enga ge the visit
ors
on an ‚emotiona l‘ level and create a feel-g
ood
atmosphere through modern presentation,
shows, and new products.” – haz.de

so responded
“T he visitors al
sensua l, erotic
e
very well to th
‘ theme
‚moder n feel in gs
or ter.de
area .”– stadtrep

Am 13. Oktober eröffnet die Erlebnis- und Einkaufsmesse Infa in Hannover. Mit dem neuen
Konzept wollen die Veranstalter die regionale Wirtschaft stärken und neue Trends setzen.

Pressemitteilung

Modern Feelings! Sinnlicher Lifestyle auf
der infa bei

eroFame 2018

Diese Messe bietet Erotik

statt Porno

2018-09-17T09:14:32
“There was
Hannover
- Modern
everything
from
sex Feelings heißt die neue Themenwelt, die in diesem Jahr auf der
infa ihre Premiere feiert. Modern Feelings präsentiert den Besucherinnen und
Gesichter eines Imagewechsels: (v.l.) Infa-Chefin Carola Schwennsen, Erotikbereich-Leiterin Huda Lutz, Model Filiz
advice
to
lectures
to Produkte und Informationen rund um sinnlichen Lifestyle, erotische
Besuchern
der
infa
Koc und Stylisting Ria Saage. Quelle: Tim Schaarschmidt
und Sexualität: Von hochwertigen Lovetoys über ausgesuchte Körperkosmetik
lingerie.”Wellness
–
ndr.de
wie Gleitmittel und Massageöle bis hin zu stilvollen Dessous.

05.10.2018, 12:24 Uhr | jb

Hannover. Die Infa will in Zukunft auf das Thema Erotik setzen. Das

In Halle 24 (infa balance) kann die vornehmlich weibliche Zielgruppe diese Produkte
anschauen und anfassen und sich von fachkundigem Personal informieren und beraten
lassen.

Image soll sich radikal ändern, bei der am Sonnabend beginnenden

„Einkaufs- und Erlebnismesse“ sollen neben Festivalambiente und

einem Fokus auf regionale Anbieter auch Erotikaussteller zum Erlebnis

An den Wochenenden werden darüber hinaus Modenshows und Vorträge auf dem
eigens installierten Laufsteg veranstaltet, und eine Cocktailbar sowie eine gemütliche

beitragen.
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will only get more people interested in our theme
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NP-Moderator
Herd.
und NDR-Bingo-Bär Michael Thürnau am
Meine Stadt / Infa startet am Sonnabend

16:27 Uhr / 09.10.2018

Hannover › Meine Stadt › So bunt und sexy wird die Infa in diesem Jahr

/

16:25 Uhr / 10.10.2018

Quelle: Tim Schaarschmidt
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Buntes Garn für Strickfans. Quelle: Florian Arp

oder auch fürs Sockenmuster noch Anregungen braucht, findet sie garantiert

auf der Strick! Hannover. Am ersten Wochenende, von Samstag, 13., bis
Montag, 15. Oktober, ist die Sonderschau in Halle 23. In einem Teilbereich

000
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zweiten
Dannowski wird durch die Kochshows führen. Außerdem bieten am
auf einem
Wochenende in der Markthalle mehr als 30 Bauern aus der Region
Bauernmarkt ihre Produkte von Wild bis frischem Honig an.

haben viele Woll-, Handarbeits- und Kurzwarenläden aus Deutschland ihre
Stände aufgebaut und bieten verschiedene, teilweise auch selbstgefärbte
Garne an.
Außerdem gibt es viele Workshops zum Thema Häkeln und Stricken, für die
man sich am besten noch vorher anmeldet, um einen Platz sicher zu haben. So
gibt es mehrere Workshops zum Thema „Socken stricken“, Menschen mit

Von Dessous bis Make-Up
Hier
Neu in der Infa-Balance-Halle 24 ist die Themenwelt „Modern feelings“.
oder Lovewerden erotische Lifestyle-Produkte wie Körperschmuck, Dessous
Team
dem
von
Jahr
dieses
sich
man
kann
25
Beauty-Halle
der
In
Toys geboten.
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The 'modern feelings‘
theme area had its
successful debut at
infa 2018

area. It is obviously nice to know that
thousands of visitors will visit infa no
matter what, which calms the nerves
of the organisers and is also
reassuring for the exhibitors. The goal
is to stoke interest in our erotic
lifestyle area among the infa visitors.
And that is where the exhibitors come
in. We provide an appealing
environment, they provide the
individual presentation strategies.
Unfortunately, not everybody put
enough thought into their strategy last
year. Being the organisers, we want
each and every exhibitor to be
successful at ‚modern feelings‘, but
you have to consider that the infa
audience is different from the
audience of erotic trade shows. Many
of the visitors have never been
confronted with erotic products in

106
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such a direct way. You
need to approach these
people, welcome them to
this world. A lot of
questions were asked at
last year’s show, so I can’t
stress enough how
important it is to engage
the visitors and provide
them with information.
Because if you do, it definitely pays off. Just take
ORION, for example. Last year, their stand was
basically overrun by visitors, and why was that?
Because their female – I repeat, female – representatives did not hesitate to approach the visitors. If you
refuse to leave your stand and expect that the visitors
will come to you automatiGreat opportunity
cally, then the show may not
for retailers:
pan out the way you had
hoped. At the risk of
repeating myself: This is not
the Venus show where
thousands of men show up
with a clearly defined expectations. ‚modern feelings‘
is a highly aesthetic theme area for erotic products,
aimed at introducing a general audience to the
products of our industry, with subtlety and class.
infa – and by extension, ‚modern feelings‘ – is
primarily a sales and branding show, which means
that this is a place for image campaigns and for
making sales. Basically, every relevant producer,
distributor, or retailer in the erotic industry can
present their products at the show – as long as they

exhibiting at
modern feelings
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watch the video

keep their presentations stylish and ‚clean‘; we
cannot allow products on the exhibition floor that
feature explicit imagery or are too far removed from
the sexual wellness theme.
If you want to get a better idea of what ‚modern
feelings‘ looks like before you make your decision,
you can check out a video of ‚modern feelings‘ 2018
on YouTube. Just visit our eroFame channel and see
for yourself how much interest there was in our joint
stand last year. Hopefully, that will be convincing
enough.
Browsing through the press coverage of last year’s
event, everybody seemed impressed with how clean
and modern your theme area was – far removed from
the typical clichés of an erotic trade show. I take it you
want to continue along this same path in 2019?
Wieland Hofmeister: This is
the only path to take! There
Great opportunity
are other shows in this
for retailers:
country that focus on porn.
‚modern feelings‘ is far
removed from any such
concepts – which is not to
say that I have anything against those shows. On the
contrary, they cater to a big, clearly defined audience
and give these consumers what they want. It’s just
that this isn’t our target audience. ‚modern feelings‘ is
geared towards a different group of consumers.

exhibiting at
modern feelings
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My goal is to ensure strong sales

and supreme customer satisfaction
J u l i a Kreisma nn jo ins O RIO N Wh o lesa le

e x cl u s ive

In order to optimise their service in the E astern E uropean markets, ORION Wholesale
has added J ulia K reismann to their team. E A N had the opportunity to pepper J ulia with
q uestions about her new position, the challenges going along with her tasks, and about
the potential and peculiarities of the E astern E uropean market.

„

M any people in the industry
already know you, but for those
who don’t, would you mind
telling us about yourself?
Julia Kreismann: My
name is Julia Kreismann
(34). I was born and
raised in Russia,
which helps a great
deal in understanding the Russian
mentality – the
so-called Russian
soul. After moving
to Germany, I
studied business
economics at the
University of Siegen,
and that helps a
great deal in being
business-savvy,
cost-efficient, and
customer-oriented. In
short, I represent a good
mix of different qualities that I
will use to support ORION
Wholesale in further expanding our
position as a distributor in the Eastern
European market.
H ow did you end up in the erotic industry?
Julia: After getting my degree, I spent a
while working in the automation industry,
which I found to be pretty boring. The erotic
industry, on the other hand, had always been
fascinating to me, especially lingerie and

The latest addition to the team of ORION
Wholesale: Julia Kreismann
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cosmetics products. Another important
aspect was the opportunity to work with the
Russian market. Long story short, the erotic
industry was the place where I could do what
I wanted to do.
N ow, you are part of the O R IO N Wholesale
team. What ex actly will you be doing in your
new position?
Julia: My job is pretty much in sync with the
rest of ORION Distribution, the only difference
being that my focus is on the Eastern
European market. My goal is to ensure strong
sales and supreme customer satisfaction. I will
be doing a lot of travelling in Eastern Europe
to win over new clients and lend support to
existing clients. After all, personal contact and
support are one of the main priorities here at
ORION.
What convinced you that this was the right
company for you? What are the strong points
of O R IO N ?
Julia: I had already met several members of
the ORION team at trade shows, and I really
liked the work atmosphere, so I immediately
seized this opportunity to become a part of
ORION.
Also, ORION is a very strong brand in the
European market, but there is still room for it
to grow on an international level, and I’d like
to contribute to this growth in the Eastern
European market.
Does your previous ex perience in the erotic
industry come in handy in this new j ob?
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“ W H AT M A K E S TH I S

MARKET DIFFERENT IS

TH E C L I E N T S ; I N E A S T E R N
E U R O P E , TH E R E TA I L E R S
WA N T TO I M P R E S S TH E
S U P P L I E R W I TH TH E I R
H O S P I TA L I T Y. “

H ow much potential is there for O R IO N in E astern
E urope in your opinion?
Julia: In my opinion, there is great potential in
Eastern Europe, waiting to be mined. The consumers are becoming more open-minded and learn to
talk about sex more openly, which obviously wasn’t
the case during the time of the Soviet Union. So,
people are only just learning not to think of sex as a
taboo topic. And this sea change results in people
spending more money on erotic products. Add to
that the fact that the GDP in these countries
continues to grow, and you can see why there is so
much potential. Even in Russia, the GDP is growing,
in spite of sanctions and what not.

JULIA KREISMANN

Julia: Oh, definitely, my duties and the type of
customers I’m working with are almost identical to
my previous job. However, ORION offers a much
wider range of products, and it’s really fun
familiarising myself with all of these products.
S o, your focus will be on E astern E urope, a market
that you already know q uite well. H ow would you
describe the E astern E uropean erotic market?
Julia: The Eastern European market is a bit
different from, say, the German market. And what
makes this market different is the clients; in
Eastern Europe, the retailers want to impress the
supplier with their hospitality, while in many other
markets, it’s usually the other way around. The
interpersonal aspect is much more important to our
Eastern European distribution clients. Also, there
aren’t as many wholesalers and products on the
Russian market, so there isn’t this feeling of
saturation. Instead, our clients are always
interested in seeing new products. And they always
want all the relevant product information and
details.
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My priorities are on identifying the

general health benefits of sexual stimulation
D r. N ico le Pra use do es resea rch in th e f ield o f sex ua l bio tech no lo gy

e x cl u s ive

A few years ago, scientist D r. Nicole P rause couldn’ t get a simple protocol about orgasms through the ethics review
process of her university. S hortly after, the university refused to accept a grant for further sex-related studies. That’ s when
Nicole knew that this was not the right environment for her to continue her research about biotechnology and sexuality.
L ooking for a different solution, she founded L iberos, an independent lab where she could continue her work in this
fascinating field of research. E A N spoke with Nicole about the focal points of her work and how this research can help people.

„

N icole, among other things you are the
founder of L iberos, a company focused on
sex ual biotechnology. What ex actly is “ sex ual
biotechnology” ?
Nicole Prause: Sexual biotechnology is the
intersection of biology and science as applied
to sexual functioning. I am trained as a sexual
psychophysiologist, but many people do not
know what that means either. Biotechnology
is a way of translating the idea that my
collaborators and I study both the body’s
sexual response and a person’s experience
of their body’s responses.
C ould you tell us a bit about your background?
Nicole Prause: My PhD is in “clinical science”
specialising in neuroscience and statistics.
Basically, we are responsible for developing
mental health treatments and getting them to
patients. Clinical scientists are fully trained as
both clinicians (I am a licensed psychologist
in California) and researchers to accomplish
that translation. As researchers, we often study
patients or very basic physical mechanisms of
patient’s symptoms.

Dr. Nicole Prause is a licensed psychologist,
neuroscientist, and statistician
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H ow did you come up with the idea of founding
L iberos and what are the goals of your company?
Nicole Prause: I had no intention of founding
Liberos. I had been an academic for nearly 10
years and just promoted to an Associate Scientist at the University of California, Los Angeles.
In one year, I was unable to get a
simple orgasm protocol through the ethics
review process (the same protocol passed

through another university easily), then the
university refused to accept a grant that I had
received to study sexual partners in the laboratory. It became clear that I was either going
to have to move to Canada, as most of my
colleagues had, or get the research done under
a completely new model. I chose the latter.
T he intersection of biotechnology and sex uality
is a wide field to ex plore. H ow do you pick your
priorities?
Nicole Prause: Having more orgasms is lovely,
but it is not curing cancer. Further, some people
will never be convinced that female pleasure
is possible or worthwhile to study. Rather than
continuing to fight society’s priorities, I agree.
Orgasms, to me, are important when they can
resolve more pressing social problems, like
sleep disorders or mood disorders. My priorities
are on identifying the general health benefits of
sexual stimulation.
A secondary focus is on communicating
accurate sexual information. As sexual biotechnology options continue to expand, especially
for women, I want accurate information about
physiology coming from those companies. I see
a danger in setting back the strides we have
made in sex education in the USA if companies
choose to advertise using information about
sex that is not accurate just to sell their product.
This also can shame women, making them
feel they have personally failed if a device does
not work, as advertised, for them. Women
especially need to keep the grounds that we
have gained.
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Dr. Nicole Prause worked with Lovehoney to
test the effectiveness of sex toys

O ne of the fields you are engaged in is technology to
measure orgasms. Why could it be of importance to
know how strong or weak an orgasm was?
Nicole Prause: I am not too worried about the
strength of an orgasm, because they are reflexive. An
orgasm is an orgasm is an orgasm. It is fascinating
to explore why that same reflex can feels so different,
and we do collect that information in studies, but
I mostly care about how and when people identify a physical climax at all. If we have any hope of
prescribing physical climax in a therapeutic pattern in
the future, we first have to make sure we are actually
able to reproduce the basic physiology with some
confidence!
A nother proj ect you are engaging in is a programme
to “ promote attention to sex cues with less invasive
techniq ues than our other ‘ brain treatment’
approaches” . H ow should I envision this programme?
What are its goals?
Nicole Prause: Sexual stimulation is really good
at getting your attention. That can be useful, for
example, in getting our attention away from the
negative thoughts that are characteristic of
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depressive rumination. However, not everyone is
great at elaborating on sexual fantasies and staying
with those pleasurable thoughts and feelings. I am
interested in two methods of improving people’s
ability to keep their attention on sex: brain stimulation
and conditioning. Brain stimulation (we have published one paper already using transcranial magnetic
stimulation
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pone.0165646) has a good history being
useful for depression directly, and we are working
(slowly) on other forms of brain stimulation.
Of course, improving someone’s ability to stay with
sexual thoughts and fantasy is likely to also help those with lower sex drive. In my view, this would be an
excellent bonus, although not the ultimate goal.
You are also testing methods to increase the sex drive
with direct current stimulation. H ow does this work?
Nicole Prause: Direct current stimulation (DCS) is
applied from outside the head to alter neural activity.
Most commonly, there are two (anodal and cathodal)
pads to direct the electrical current. However, DCS
is fairly controversial primarily for its effect size. While
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many studies have shown DCS alters brain activity
under the areas stimulated, many studies also have
failed to find these effects. Our hope is to build on
our research with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), which is thought to alter brain reactivity
permanently/semi-permanently, to DCS that can be
used on an as-needed basis. However, this research
remains controversial and will require considerably
more evidence before I would feel comfortable suggesting it as a consumer device.

“S E X U A L U R G E S A R E
B U I LT O N TH E B A S I C

BRAIN ARCHITECTURE
TH AT U N D E R L I E S

A L L E M OTI O N S A N D

M OTI VAT E D B E H AV I O R S ,
F R O M A N G E R TO J OY. “
DR. NICOLE PRAUSE

S hould I be afraid that one day my sex drive can be
controlled and triggered by the fl ip of a switch?
Nicole Prause: There is no “sex” centre in the brain,
so we will never be able to really “control” your
sexuality. Sexual urges are built on the basic brain
architecture that underlies all emotions and motivated
behaviours, from anger to joy. The most I hope to do
is increase/decrease the gain on this system, which
would mean making it easier/harder to follow through
(such as with sexual fantasies) on existing sexual
urges. The genitals are represented on a pretty easilyaccessible part of the motor cortex, so we could likely
give you a bit of a tickle there too, but damn, it’s just
easier to touch your genitals directly folks!
M ost sex toys today are used to stimulate the genitals
in one form or another. Do you see practical applications for your research that could be used in sex toys
as well?
Nicole Prause: There is a very fuzzy space between
sexual toys and treatments for sexual disorders.
The first FDA-approved device for female sexual
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arousal disorders was the clitoral pump EROS.
The kinky folks might recognise this device as
the clitoral pump that commonly appears in sex
films and is widely available (at about 1/50th of the
cost) through many online sex retailers. Of course,
anything that promotes sexual pleasure is likely to
be used for play, even if it was developed for
a disorder, just as Viagra is widely used for fun
(or “reassurance”) rather than actual erectile
dysfunction.
What is the biggest misconception about sex in
your opinion?
Nicole Prause: The biggest misconception about
sex is that using sex to feel better is unhealthy. This
view is widely promoted even by therapists. They
are quick to shame patients who, for example,
masturbate after a tough day at work, as having
“poor coping”. Relatedly, partners often shame
one another for seeking sexual activity for a health
purpose like managing stress. We have strong
evidence that sex (whether masturbation, watching
adult films, or having sex with your partner) is an
excellent method of improving mood, can be a
primary method of coping, and can be engaged on
a regular basis. Shaming the use of sex for coping
is an extremely harmful and regressive attitude not
different than religious “sex only for procreation”
wrapped in a new banner of “health”.
A re there any developments in this field we
should keep an I on? What will be the nex t
big breakthrough?
Nicole Prause: I am most excited about emerging
laboratory research studying couple’s intimacy in the
laboratory. We have a large, rich data set measuring
couples manually stroking genitals in the laboratory, including collecting brainwaves simultaneously
from both members of the couple. This can help us
understand the health benefits of interacting sexually
with a partner. We (Tierney Lorenz, PhD and I)
also just received a grant to study post-orgasmic
illness syndrome (POIS) from the non-profit National
Organisation of Rare Diseases. I believe it is the
first national research grant to study basic orgasm
physiology, and we are uniquely suited to capture
that physiology well. We will capture both brain
responses and peripheral physiology to describe
exactly how orgasm may promote health, as well
as what is awry in men with POIS. We hope to start
recruitment for that study within two months in
Los Angeles.
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I think this part of the market will

be mainstream sooner than we think
A l i so n Fa lk is th e p ublish er o f digita l ma ga z ine Sex Tech Sp a ce

e x cl u s ive

S ex tech is growing. M ore and more companies, programmers, and tinkerers try their hand at combining sex and new technology.
Over the course of the past few years, a fascinating ecosystem has come into existence, with numerous different approaches
that are fl ourishing side by side. Online magaz ine S ex Tech S pace wants to keep you up to date on the latest developments in
this burgeoning market, covering everything from the technology used in new products to cybwer security to the legal aspects of
sex tech. E A N spoke with the mastermind behind S ex Tech S pace, A lison Falk, about the future of sex and technology.

„

A lison, you are the publisher of the
bi- monthly magaz ine S ex T ech S pace,
which has seen its fourth issue published in
A pril. What kind of publication are we talking
about here?
Alison Falk: Sex Tech Space is a free
digital publication to help people learn
about the different facets of sex tech. It
exists to spread awareness on the importance of this industry for a more progressive
and inclusive technology community. As a
technologist, I believe learning about
different subjects in tech makes you a more
well-rounded tech professional. As a
person, sex tech alone has offered me the
tools I need to learn more about myself on
all different levels and to find confidence in
who I am as an individual. I hope by
teaching others about sex tech, they can
have similar experiences of growth
professionally and individually.

Alison Falk,
publisher of Sex Tech Space
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B efore we talk more about the magaz ine,
could you tell us a bit about yourself?
Alison: I grew up on a farm without internet
or a computer. I had never even heard the
word STEM until I was in my 20s. My
background is actually in brand management and social media. I was at a point
where I found myself broke, unemployed
and happened to stumble upon the
#womenwhocode hashtag. It was there I
saw so many individuals transitioning from
random jobs like waitressing or acting into

tech by taking coding bootcamps. I felt so
inspired and motivated by them and
decided to use the last of my savings to
enrol in a bootcamp too. Within a few
months I got a full-time gig as an app
developer and began exploring all different
areas of technology. After learning about
sex tech, I felt like I had found a place in
tech where I belonged but couldn’t
understand why no one had ever heard of it
before. This was the start of how Sex Tech
Space came to exist.
Why did you decide to publish S ex T ech
S pace?
Alison: As I previously mentioned, I was
really confused when everyone I talked to in
tech had never heard of sex tech before at
any conference, meetup, or panel. I was
curious why this was the case and had
discovered that sex tech is something often
kept in the shadows. This is harmful
because it gives off an odour that innovation
in sex tech is not something to be proud of
or something that should be pursued when
in reality there are a lot of issues that sex
tech can solve. Furthermore, a lot of
individuals like to let their imagination
get in the way of the facts when
they hear the word ‘sex tech.’ I
wanted to make sex tech
more accessible and
digestible to those who
are in tech or have
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“I WA N T E D TO M A K E S E X
TECH MORE ACCESSIBLE
A N D D I G E S TI B L E T O

TH O S E W H O A R E I N T E C H
O R H AV E P R E C O N C E I V E D
N OTI O N S A B O U T W H AT
SEX TECH IS.“
A L I S O N FA L K

All previous issues can be browsed
cost-free at sextechspace.com

preconceived notions about what sex tech is. The
media really likes to clickbait sex tech as a sector only
focused on sex robots and VR porn – stuff that
typically caters to the male gaze. But it is so much
more than that. I iterated on the idea of what I wanted
STS to be for a long time. It started as a meetup
group, then became a hackathon, then a workshop,
then something else, before I decided on the
publication. It felt like the way I could make the most
impact.
S ex tech is a very broad field. H ow would you define
the term sex tech? What do you need to turn an
“ ordinary” sex toy into a sex tech product?
Alison: Sex tech is any type of technology that
disrupts human sexuality in some way. Sex tech
intersects with a lot of other segments of technology
that many people may not be aware of initially. Some
examples would be ed tech (sex education), fintech
(payment processors), health tech (sexual health and
wellness), and more.
I believe any sex toy, whether it has circuit boards
and vibrating motors or not, can be considered sex
tech if advancements in some type of STEM field
were involved. Products can be created with 3D
printers, which is a type of technology
advancement even though the product itself
may not necessarily have a technological
look or feel, just as an example.
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What topics are covered in the magaz ine?
Alison: Each issue has a theme so that readers
can have a high level of understanding of a specific
subject in the sex tech industry. The first issue is a
basic intro to sex tech — what it is and is not, a
few people pioneering the way to help make sex
tech more mainstream, and why sex tech is so
important. The second issue is about sex toy
engineering, the third is cybersecurity, and the
most recent is on the impacts of SESTA/FOSTA
litigation in regards to technical ethics, sex
education, consensual sex work and human
trafficking.
C ould you tell us a bit more about the contributors
for the articles? C ould anybody contact you if they
have something interesting to tell about the topic?
Alison: The contributors come from everywhere.
They are friends, people I’ve met online, people
I’ve come across on a podcast or on
Youtube and have reached out to, people
who have reached out to me, etc. I
welcome anyone to pay attention to
our social media for when we
announce the next theme and
contribute if they feel it
resonates with their work,
research, or lifestyle in
some way.
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Is S ex T ech S pace
a commercial proj ect
or is your aim to spread
the message about sex tech
and connect the people
involved?
Alison: It currently exists to spread
awareness and eliminate the stigma
around how we perceive sex as a society. My
goal with the publication is to create by-products
of eliminating the professional risk that some
believe is attached to innovating in this space,
eliminate developer bias, and allow more bright
minds to come forward and create solutions for
things like sexual abuse, inclusive sexual health
and wellness, sex work bias, pleasure accessibility, better sex education, etc.
S ex tech is still a niche within the erotic market,
even though it is growing. H ow do you envision
the future of this part of the market?
Alison: I think this part of the market will be
mainstream sooner than we think. Evidence of
this exists already with media companies like
VICE, Netflix, Refinery29, TechCrunch and others
taking initiatives to give spotlight to founders in
this space.
It’s also apparent that younger generations are
part of a sexual revolution that’s occurring.
Individuals are taking pride in their sexuality and
fighting to remove stigmas associated with how
we address sex in social settings. It’s really cool
and very inspiring to watch people no longer feel
shamed and organise these movements validating
topics that have been considered taboo for so
long. When you become unapologetic about your
sexuality you give permission to others in
proximity to be unapologetic about it too. In turn it
creates this snowball effect that scales from
individual to friends and family to social network
and so on.
Is there a technology or idea that really has
impressed you in the recent past?
Alison: Being a developer myself, I really
appreciate the work Kyle Machulis has been doing
to create new C#/JavaScript programming
frameworks dedicated to making sex toys and
pleasure more accessible to marginalised
communities. The best part is you don’t need to

6
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The road to sex tech
was a circuitous one for Alison Falk

have development experience to utilise the tools
he’s created. I also really like the work of Sarah
Petkus - a roboticist who has created these
pieces that use the measurement of pleasure as
an input and have some type of physical response
as an output. Sarah’s work, which is called SHE
BON, proves that not all toys have to exist in some
type of phallic shape.

What are your plans for the future of S ex T ech
S pace?
Alison: Because I am currently based in Pittsburgh, I think the city has an opportunity and a lot of
potential to be a leader in sex tech as it currently
intersects and exists as not only a national tech
hub but as a national healthcare hub as well. I
hope to facilitate putting Pittsburgh on the map
for innovation involving inclusive sexual
health and wellness. Beyond that, the
Sex Tech Space platform currently
has an event page that anyone can
post their events to advertise
for free and I have been
building a job board
which will be
introduced soon.
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It’s currently a changing market in Australia.
People are becoming more adventurous

J o Ra dnidge a nd Ka trin Küh nrich o n th e Austra lia n ero tic ma rket

e x cl u s ive

„

J o, could you please introduce yourself
and tell us when S ugar and S as was founded?
Jo Radnidge: My name is Jo Radnidge and I
am the General Manager of Sugar and Sas.
Sugar and Sas has been in operation for 7
years.

In mid-February, pj ur and
distributor S ugar and S as
announced a new, exclusive
collaboration for A ustralia
and New Z ealand. To us, this
sounded like a perfect opportunity to learn more about
the ins and outs of the erotic
market down under, after
all we had two experts – J o
Radnidge, General M anager
of S ugar and S as, and K atrin
K ü hnrich, S enior A ssociate
B usiness D evelopment at
pj ur – t o answer all of our
q uestions.

You call yourself a ‚ boutiq ue distributor‘ .
What do you mean by that? What are your
strengths? What distinguishes you from
the competitors?
Jo: We are selective with who we work with
and keep a tight portfolio of great brands.
What sets us apart is our passion for both
what we sell as well as training, education,
and merchandising. We also work with
media and influencers where possible to get
as much positive exposure for our industry
as possible.

Alexander Giebel (pjur), Nicole (Sugar and Sas),
Jo Radnidge (Sugar and Sas), and Katrin Kühnrich (pjur)
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You know the A ustralian market like the back
of your hand. H ow would you describe the
current situation in your home market?
Jo: It’s currently a changing market in
Australia. People are becoming more
adventurous. There is a growing number of
women who are open to talking about toys
and visiting stores. Consumers are also
more educated on what they are looking for
prior to shopping. There are also new
retailers willing to look at this area.
A s E uropeans, how should we imagine the
structures of the A ustralian market? F or
ex ample, is the brick and mortar trade
concentrated in large cities?
Is e- commerce the driving force behind the
sale of erotic products?
Jo: Retail bricks and mortar stores are still
very strong in Australia. E-Commerce is
growing constantly. Major online retailers
help with the popularity of a brand via brand
imagine and stories with pictures. More and
more consumers research what they are
looking for online before making a visit to a
store to see, touch and understand the
product. Note: AU may be the 6th largest
country with 7,686,850km2 in size BUT only
768,685 km2 is inhabitable - that‘s 10% with
90% of AU uninhabitable.
T he A ustralian market is generally considered to be comparable to Western E urope does this also apply to the erotic market or
does it have some peculiarities that only
insiders recognise?
Jo: I have heard that we have some
peculiarities! We are still very strong in
bricks and mortar retail because people
tend to be very open about visiting retail
stores. Also, our laws and regulations vary
in each state of the country.
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J O R A D N I D G E
K A T R I N K Ü H N R I C H

portion of the market has not yet ventured into the
w can safely say we have a growing
erotic arena we
market with a large outreach potential. Especially with the growing number of females
explorin their own pleasure and the
exploring
conve
conversation
around pleasure being
disc
discussed
more openly. We still have
wa to go but it‘s getting there.
ways
In E urope, the market has been
c
changing
for many years - target
g
groups
have changed, the
e
erotic
industry has become more
p
professional
etc. A re these developme
ments
the same in A ustralia?
Jo: Yes, definitely we have seen this
chang too. Sexual health and wellness
change
have be
been on the increase. Body safe
a now widely available. Male and
products are
females are understanding more about what
puttin on and in their bodies. Retailers
they are putting
are definitely a
adapting to this. We see more
boutique store
stores and female friendly atmospheres.

“ W E A R E S TI L L V E RY

What are the current trends in the market? Which
products are popular among consumers?
Jo: We see short cycle trends still happen for old
favourites like bullets and wands. Overall, we have
seen a growing and consistent demand for
interactive couple’s products, apps and teledildonics. Products with a point of difference are also
in demand. Quality is definitely more important to
people today. Men’s products are also growing.

STRONG IN BRICKS AND

M O R TA R R E TA I L B E C A U S E

P E O P L E T E N D TO B E V E RY
O P E N A B O U T V I S I TI N G
R E TA I L S TO R E S . ”
JO RADNIDGE

A ustralia and N ew Z ealand combined have around
3 0 million inhabitants - surrounded by water. Does
this fact limit the potential of the erotic market?
Jo: As the market becomes more globalised the
distance and water in between is less limiting
although the population itself is a limiting factor.
When we consider that the population of the USA
is 370 million, UK is 66 million - my thoughts are
we will never sell as much as these larger
populated countries but if we consider a large
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A s of F ebruary, S ugar& S as is the ex clusive
distributor of pj ur in A ustralia. What does this step
mean for your company?
Jo: This is a great opportunity for Sugar and Sas
to work closely with pjur and the Australian
market. It means we can implement an
award-winning campaign of ‚pjur gives you more‘
which includes sales, education, promotions and
merchandising which is what we love to do.
T here is a lot of synergy between our two
companies. Why do pj ur and S ugar& S as go
together so well?
Jo: We both have a focus on quality, education
and training. We both also work with plans and
long-term strategies which I think is important for
our retailers. They can trust in all aspects
our companies.

I N T E R V I E W

H ow would you describe the collaboration with
pj ur? Is your partnership an ex ample of how
manufacturers, brands, and distributors can work
together to ensure that everyone involved
- including the retailers - is successful?
Jo: Yes, it’s a great example of two companies
working together for the benefit of everyone
including retailers. There has been a lot of thought
and planning put into the entire strategy for
everyone to enjoy a successful future.

In E urope, the market has changed q uite a bit
throughout the past ten years, also and especially
with regard to the main target audiences. Was
there a similar change in A ustralia?
Katrin: Yes, definitely. Generally speaking, the
new target audience is younger, female, and more
discerning. The popularity of sex toys has gone

K atrin, you have been pj ur’s ex pert for the
A ustralian market for ten years. C an you still
remember your first visit down under?
Katrin Kühnrich: Oh, yes, and quite vividly.
Melbourne was the first Australian city I ever
visited, and I stayed at a hotel near Albert Park, so
I could see everything being set up for the
upcoming Formula 1 race. I was very impressed.
H ow did you envision the A ustralian erotic market
before that first visit, and how did these ex pectations compare to reality?
Katrin: I didn’t really have any expectations. I was
basically thrown in at the deep end, and I went
from there, getting to know the market bit by bit
over time.
Which uniq ue characteristics did you notice back
then? What are the biggest differences between the
E uropean and the A ustralian erotic markets?
Katrin: Australians are much more open-minded
when it comes to new products or learning new
things in general. They are very interested in what’s
going on in the world around them, and they are
easily encouraged to accept new trends. Also, going
by the number of consumers, the Australian market
is obviously smaller than many European markets.
H ow hard was it for pj ur to establish a foothold in
that market? Were the A ustralian consumers
ready to embrace a E uropean brand right away?
Katrin: pjur was one of the first companies to
offer high-quality silicone lubricants in Australia.
Over the course of the years, the high quality of
our products won through against the competition, and today, pjur is one of the leaders in the
Australian lubricant market – a success that was
only made possible by a large number of loyal
customers who have been sticking with pjur for
years or even decades, in many cases.
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Katrin Kühnrich in front of the Sydney Opera House,
the famous Sydney landmark

up, and so has demand for high-quality lubricants.
The customers are paying more attention to
ingredients and materials, they want appealing
packaging and presentation, they want well-founded advice when they go shopping for erotic
products, and they want innovation. Our pjur
WOMAN range was developed in response to
these changes, offering products that appeal
more to younger women due to their design,
colour schemes, and formulations. Generally
speaking, this is a new generation of customers,
and catering to them opens up new and exciting
potential for growth.
A nother big change we’ve seen over here in
E urope is the rapid professionalisation of the
erotic industry. A re there comparable
developments in A ustralia?
Katrin: The market has clearly gotten more
professional. If you look at our partners, the stores
are more inviting, better structured, and more
customer-oriented. Great leaps were made in
terms of product presentation, branding, and the
general composition of the product range. I would
even go so far as to say that some Australian
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stores are actually ahead of their European
counterparts when it comes to size, presentation,
product range, and openness.
Because we want to be a strong partner to the
retailers, we support them in configuring their
product range, we provide them with background
information about trends and target audiences,
and we offer POS materials that combine
advertising effect and product information, all to
make sure that retailers can present our products
in-store in an appealing fashion.
What can you tell us about the structures in the
A ustralian erotic market? H ow important is the
brick and mortar trade? What role does e- commerce play? A nd can you also buy erotic products
in drug stores and supermarkets?
Katrin: At present, brick and mortar stores are
outperforming online shops by a significant
margin. There are two reasons for that: the great
number of stores and the great visitor frequency.
Compared to the situation in Europe, Australian
consumers have no qualms about visiting an erotic
store. As a result, you can find numerous stores in
all the bigger urban areas. Of course, e-commerce
sales are on the rise in Australia as well, however,
the logistical challenges are much bigger there
than they are in Europe. Due to the geographical
situation outside the bigger cities, visiting the next
brick and mortar store is often a preferable option
to having a product shipped to you. Therefore,
online retailers really have to excel in terms of
service and presentation to win over consumers.
As for drug stores and supermarkets, the range of
lubricants you can buy there is comparable to their
European counterparts, and there is definitely
room for improvement in that field.
A nd what about the current trends in A ustralia
– are those also comparable to the E uropean
market?
Katrin: Yes, we do see similar developments. If
anything, Australians are even more interested in
trends than Europeans, and they take an even
more active approach when it comes to seeking
out information.
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“AT P R E S E N T, B R I C K A N D
M O R TA R S TO R E S A R E

O U T P E R FO R M I N G O N L I N E

S H O P S BY A S I G N I F I C A N T
MARGIN.“

K AT R I N K Ü H N R I C H

H ow do you support your distribution partner
S ugar & S as? A nd how do they help you to
strengthen the position of pj ur in the A ustralian
erotic market?
Katrin: Maintaining a positive relationship and
close communication with our business partners
is very important to us. To that end, we invited
Sugar & Sas to Luxembourg at the beginning of
the year, and over the course of a two-week
workshop, we analysed the goals we want to
achieve, and we determined which products are
particularly suited for the Australian market.
Based on these considerations, we developed
planogrammes and slat wall displays – just for the
Australian market! We have also introduced the
successful ‚gives you more‘ campaign to Australia
earlier this year, integrating the attention-grabbing
key visuals in all POS materials, be they posters,
flyers, prism displays, stickers, etc. We also used
the pjur Try It Kits to provide additional training to
the sales personnel; by having them experience
our products themselves, they also get a better
understanding of the pjur quality. To sum things
up, we have invested heavily to strengthen the
brand and the product range and to improve POS
and sales advice.
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I have worked so hard to see this sex

positive space happen for trans men

Transgender activist Buck Angel opens doors for trans people to discover their unique sexuality

e x cl u s ive

L ess than 5 years ago, sex toys for transgender folks didn‘ t exist. Try putting yourself in the shoes of an anxious, shy adult
retail shopper, sheepishly scouring the walls of the local sex shop, and finding nothing that fits your identity – or your genitals. It‘ s a humiliating and frustrating process most of us cisgender folks – those of us lucky enough to have been born into
a body that fits our mental gender identity – will never have to experience. A ccording to trans activist B uck A ngel, this state
of dysphoria happens almost daily for trans people who are j ust trying to fit into a heteronormative world. B ut A ngel thinks
it doesn‘ t have to be this way for the commonly marginaliz ed transgender population. S ince the invention of B uck A ngel‘ s
revolutionary toy for male-to-female trans people, the B uck-Off, sexual health spaces have become a little bit more friendly
to the entire L GBT Q + community. No stranger to adult media outlets, the highly-publiciz ed B uck-Off is a pivotal product
and a starting point for A ngel to educate the pleasure industry – and the world – about true inclusivity. A fter finding massive success with the B uck-Off and K iss-X t ransgender masturbators, B uck discusses the impact that a few small pieces
of stretchy plastic can have for trans people seeking love and acceptance. A nd who better to show them a warm welcome
than the pleasure space?

„

What products in your line- up were created
with transgender people in mind, and what was
your goal in creating these products?
Buck Angel: The Buck Off was created specific
for transgender men who have growth in the
genitals from the use of testosterone. I had
envisioned this product for years because I
actually made something very similar by cutting
up toys made for cisgender males. I am also
a big fan of sex toys and have used them for
years. But there was nothing like the Buck Off
on the market, in shops or anywhere you bought
sex toys. It was upsetting for me to see this.
I knew there were many men like me who really
wanted something that in a way validated us.
When you actually see a product for you it‘s
everything. Cisgender people take this for
granted because they have many products
produced for them. We are a market that is
constantly looked over. But not anymore.
Perfect Fit Brand and I have changed the game!

Trans activist Buck Angel, Photo courtesy of Ames
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H ow do your company and personal values
promote positivity and body acceptance for the
transgender community?
Buck Angel: For myself, it‘s all about being
visible and proud of my unique body. I believe
this is something that has helped me become

so comfortable walking the world. I have learned
that to lead by example gives others hope. I get
so many positive emails from trans men telling
me to thank you for what you do. Thank you for
helping me understand that if my choice is not
to get bottom surgery that is ok, and if I choose
to that is ok too. That standing up for yourself
means also standing up for others. The Buck
Off and Perfect Fit Brand are a part of creating
this space of talking about our bodies and our
sexual desires just like everyone else.
L G B T Q social j ustice is fighting hard for the
rights of gay, lesbian, and transgender persons.
A s a trans man who also identifies as bisex ual,
why do you think bisex ual men often fall through
the cracks in this movement?
Buck Angel: Not just bisexual men, all bisexual
people do. There has always been this sort of
‚outcast‘ way of treating the B in the LGBTQ
movement. Look, they even added the Q on and
that gets more positive acknowledgment than
the B, even though the Q comes from negativity.
That said I think that within the community there
is this desire to still box us in and create labels.
The bisexual label on some level thinks outside
this box and says, ‚I do not want to choose, I
am attracted to people, not gender‘ and that is
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Photo courtesy
of Jospephina

H ow do you educate retailers on selling and merchandising products for trans people?
Buck Angel: That‘s my favorite part! At the shows,
I get to talk about trans male bodies and show some
videos I have made of me and some of my trans guy
friends using the product. Everyone has been so
impressed and really they all make such a big effort to
carry the product and for me that‘s just everything.
I also give them the freedom to contact me if they
need to, I am always accessible to them.

“W E N E E D M O R E T R A N S
In 2016, Buck partnered with Perfect Fit Brand
to create a sex toy specifically for the FTM trans people

P E O P L E TA K I N G C O N T R O L

O F TH E I R O W N P R O D U C T S
upsetting to the people who have made a concrete
choice. Instead of those people just celebrating their
own identity, they act insecure and speak badly
about others choices.

A N D H O W TH E Y WA N T TO
BE REPRESENTED.“
BUCK ANGEL

What are some of the biggest trans- positive
changes you‘ ve seen within the industry?
Buck Angel: To be honest I really think we (Perfect
Fit Brand and I) have really been at the forefront of
this especially in the pleasure products world. I am
sure you will now start to see more trans-positive
products being produced. I have been working in
this industry for 16 years and it‘s so slow moving
when it comes to trans-positivity, but I believe that
is also the fault of the trans community not really
getting more involved with sex positivity the way I
and some others have. We need more performers,
especially in the trans male genre. We need more
trans people taking control of their own products
and how they want to be represented.
What are some memorable responses you‘ ve gotten
from trans consumers on your products?
Buck Angel: My favorite one was a trans man said
‚The Buck Off gave me the best orgasm I have ever
had I give it a 4 star out of 5‘ and I was like ‚But
why not a 5 if it was the best..others have told me
that just being able to finally feel sensation down
there has been amazing.‘ This is because lots of
the guys felt uncomfortable touching themselves
and the buck off gives them a way to jack off in a
more masculine way.
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Does your company have any plans for similar
products in the future?
Buck Angel: With the success of the Buck Off we
are producing a line of Buck Angel Toys.
T alk about the movement for a safe, accepting
space for transgender people. Do you think we‘ re on
the brink of a real breakthrough for gender eq uality?
Buck Angel: I have worked so hard to see this sex
positive space happen for trans men. It has been
such a long road but I finally see trans men feeling
confident to be out about their sexuality. I see them
on apps like Scruff looking to hook up. That is just
so awesome. I see guys talking about their vaginas
and that is mind blowing for me, too. I believe that
with the creation of our toy line we are really giving
guys permission to explore, play and learn
self-love in a way they never have before!
I am so grateful for the future.

This interview is contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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Our products are

created to deliver happiness
Pe ter Na gy ta lks TE T Lingerie

e x cl u s ive

There are so many lingerie
products on the erotic market
that it is virtually impossible
to keep track of them all. How
is a new company supposed to carve out their own
niche in such a competitive
marketplace and stand apart
from the established brands?
TE T L ingerie’ s answer to this
q uestion: F irst and foremost,
focus on q uality. B ut that is
not all, explains P eter Nagy.
He is the spokesman of
the brand, which was only
started last year, and in
our E A N interview, he
tells us what else
TE T L ingerie have
up their sleeve?

„

C an you give us a q uick overview of your
company?
Peter Nagy: TET was born in 2018 and is based
in the home country of the two gentlemen
who founded the company. The whole idea
of the lingerie business wasn’t new to either
of the founders, since they both had previous
experience in the lingerie business, and they
had one thing in common when they decided to
create the new magnificent creation that is TET
Lingerie: ’PASSION TO PERFORM’!
Lingerie products are mainly for woman to bring
them more beauty and self-confidence.
Our staff comes from the same background,
as they worked many years in same industry,
and every person brings their best to make TET
shine. Our company brings professionalism,
a high-level of customer service, and it has a
young and flexible spirit. We ensure that our
team continues to grow within the company,
with things such as continuous education, research, and innovation to make TET stand strong
and confident. At this moment, we have a range
of 220 gorgeous products.
TET offers a great assortment of lingerie for
every occasion, the best price, fast shipping,
and good customer service.

also super happy that our materials are perfectly
safe. We use the finest Turkish Lace.
Since we are a manufacturer, you can have the
best price! There is no middleman to be paid.
You will have a very high customer return rate
since our quality matches the price. This becomes clear when comparing TET to cheap
Chinese products. There were lots of discussions about Chinese materials, so we have
decided to make more unique, more elegant,
and softer products. Some of them may be a
little bit more expensive than no-name products,
but the quality and feel are unforgettable.

New designs
are often based
on customer
feedback

What sets your products apart from the competition?
Peter: We believe that this is the most asked
question by our customers. Let me answer this
by telling you why you should choose TET:
By providing high-quality lingerie for an affordable price, we broaden the number of our
potential customers and clients, thus increasing
the number of loyal buyers (it is a great value for
every business and to the final customer).
We use only top-quality materials. The materials
pose no harm to women‘s health. We care
about consumer health, and when we see
happy women wearing our products, but we are

To ensure quality,
TET Lingerie decided
against producing in
China
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Abby is one of TET
Lingerie’s most
recent creations

New designs are
often based on
customer feedback

Last but not least, we offer a good size range for your
customers. Our products come in S/M L/XL XXL/
XXXL or alternatively; 36/38 40/42 44/46. Bust 82-88
cm, waist 68-74 cm and hips 88-95 cm.
Do you feel that the number of people who like to
wear erotic lingerie is increasing? If so, why do you
think that is?
Peter: Yes, we can see that from our statistics. Also,
in 2017, there was big article that came out stating
that the lingerie business is going to hit a selling peak
between 2018 and 2022.
Most of our products are non-sexual, but as we say
SENSUAL. Of course, we do have different types
of TET lingerie. This way, TET is suitable for every
occasion!
Your company is based in the H ungary? Do you
sell your products in the whole of E urope or even
worldwide?
Peter: The company is based in Hungary and we
have two other offices. One is in England and another
one is in Latvia. When we launched our lingerie line,
we were mainly focusing on the European market.
Now we have customers wearing our products in
Australia, Saudi Arabia, and some countries in Europe. All shipments leave from our warehouse in Latvia
for now, but a second warehouse will be added soon.
H ow do you decide which lines of new lingerie to add
to your portfolio?
Peter: We are a very-consumer focused company
and every note, every request that is gathered by our
sales team gets noticed. So, we run statistics and
we can say exactly what the next product should to
look like.
We get particularly motivated when we receive messages like “Wearing TET felt like I’m ready to be an
Instagram star. “
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Is all your design work done in- house?
Peter: Yes, we have two designers who work on
developing new designs. They are very enthusiastic
and always surprise us with new ideas or new designs.
Just a few weeks ago, we launched a new model
called BODY ABBY. So, there is always something
new coming. We love to create, and we love that our
customers love it.
Which design aspects are most important to you?
Peter: Our products are created to create happiness.
Therefore, we really look at the materials, not only
how they look like but also how they feel. This means
that we have to present materials and designs of
outstanding quality. For us, it’s very important that the
design not only looks good in a picture, but that it’s
convincing in every aspect, and that the products are
comfortable so that everybody, across all body shapes
and sizes, looks equally good in them.
What can you tell us about your plans for the future of
T E T L ingerie?
Peter: We have concepts and goals for the next
20 years. Our plans are to expand, and we keep
achieving things that seemed impossible in the past.
In the near future, we want to open a warehouse in
another country, so delivery times will be even shorter
for our customers. We are very open to start business
partnerships with companies from around the globe.
To sum everything up:
We care about what we do, we value our customers,
and we listen to what they say! And as a manufacturer,
we always try to process every order in the shortest
time possible. Our team includes people from around
the globe so you can talk to us in English, Spanish,
and German and soon, we will have other languages
available as well.
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Kink is in our blood and in

the foundation of our company
XR Brands shines in 2019 with an exciting year of team growth, road trips, and accelerated marketing

e x cl u s ive

M ove over, B ig 5 . There‘ s a
new big-name toy biz on the
scene, and the old industry
adage might j ust have to
change its‘ t itle to the B ig 6 .
Over the last 2 0 y ears, X R
B rands has grown from a tiny
web store operation into a
full-fl edged kink outfitter, and
within the last 5 years, they‘ ve
attained status as a manufacturer force to be reckoned
with. Though X R B rands is
far from novel in the pleasure
biz , the team has seen recent
exponential growth and
excitement surrounding the
company‘ s ultra-kinky and
sex-techy products. C ustomers have hinted that X R has
‚ really made its way into the
B ig C ompany C ategory,‘ a nd
with over 1 ,5 0 0 toys spanning
virtual reality porn, hardcore
B D S M , and robotic sex, it‘ s
easy to see how they‘ ve climbed this far so fast. X R has
since j oined the ranks of the
B ig Fivers with an international customer base, sales reps
and road warriors running
all over the globe, and lots
of new hires and in-house
promotions. What‘ s the past,
present, and future look like
for this group of go-getters?
Who better to ask than a
handful of X R‘ s devoted staff
and managers, who spoke
with E A N about getting the
industry hyped up on kink
for 2 0 1 9 .
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„

L ooking back on 2 0 1 8 , what were some
stand- out moments for X R ?
Michael Guilfoyle, Director of International
Marketing & Business Development: We
developed partnerships in new areas of the
world (to us). We developed new brands that
have become best sellers. Most of the year
was a stand-out from my perspective.

merchandisable and affordable kink items for
beginner to master.

Sarai Foster, Senior Account Executive:
Not necessarily a stand-out moment, but a recognizable achievement was closing out 2018
with impressive growth. We have significantly
grown during the five years that I have been at
XR. I am grateful to have been a part of that
growth. Launching new brands is always thrilling. We launched Mistress by Isabella Sinclair,
Rimmers, and Jesse Jane. Hiring Josh Ortiz
was also a great moment for us. He is our first
ever Road Warrior whose sole purpose is to
travel the entire country and be the face of XR
at the retail level.

What product categories were the best sellers
over the last year? Did you have any favorites
you’d like to mention in particular?
Guilfoyle: Our strapless strap-ons in the
Strap U line continue to amaze me. Every time
I’m certain we’ve maximized our selection,
Gerardo and his team find another unique
and amazing shape or feature and the line
continues to expand.

Rebecca Weinberg, President: So many, but
to mention a few … 1. It’s a huge feeling of
accomplishment and true testament to all of
our hard work to earn top awards such as Fetish Company of the year, year over year. They
have solidified us as a true leader in the Fetish
genre. 2. We’re extremely proud of our growth
and attribute it to the most innovative releases
we’ve ever had coupled with our amazing
customers interest to grow with us.
Joanie Lee, Mass Market & Key Account
Executive: One moment that definitely stands
out is when our CEO and Founder, Ari Suss
won the 2018 Xbiz Award for Businessman
of the Year. He was recognized among his industry peers for creating a strong and growing
company that filled a niche that had been
missing in the industry for years – quality,

Josh Ortiz, Road Warrior: I joined XR in July
of 2018, so my time frame of memorable
moments is significantly shorter than the rest.
For me, winning Fetish Line of the Year for
MasterSeries was a huge point of pride.

Sarai: Strap U is one of our most successful
brands. It offers a wide range of dongs,
strapless strap-ons, and harnesses to meet any
individual’s needs. Our new strapless strap-on
with remote control (AF706) is amazing, not only
for the recharging capabilities, but for its wireless
remote control. You no longer have to try to
reach for the button during intimate moments.
Rebecca: Our Rimmers line of rotating bead
silicone butt plugs and our Booty Sparks gem
butt plugs lines were by far our big hitters for
2018. Rimmers being super unique with outstanding function and design were a home run
for us. They did so well we’ve just expanded
the line into slimmer options, Rimmers Slim.
Booty Sparks were priced to move and with
their high quality and strong branding, stores
loved them and consumers just couldn’t get
enough of them.
Joanie: Strict, our newest Bondage Line has
really taken off because it offers a higher-end
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Amy Barnum,
Marketing Manager

Joanie Lee, Mass
Market & Key
Account Executive

Josh Ortiz,
Road Warrior

and more hardcore option within the boxed bondage category. It’s a high-quality faux leather line,
which is good for the pocket. It also merchandises
beautifully (in form and function) with our kink staple
line, Master Series.

Rebecca: Over the last few years XR has expanded its customer reach in a major way. We are now
sold on almost every continent and have made
major strides worldwide breaking into markets as
far as China and South Africa.

Josh: MasterSeries is always in demand. Kink never
sleeps! Strap U’s revolutionary new designs that are
silicone, rechargeable, AND have a remote control
option are currently blowing my emails up. USA
Cocks is a personal favorite, with its dual density
squish factor, and supreme passability.

Josh: By hiring me! Lol, But seriously, I really
believe XR is ready to flip the script on the industry
standard of care and service. My goal, as XR’s
Road Warrior, is to have the opportunity to visit
every adult store in the country. We want to be one
on one with the retailers that carry our lines – they
have their fingers on the pulse of their communities
and scenes. If I can tap into what the people want
vs. what the industry thinks the people want – I’m
ahead of the curve.

H ow has X R ex tended their customer reach and
services in recent years?
Priscila Martinez, Sales Executive: By staying laser focused on our core customers and their needs
as we continue to broaden our lines touching more
diverse customer base. We continue to strategically partner with key distributors that are aiding XR
Brands efforts.
Michael: With a very specific and strategic focus
on getting on the road all over the world to see
partners and potential customers. It doesn’t matter
if you’re in Cape Town, Copenhagen, Christchurch,
or Calgary, we’re there for you.
Sarai: I have personally been more active at the
retail level while teaming up with our distributors for
events, trainings, and merchandising. This wasn’t
the norm a few years back. We also hired our first
ever Road Warrior last July, Josh Ortiz. Josh’s sole
purpose is to travel and be at the retail level to offer
trainings and whatever other support the stores
may need. I am confident that this will bring us to a
whole new level within the industry.
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N ame some new products or categories that
you’re ex cited to build upon or reveal in 2 0 1 9 .
Amy Barnum, Marketing Manager: Anal plugs
have obviously become a very hot category, and
so we’ve really focused on innovation and function
to make our offerings stand out from the crowd.
We’re very excited to introduce Thump It this
year, a collection of simple plug silhouettes that
pack a powerful ‘thump’—we used unique kinetic
technology and an internal weight to create an
action different from regular vibration, which is very
pleasurable. We showed this line at ANME and
AVN and had tons of fun demonstrating them to
our customers who were electrified by the potential
of this special product.
Michael: We launched some amazing products in
January. Our Thump-It line is going to be a huge
seller for everyone. Thunderplugs is another that
people should keep their eyes on.

I N T E R V I E W

Michael Guilfoyle, Director
of International Marketing &
Business Development

Priscila Martinez,
Sales Executive

Sarai: We just launched ThumpIt in January during
the ANME show. These are items powered by
kinetic energy so instead of a vibration you get a
thumping motion. I enjoy witnessing the evolution of
adult toys along with innovative improvements.
Rebecca: 2019 is going to be HUGE for us. During
January ANME and AVN we showcased over 100
new items. Although interest was across the board,
our stand out line was our Thump-It line of anal
plugs. This Silicone, rechargeable plugs feature a
new technology using Kinetic Energy that mimics a
thump action when using the toy. This line wowed
our customers and preorders were through the roof!
Josh: I am loving how we are perfecting our craft
within the kink and fetish niche, and am beyond
excited to watch our hard work unfold into some
kinky play things.
How is X R s taying on top of real B DS M lifestyle
trends and the kink community?
Michael: Every way possible. Mostly, we have
employees and friends of XR that are deep in the
scene who help keep us ahead of the competition.
Sarai: We are continuously keeping up with the
trends and necessities of the kink community. Not
very many companies are daring enough to develop
products for these needs. Some consider them to be
too extreme. For us, it’s just supporting a community
that was once considered taboo.
Rebecca: XR has always kept two fingers on the
pulse of the kink community and lifestyle. It’s hard not
to when Kink is where we started 20 years ago. Kink
is in our blood and in the foundation of our company.
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Sarai Foster, Senior
Account Executive

Not only do many of our staff live the Kink lifestyle but
we collaborate and embrace key players within the
Kink world, the latest being the launch of Mistress, a
collaboration bondage line with Dominatrix Isabella
Sinclair. We also produce and stream with the help of
Mistress Aiden Starr the most watched Kink education videos under our XR University division.
Joanie: We work closely and consult with reputable
people within the BDSM and KINK community. Authenticity is what makes our products stand out and
we have something for every level of kink. We can
start you out with feathers and silk masks and take
you as far as an electro-stim ball crusher or urethral
spreader … or farther! Adult performer Aiden Starr
and our fellow team member, BDSM expert Ian Rath
host XR University. XRUniversity is a website and
streaming channel dedicated to the BDSM lifestyle
and the toys and accessories that XR Brands manufactures to compliment it. We’ve recently released the
Mistress Isabella line and consult with the professional Mistress and Whip Expert to ensure every item is
something she would use and be proud to have her
likeness on. We are the kink community!
Josh: We listen. Not just to our customers, but
to each other. Each member of our team offers a
different insight, and several are actively involved in
the lifestyle. I am one of the XR employees who are a
Dom/SIR, bringing feedback from the dungeon and
scene into the boardroom.
Priscila: XR was founded 12 years on the foundation
on servicing the BDSM and Kink community. We
love our community and stay highly engaged within
which allows us to continue to offer a passionate
kinky lifestyle.
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What have your customers been saying about X R as
you’ve evolved your products up until now?
Michael: Our products sell for them – and that’s the
best compliment that we can receive. Customers
sometimes are reticent about some of our harder
products because most are CERTAIN their customers aren’t ready for harder items. But whatever we
bring to them sells.

I hear you’ve got ex citing news for this year. C an
you tell us anything about what you’ll be announcing?
Rebecca: 2019 marks XR LLC’s 20th anniversary
and we plan to celebrate in a really BIG way! Planning has already begun for not only a huge celebration but a huge thank you gift to our customers.
More details to come.

Sarai: Personally, my customers have been very
supportive in our evolution as a company. Just
when they think they have seen it all, BOOM, XR
launches something even wilder. Customers are
always asking me who comes up with these ideas.
Everyone is still shocked on how quickly we have
grown. I believe we filled a void that needed some
attention.

Priscila: I’ve particularly enjoyed joining the XR
team. We are continuously brainstorming and developing innovative items to keep the pipeline full for
years to come. We are ready and inspired to present
you with more surprises in the near future.

Rebecca: I was speaking to one of our customers
at AVN and was kind of blown away when he said
to me, ‚You know XR has really made its way into
the Big Company Category.‘ I just thought it was
one of the nicest compliments I’ve ever received.
And when I look back at where we were 5 years ago
compared to today … he’s not wrong.
Joanie: I’ve been hearing a lot of recent praise
for being creative and innovative and I think our
last release in January was our best yet. We really
blew our customers away with our new Thump It
line (magnetically jumping plugs) and we even won
an award for our INMI Shegasm Supreme in the
“Innovative Luxury” category. It’s taken years of hard
work and perseverance, but we boast over 1500
items and word is we are the new
major player in the manufacturing
side of adult.
Josh: On the road, the biggest
thing I’m hearing is how much
our customers are loving the
unique nature and ever-increasing quality of our products. We
don’t just do kink. We do it right,
and I take tremendous pride in
hearing it at most every store I
visit.
Priscila: The customers are impressed as we continue to grow,
maintain our quality, fill rates and
expand the product offerings.
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This interview is contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Rebecca Weinberg,
President

“W E A R E N O W S O L D
O N A L M O S T E V E RY

C O N TI N E N T A N D H AV E

MADE MAJOR STRIDES

WORLDWIDE BREAKING
I N TO M A R K E T S A S FA R
A S C H I N A A N D S O U TH
AFRICA.“

REBECCA WEINBERG
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INTOME oﬀers the most popular pharmaceutical
products at an aﬀordable and clear price level
E D C Wh o lesa le ex p a nd th eir ra nge o f p riva te la bels

e x cl u s ive

In our interview, A ndre V isser, International S ales D irector of
E D C Wholesale, tells us about the launch of INTOM E , the new
private label presented by the D utch wholesaling company. A nd
as it turns out, INTOM E is all about care and hygiene, stimulation
and en-hancement.

„

Andre Visser, International
Sales Director at EDC
Wholesale

IN T O M E is the name of the new E DC
Wholesales private label. What does this
brand stand for?
Andre Visser: INTOME is a new line of
intimate care products designed to nurture,
stimulate, delay, enhance or clean. The line
offers drugstore products for both him
and her. In this ex-tensive collection,
you will find items such as a
breast-enhancing cream,
anal relaxing gel,
hydrating vagina gel, and
intimate cleansing spray.
A nd what ex actly does
the name stand for?
Andre: The name INTOME is
pronounced IN-TO-ME and represents a combination of words that
stands for ‘intimate and personal
care’.
H ow long did the development
process for this line take? What
were the most important
req uirements when you
developed IN T O M E ?
Andre: The process of
development includes
several different phases, so
it’s hard to say how long the whole process
took. We first started looking at opportunities
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to create our own in-timate care line and
once we had selected the products, our
designer, Hester, created the stunning look
and feel in no-time.
What is IN T O M E bringing to the market? What
are the uniq ue selling points of your new
brand?
Andre: When designing the line and the layout
of categories and colours, we always kept the
big picture in mind. It is a line that can be
infinitely expanded, so our designer, Hester,
cre-ated a general recognisability that could
be translated into any individual concept. The
col-our of each category matches the type of
products therein, but it also blends together
per-fectly with the other lines and colour
schemes. Whether you buy only one product
or several products from different categories,
the general recognisability always remains.
It is obvious which product segments IN T O M E
caters to. B ut aren’t those segments already
occupied by long- established brands and
names?
Andre: As a wholesaler, we want to offer our
customers a wide selection of different
catego-ries to choose from. Our house brand
collection is growing rapidly, and we believe
that with INTOME, we offer an interesting
concept with an outstanding packaging
design at a competi-tive price point.
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At launch, the INTOME
collection will include
12 products from six
categories

Who is the target group for IN T O M E ?
Andre: INTOME is designed for a wide target
audience, however the category is fairly inti-mate.
With that in mind, Hester managed to keep the
package design simple and elegant. The reasons for
buying this kind of intimate product can be hard to
talk about for some peo-ple, so we wanted the
product to speak for itself. The line can be offered
via mainstream and erotic sales channels.
What’s the price range for IN T O M E ?
Andre: INTOME offers the most popular pharmaceutical products at an affordable and clear price
level. All products are priced within 12.95 to 14.95
for retail.

Why did you decide to develop a new brand
instead of ex panding ex isting brands such as
E x otiq or E asyG lides?
Andre: We added new items to EasyGlide last year
and we have also added new items to existing
house brands like the EasyToys collection, Boners,
FPPR, Loveboxxx, etc. Exotiq is a fairly new brand,
which we are still heavily promoting. This is also a
drugstore and main-stream brand, and it was very
well received by our customers. This made us aware
of the general interest in drugstore items among our
customers - products which serve a different and
wider target audience. With the launch of our new
brands, we want to help our custom-ers offer
something new and exciting to the consumers.
H ow big is the line at present and what kind of
products can be found in it?
Andre: The line includes 12 products in 6 different
categories, with intimate care products in tubes of
30ml and 75ml for both him and her and other
products such as a breast-enhancing cream, anal
relaxing gel, hydrating vagina gel, and intimate
cleansing spray.
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What tips do you have for retailers regarding the
presentation of IN T O M E ?
Andre: INTOME is a drugstore item that can be
offered as an upsell to complement the pur-chase of
a sex toy, for example. When retailers listen to the
stories of their customers, they’ll know what advice
to give in order to make the game of intimacy more
comfortable. There-fore, we also recommend
placing the products close to the counter as
consumers usually decide to buy these products
spontaneously when they see them. For online
retailers, we recommend tipping their customers on
these products by offering an add-on option when
selecting specific items, so consumers can easily
add an INTOME product to their shopping cart
when buying online.
Do you plan to add more products to IN T O M E in
the future?
Andre: We are curious to see what happens when
we launch INTOME and what feedback we get from
our customers. If the line is successful, then we will
definitely expand the collection with more products.
We already have some items in mind that we would
like to add, but only if customers are interested in
expanding the line.
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I’m quite confident the people I work with get

what they are looking for in a distribution partner
Ti m Fa ber, f o under a nd ma na ger o f Intima te Distributio n, a nswers o ur q u es t ion s

e x cl u s ive

„

The distribution segment of the erotic market is highly
competitive, but there are still new companies ready to
carve out their own niche and make a name for themselves
with ambitious ideas and concepts. Take Intimate D istribution,
for example. Tim Faber, who started the company in 2 0 1 7 , tells
us what you need to make it in the distribution business as the
new guy on the block.

B efore we go in- depth on your company,
would you mind telling us a bit about
yourself. F or instance, how did you get into
the industry, and what did you do before?
Tim Faber: My name is Tim, born and raised
in the Netherlands. Growing up in an
entrepreneurial family, I learned about doing
business from an early age. Having started
my career as a business owner in health and
fitness in 2013, I joined the adult industry in
early 2016, setting up my own business,
Intimate Distribution, the following year.

Tim Faber entered the erotic industry
in 2016, and one year later, he started
his own company, Intimate Distribution

When did you start Intimate Distribution, and
what was your motivation to take this step?
Tim: Having worked for a global company in
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the adult industry for over a year, one day I
looked around and felt a need to become
more agile and stay abreast of new trends.
This sparked an ambition to set up Intimate
Distribution in 2017.
T he distribution business is fiercely
competitive in the erotic industry, with lots of
players vying for the trade’s affection. Why
did you decide to get into this market
segment?
Tim: To enter into a saturated market as an
entrepreneur, you have to have some form of
affection for what you are selling, and more
importantly for those who you are selling to.
I’ve first got into the erotic industry while
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H ow has the industry responded to Intimate
Distribution thus far? H ave your ex pectations
been met?
Tim: I go above and beyond to make my customers
happy, be it going door to door in Amsterdam shops
or flying to Russia for a one-hour customer visit. It’s
important to know and see the customers as we do
business. I believe, it‘s why we have such a good
relationship with them, and any complaints are dealt
with immediately. I’m quite confident the people I
work with get what they are looking for in a
distribution partner.
Would you mind giving us an overview of the
products and brands that are available from Intimate
Distribution?
Tim: We’re proud to have been part of building the
Lola Toys and Indeep brands. They are by far the
most successful ones in our portfolio. Beside these
brands, we offer a wide range of drugstore and toy
articles. You can find them all at
www.intimatedistribution.com.

working for an international distribution company. I
travelled a lot and I learned about this industry and
its many different forms, in different countries and
cultures. And I believe the international aspect and
diversity of the clientele creates lots of business
opportunities ready to be exploited, despite of how
over-crowded the market seems.
What do you do differently from your competitors?
What sets Intimate Distribution apart?
Tim: It‘s easy to be different, but difficult to be
different and better. We’re a young, dynamic, and
agile company looking to carry exclusive products
in our portfolio. Not just as order items but to have
them in stock, ready for instant delivery. By
anticipating the market, providing personal
service, and being able to deliver exclusive
products within an acceptable timeframe, we aim
to position Intimate Distribution as a first-rate
supplier.
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H ow do you pick the products for your assortment?
Which box es do brands and products have to tick for
you to pick them up?
Tim: I believe there are two moments of truth. First
moment of truth is packaging – that determines
whether a product goes off the shelf or whether it
stays on the shelf. The second moment of truth has
to do with the quality and functionality of the product.
Although we don’t like to stay mainstream, there are
basic quality aspects that you need to meet for
products to make their way into people’s homes.
What we look for in products are features such as
medically approved silicone or rechargeability.
S everal brands are available ex clusively from Intimate
Distribution. H ow important is ex clusive distribution
for you with regards to standing out from the
competition?
Tim: Carrying an exclusive brand portfolio is a way of
creating an identity for your business. It forces you to
focus on these brands, approach the right customers
and create long-lasting business relationships. I
believe that, in the long run, the latter is what will set a
company – like Intimate Distribution - apart from its
competitors.
T hese days, the product range is j ust one element of
many that determine a distributor’s success. What
can you tell us about your service and logistics?
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Tim: We’re a young, dynamic, and agile company
looking to carry exclusive products in our
portfolio. Not just as order items, but to have
them in stock, ready for instant delivery. By
anticipating the market, providing personal
service, and being able to deliver exclusive
products within an acceptable timeframe, we aim
to position Intimate Distribution as a first-rate
supplier.
Who are your customers? Do you mainly work
with retailers in the erotic market, or do you also
have customers in the mainstream market?
Tim: We currently distribute to wholesalers,
specialist retailers, and web-shops all over
Europe, including several customers in the
mainstream market. It’s a growing marketplace,
and we’ve decided to create an offering tailored
specifically to those customers.

“ TO E NTE R INTO A

SATURATE D MARKE T A S

AN E NTRE PRE NE UR , YO U
HAV E TO HAV E SOM E

FORM OF AFFE C TIO N FO R
W HAT YOU ARE SE LLING ,

AND MORE IMPORTA NTLY

FOR THOSE W HO YO U A R E
SE L L ING TO.”
T I M FA B E R

T he traditional supply chain of producerwholesaler/ distributor- retailer is coming apart in
many E uropean countries: P roducers sell directly
to the consumers, distributors launch their own
brands, retailers act as wholesalers, etc. H ow do
you feel about this development?
Tim: I believe it’s an inevitable development that
can be seen in many industries, across many
countries. Free movement of goods, information
age 2.0, and colossal web shops have shaken up
business structures and will continue to do so for
years to come. I believe it’s a swim or sink
situation, and the only way to survive is to adapt.
We’ve recently changed our long-term strategy to
turn these challenges into opportunities for the
future.
What are your plans for this year and beyond?
Tim: 2019 is gearing up to be a big year for us.
We’re working hard to keep up with orders
coming in and maintaining our level of service.
We will expand our portfolio, adding exciting new
brands. Finally, to close a gap in our portfolio,
we’re also preparing to launch our own line of
products later this year.
For more information about Intimate
Distribution and their product range,
go to www.intimatedistribution.com
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We‘re not selling a sex toy.

We sell the ingredients to make one

Cl o ne-A-Willy C o -Fo under Jo e H a nso n lo o ks into th e f uture o f DIY dildos

e x cl u s ive

C lone-A -Willy has officially left the novelty category and transformed into a body-safe, moderniz ed brand that‘ s much
more than a good laugh in the bedroom. This mold-your-own-penis dildo kit was once relegated to the gag gift section
of most retail shops, but the company has since switched gears and updated this toy industry staple. In recent years, the
company switched to silicone, updated their packaging with a cleaner, more trendy look, and even added a screw-able
C lone-A -P ussy, launching them into the inclusive sexual wellness space for all genders. Y ou might be surprised to learn
that co-founder J oe Hanson didn‘ t start out making dildos. Hanson tells us how he and his business partner stumbled
into the sex toy industry after finding success molding some very less-than-sexy, realistic body parts for the film and
medical industries. B ut when you‘ re in the body casting biz , someone is eventually going to req uest something dirty,
and shortly thereafter, C lone-A -Willy was born. Now Hanson and his P ortland, Oregon team are focused on the future of
custom sex toys for all. With the addition of the C lone-A -P ussy P lus, now long-distance lovers can mold their vulvas and
attach their new pussy twin to a stroker to keep their partner satisfied – and loyal - from across the globe. J oe Hanson
gives us the inside scoop on C lone-A -Willy‘ s mainstream beginnings and why cloning your genitals can be both
empowering and intimate for couples and singles alike.

„

Joe Hanson,
co-founder of
Empire Labs

2

T ell readers about the history of C lone A
Willy. What are some fun details or back
stories that might not be well- known to the
industry?
Joe Hanson: Empire Labs was formed in the
San Francisco Bay area back in 1996, where
we manufactured highly customized, body
safe, skin-like materials primarily for medical
and prosthetic use. Our methods and materials
were completely unique, and our reputation as
creators of amazingly lifelike, simple to use
molding and casting compounds quickly grew
just by word of mouth.
Our materials were perfect for easily and
inexpensively creating life-like movie props
and highly detailed body part castings. It
wasn’t long before we struck a deal with
Hollywood, our molding products being used
for horror flicks and special effects scenes. In
1997, realistic penis replicas of varying shapes
and sizes were needed for an independent
film. The first DIY Willy kits were born and they
were such a hit on set that a retail version was
created.
We now proudly call Portland, Oregon home.
The ubiquitous Clone-A-Willy Kit is sold all
over the world and has been translated into
multiple languages. It‘s been reviewed and
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endorsed by countless sex toy columnists and sex
toy connoisseurs, featured on multiple TV shows,
and has even made an appearance in a major
motion picture.
Empire Labs has turned what was once an expensive,
complicated, and exclusive process into an easy,
affordable, and fun line of products that anyone
can do.
What was the initial consumer and industry response
to the original C lone A Willy, and how has it evolved
over time?
Joe Hanson: In the very beginning most customers
buyers in the industry were understandably skeptical.
The idea was so new and different from anything else
on the market, I think they had nothing to compare it to
so sales numbers, consumer interest, etc. was hard to
gauge. We basically gave the product away (at that
time it was called „The Make Your Own Dildo Kit“) and
let the distributors sell the kits on consignment. Most
ended up selling out very quickly and placing an
order. Once a few of the larger companies added us
to their catalogs, the phone (and fax machine back
then!) started ringing non-stop.
H ow has C lone A Willy been received in the industry
over the years?
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Joe Hanson: Extremely well. We came into the
industry as complete outsiders and have felt
welcomed ever since. We‘ve won an Xbiz award for
our Clone-A-Willy Plus Kit and it was nice to be
recognized by our peers. We have done numerous
on-site (as well as via FaceTime) training sessions
with some of the Distributors and stores. We‘ll
typically send over an Empire Labs molding
specialist (in a white lab coat of
course, so it‘s official) along
with smaller versions of our kits
“W E A LWAY S T RY TO S TAY designed to mold a finger, to
train the sales staff on how to
mold their finger. Once they see
A H E A D O F TH E S C I E N C E
how fun the process is, and
how life-like their silicone finger
W H E N I T C O M E S TO B O DY
replica turns out, it really helps
S A F E M AT E R I A L S . “
them sell Clone-A-Willy to their
Customers. Contact us today to
JOE HANSON
set up a demo for your
salespeople!
T ell us how the C lone A Willy has re- branded to
become the more modern product it is today.
Joe Hanson: Well, that‘s been a long process,
and one that we‘re always fine-tuning. The
concept of cloning your Willy is a bit of an abstract
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idea to sell. You can‘t show the finished product
on the label because every „product“ made from
our kits looks completely different! Because our
product comes with instructions and needs to be
explained on the label, a fine line developed
between creative and technical writing. It took
many years to find that balance, which I think
we‘ve finally perfected with our current packaging.
The latest Clone-A-Willy packaging is gender
neutral, fully EU compliant with multiple languages
now, and much more store friendly. We have
really nice in-store displays that we just came out
with too, which have already proven to increase
sales for the shops that are utilizing them. We also
work really hard to use our products as vessel of
body empowerment and to start a conversation
around sex and sexuality in an approachable way!
B ody- safe toy materials are a hot topic among
both wholesale customers and consumers. H ow
has your company reacted to the demands for
body- safe products?
Joe Hanson: We always try to stay ahead of the
science when it comes to body safe materials. We
have the benefit of having a chemist as one of our
owners, so everything we sell is thoroughly and
continually scrutinized for purity, chemical
stability, safety and consistency. In 2004 we did
make a change from Clone-A-Willy‘s original
formula to a new Platinum-cure silicone to keep
up with industry trends. Besides being the
industry gold-standard for body-safe sex toys, a
great benefit of this newer formula is that it
actually safety checks itself! If any impurities are
introduced into your casting material it will prevent
curing. No need to worry about ever using an
impure or unstable Clone-A-Willy!
Women‘ s sex ual rights are another hot topic right
now and are under fire from morally conservative
politicians in the U S . Is the new C lone A P ussy a
fantastic way for women to „ smash the patriarchy?”
Joe Hanson: Clone-A-Pussy provides a really
unique and empowering experience for any
woman. We live in a society where, unfortunately,
women’s bodies tend to often be shamed instead
of celebrated. Our Clone-A-Pussy kit allows
anyone with a vagina to see an exact replica of
their vulva and be proud of how unique, beautiful,
and different it is from the next. This kit has been
gaining more and more popularity, especially in
the sexual health and educational world. Many sex
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educators have been picking up Clone-A-Pussy to
help educate about the complex anatomy of the
vulva and promote self-love! It is a super simple
process and a great item for any personal night,
as it goes perfectly with a bath, facemask, and a
tall glass of wine.
What‘ s in the future for the company as well as
business customers and consumers?
Joe Hanson: We aim every day to be as inclusive
as we can. We work hard to continue to come out
with products that fit everyone’s need. We also try
to be an approachable brand and understand that
our product is abstract to new customers. We
have a small but super creative team that is
constantly working with local artists and journalists to create current and intriguing content. Our
products are a super fun experience and often
even a hilarious gift, but we work everyday to
make sure our customers end up a super high
quality product that can benefit them in many
ways. The future of Clone-A-Willy is bright and full
of colorful penis and vulva replicas, as well as
meaningful work that we hope continues to bring
unity and challenge oppression in many different
communities all over the world.

product...as far as the motivation, our customers
have told us they wanted something fun and
different to do...it‘s almost impossible to make one
of our kits with your partner without having a have
a few laughs in the process...AND you get a high
quality totally custom, body-safe silicone vibrator.
The most personalized sex toy on the planet!
We are always working on new ideas, but I think
the future for Clone-A-Willy is going to be our
efforts to continue to market to a more mainstream audience. We‘re not selling a sex toy. We sell
the ingredients to make one.

C lone A Willy provides a totally different sex toy
ex perience. What do you think really makes an
evening of couples‘ “ cloning” so special?
Joe Hanson: Our kits are really about the
experience. We have found that most people
make our kits together..it‘s really a couples

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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It means a lot!
L o v ely Pla net’s silico ne benda ble stra p -o n gets Red Do t Awa rd lo ve

e x cl u s ive

A

vibrator winning the renowned Red D ot A ward is not a rarity anymore. A nd why
would it be? The design of erotic products has reached new heights of sophistication, and the taboo surrounding sex toys has vanished. Now, for the fi rst time ever, a
strap-on has been awarded this coveted priz e. A nne M eunier, S ales D irector at L ovely
P lanet, has the details for us.

„

C ongratulations on winning a R ed Dot
A ward for the bendable strap- on in your
S trap O n M e brand! Which category did you
compete in?
Anne Meunier: Thank you so much! We
competed in Product Design - Category Sex
Toy.
What does this R ed Dot A ward mean
to you?
Anne: It means a lot! Red Dot is one of
the world’s most renowned prizes in
industry design. We have competed
with great designed products from
all over the world, and to have our
bendable strap-on winning the
award is an amazing honour! It’s
so fulfilling to get recognition for
our product not only for its
aesthetic design, but also for its
great functionality and ergonomics.

Anne Meunier,
Sales Director at Lovely Planet

Which uniq ue features and q ualities
won over the j ury?
Anne: First of all, our bendable strap-on
has a flexible and bendable neck - which
fits any anatomy and stays in position even
during movements. The neck is quite thin to
avoid discomfort during insertion. At the
moment, we’re the only ones on the market
to combine such a thin neck with bendable
technology. Second of all, our unique
design: The clitoral part helps to stimulate
the clitoris while the ergonomic egg can be
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held firmly by the pelvic floor muscles.
Finally, by offering 4 sizes: S, M, L, XL to
meet all the different needs.
Did you ex pect to win an award when
entering your product into the competition?
Anne: Although we had confidence and a
strong belief in our design and our product,
the day we heard the good news … we still
could not believe it! As it’s such a big award
and a huge honour to win in this international competition!

“D E S I G N , I N N O VATI O N ,
A N D T E C H N O LO G Y A R E

TH E TH R E E K E Y W O R D S
OF STRAPONME.“
ANNE MEUNIER

S everal erotic products have already won R ed
Dot A wards in the past, but never a strap- on. Do
you consider this a sign that the public
acceptance of erotic products continues to
grow across the board?
Anne: I definitely think it’s a sign that the public
acceptance of erotic products is growing.
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Winner of a Red Dot Award:
Lovely Planet’s bendable strap-on

“W E H AV E C O M P E T E D

W I TH G R E AT D E S I G N E D
PRODUCTS FROM ALL

O V E R TH E W O R L D , A N D

TO H AV E O U R B E N D A B L E
S T R A P  O N W I N N I N G TH E
AWA R D I S A N A M A Z I N G
HONOUR!“
ANNE MEUNIER
The Red Dot Award win will
becommunicated online as well as offline

A well-designed adult toy can improve the sexual
experience, increase the sense of wellness, induce
deep relaxation, and even help you look younger,
so why be shy about it?
H ow will you use this R ed Dot win in the marketing
for your S trap O n M e branding?
Anne: We’ll communicate it in magazines, social
media, and also to our worldwide distributors and
clients.
When did you launch the brand, and how many
products does it include at the moment?
Anne: We officially launched the brand in October
2018 with three initial main products: Bendable
Strap-on, Bendable Dual density dildo (a dual
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density dildo with bendable technology, made
from 100% high-quality silicone), and the Cum
dildo.
A t this point, there are thousands of products in
pretty much every niche of the erotic market,
including strap- ons and dildos. H ow do you stand
out from the competition with your brand? What
makes S trap O n M e uniq ue in the market?
Anne: Design, innovation, and technology are the
three key words of Strap-on-me. We work hard on
ergonomic design and product functionality and try
to add innovation to our products by only using
top-quality materials. Most of our toys are from
hand-poured premium quality silicone - you can
disinfect them in boiling water, it’s easy to clean.
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We are excited to continue this mission
with a fresh consumer-centric approach

F u n Fa cto ry‘ s So nny Fa rnswo rth a nd Kristen Tribby ta lk tra vel, tra ining s , an d t he fu t u r e

e x cl u s ive

C ultural differences, gender inclusivity, and experimental retail experiences. It‘ s all in a
day‘ s work for Fun Factory‘ s global j et-setters, S onny Farnsworth and K risten Tribby.
With Farnsworth heading up U S sales and Tribby tackling the E uropean market, these
well-traveled industry veterans know a thing or two about selling sex ( toys, anyway) .
A ccording to Tribby, A mericans are still heading out to brick-and-mortar boutiq ues in
droves while E uropeans are closing up shop in favor of online retail. E ither way, Farnsworth
says product trainings are still as more relevant than ever, and the company shows no
signs of slowing their heavy air travel schedule in the new year. In fact, according to Tribby
and Farnsworth, they‘ ll be amping up Fun Factory‘ s mission on all fronts this year with a
refreshed approach to consumer needs. Farnsworth says if you want to reach consumers,
you‘ ve got to start from the ground-up, and for her, that means showing face in every
A merican retail outlet that‘ ll open it‘ s doors. Where there‘ s excited and brand-obsessed
fl oor staff, return customers will follow. Tribby and Farnsworth chatted with E A N about
navigating the differences between the A merican and E uropean markets, and how a little
travel can change everything.
168
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K R I S T E N T R I B B Y

Kristen Tribby, Fun
Factory‘s Head of
Global Marketing

Sonny Farnsworth,
US Sales Manager
for Fun Factory

„

T ell us a little bit about what you both do at F un
F actory. H ow long have you been with the company,
and how have your j obs evolved since your
beginnings?
Sonny Farnsworth, US Sales Manager: This
Summer will mark my fifth year working with Fun
Factory! I was first brought onto the team as a Sales
Manager in 2014, when we were experiencing major
growth and increased brand name recognition in the
U.S. market. Since I am based in Brooklyn my
responsibilities initially were focused on giving
additional support to our retail partners on the East
Coast, but over the course of the last five years my
role in the sales team has expanded so that I now
work with retailers of a huge range of sizes & types
across the U.S. and Canada.
Kristen Tribby, Head of Global Marketing: I’ve
worked for Fun Factory for almost 5 years, first as
the Director of Marketing and Education for the
US division and now as the Head of Global
Marketing. My day-to-day work in a mash up of
marketing, PR, brand positioning and strategy and
product development. You can often find me
nerding out over cultural differences around
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gender inclusivity and researching the new ideas
in experimental retail experiences.
H ow do your contributions uniq uely impact the team
and sales efforts? A nd moreover, why are product
trainings so important?
Sonny: Prior to joining the Fun Factory team, I
worked in various roles in the retail operation at the
Museum of Sex in New York, starting on the sales
floor and moving my way up to a position as the
buyer. Because I came to Fun Factory with a
background in retail & with experience selling,
merchandising, and purchasing, I think I have been
able to contribute strong perspectives on how we
can best support our retailers and represent our
brand in a way that resonates with customers on the
retail floor.
Product trainings are absolutely crucial in our
industry, especially for a brand like Fun Factory that
has such a rich history and unique brand story. Our
dedication to body-safe materials, technological
innovation, and eco-friendly manufacturing practices
are just a few of the things that have made us a
pioneer in the adult industry over the course of the

I N T E R V I E W

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

last 23 years, and sharing that history with sales
staff gives them important seeds of information they
can plant with customers to build a lasting connection with us as a manufacturer.

with the staff so that they feel heard, valued, and
befriended makes a huge difference in maintaining a
positive association for them with the Fun Factory
products in their stores!

My approach to my trainings has always been to
connect with the staff I’m speaking with as equals
and to make sure they know that they are valued as
an essential part of our brand’s success. On a

What are some of your favorite industry events to
attend?
Sonny: The very first trade show I ever attended as
a buyer was ANME, so that show will always have a

“T RAVEL I S D EF I N I T ELY ON E O F
TH E TH I N GS I LOVE M OST ABO UT
M Y JOB, BECAU SE I T CH ALLE NGES
M E TO LOOK AT TH I N GS F R OM NEW
P ERSP ECTI VES AN D BREAK O UT O F
M Y COM FORT ZON E. ”
S O N N Y FA R N S W O R T H

personal level, I truly believe in the core values of the
Fun Factory brand and stand behind our products
100%, and I always want to communicate that to
people in my trainings. In addition to educating them
on the unique features of our products as well as
our brand history, making a personal connection
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special place in my heart! However, I love any event
that allows me to have more one-on-one time with
my clients - one of my favorite things about our
industry is how it truly feels like a family, and building
personal connections is just as important as‚
talking shop.”‘
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T ell us about your ex periences traveling the U S with
sex toys in tow. What are
some of your favorite
places to visit?
Sonny: My favorite thing
about traveling & representing the Fun Factory brand
is getting to visit places that
I never would have gone to
on my own! As a born and
bred North Easterner I
never would have thought
I’d like the South so much,
but Tennessee & Texas are
two places in particular I
get super excited about
visiting when I get a chance
to, since they’re such a fun change of pace
from my home life in Brooklyn.
It’s fascinating to get to see the many different
markets we work in on the ground & how
consumer tastes and trends change from
place to place; travel is definitely one of the
things I love most about my job, because it
challenges me to look at things from new
perspectives and break out
of my comfort zone.
What differences do you
notice as you travel across
different countries and
states? What do A mericans
versus E uropeans look for
in a F un F actory toy? A re
there any differences
between what each
consumer market buys?
Kristen: Overall, sexual
taboos tend to move
across borders and
manifest in similar ways. Of
course there are differences in markets where rigid
cultural expectations are more prevalent, but
the root of sexual oppression tends to be the
same everywhere.

stores that continue to grow in the US, as
opposed to the decline of brick and mortar
stores in the EU. Due to the lack of access to
sex positive education, all consumers benefit
from an inclusive retail environment that helps
guide them on their journey. This is extremely
difficult to achieve online despite the growth of
innovative online retailers in the EU. Many
European cities have labor laws that require
retail stores to close by 7pm and on Sundays.
The natural rhythm of sex toy shopping is that
it tends to happen after 7pm and on weekends, so this is another reason the US is able
to sustain brick and mortar growth.
Another difference between the markets is
how we talk about vibration qualities and
application to the body. The US is hyper-focused on rumbly and strong motors, while in the
EU this is not a top USP for consumers. Soft
colors are more popular in many European
cities, while the US tends to like bright and
bold colors. Since Fun Factory is known for
our variety of colorful products, we are able to
easily speak to both markets. Additionally, we
have stronger and lighter vibrators to meet the
needs of both markets.
What ex citing things does F un F actory have
planned for this year?
Kristen & Sonny: This year we will be
revealing our new Corporate Design and
Identity, which will help us create deeper
connections with our customers. At Fun
Factory, we have always held true to our
responsible manufacturing values while
amplifying FUN, and we are excited to
continue this mission with a fresh consumer-centric approach. At eroFame, our B2B
partners will be introduced to new assets to
help curate a better Fun Factory shopping
experience. And, as always, we will be
launching new innovative products that will
give customers new ways to play.

Our industry has a much different landscape
in the US vs the EU. In part this is due to the
evolution of the sex positive brick and mortar
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We are the voice of the

industry for the home party sector

A n interview with Ta ma ra P. B ell, Fo under o f th e H o me Plea sure Pa rty Plan As s ociat ion

e x cl u s ive

From shy and curious vibrator lovers to swingers seeking their next thrill, nobody doesn‘t
love a sex toy party. When you‘re partyin g with Tamara P . Bell, yo u know you‘re in for a good
time, and some of the industry‘s m ost fantastic sex toys.
As F ounder and P resident of the Home P leasure P arty P lan Asso ciation ( say that three
times fast! ) , Bell keeps h er fingers on the pulse of the sex toy space and curates a collection
of toys that entice consumers and party throwers alike. Bell‘s parties spice u p sex toy talk
with body-positive sex education, and on any given day, her attendees might giggle and
blush while passing around a classic Rabbit vibe, or shed their clothes in anticipation of
some post-party nookie ( which, according to Bell, ju st gives her a good laugh after years in
the industry) . Bell balan ces a dreamy career life as a sex and relationship coach and acting
C E O of her company, better known as HP P P A, wh ere she on-boards new party planners
and keeps her team on top of the latest developments in people-positive pleasure.
B ell‘ s collaborations with top sex toy entrepreneurs have earned her a rightful place as
the go-to source for all things home party planning. Now B ell tells E A N why the party
business is booming bigger than ever, and how she‘ s prepping for the next leap in the
sexual wellness space.
Tamara Bell, founder and President of the
Home Pleasure Party Plan Association

„

Where did you develop your skills before
landing in the pleasure industry?
Tamara Bell: I worked in the Food Processing
industry as well as Publishing, acquiring a
number of skills that help in businesses today.
Those job skills included event planning, time
management, public speaking and organizational development.
Who or what got your foot in the door of the
home party planning business?
Tamara Bell: I was introduced to Petra
Fashions, a lingerie party plan in 1996. They
are now out of business. I was their top sale
rep in Sacramento. As I did my lingerie parties,
women expressed an interest in sex toys, so I
left that company and decided to give the
adult novelty parties a try and started my own
party plan, ‚Two 2 Tease.‘ In the early
development of my company, I met Autumn
O’Brien and she was instrumental in helping
me understand how sex toy parties worked. In
2001, I resigned from my position in publishing
to pursue my business full-time.
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What sticks out in your mind the most about
this big career change?
Tamara Bell: What was most memorable was
the amount of time I worked and the effort
that I put forth to start my company. I was
building my company while working a full-time
job and going to school. Thinking back about
that time in my life makes the journey more
rewarding.
T ell us about your company. What inspired
you to create your business? What was the
mission behind it?
Tamara Bell: Two 2 Tease is a home pleasure
party company that offers sex education and
product education. I was inspired to create
the business because I wanted to teach
women that it was okay to have and use sex
toys without feeling ashamed. I had always
been intrigued with sex toys, but I never went
in stores or bought any. The goal behind
starting this business was to educate women
on the proper uses of adult novelties and to
provide them with a safe space to talk about
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their issues and purchase toys with no judgment.
Regarding HPPPA (because it is a separate venture),
I had an idea to bring independent home parties
together to share ideas and help each other grow. I
went to my first trade show in Vegas and met
several of our manufacturers and I shared my vision
of starting an association and some of them were all
for it and that is how HPPPA started. We are now in
our 14th year, over 200 members, we have our own
trade magazine, the ‚Home Party Review,‘ and we
are the voice of the industry for the home party
sector.
Who do you look up to in the pleasure products
space?
Tamara Bell: Scott Watkins with Doc Johnson,
Susan Colvin and Jackie White with CalExotics,
Loren Levy with Classic Brands and Penny Chan
with Lelo. They all believed in my vision and what I
wanted to do to for the industry. They continue to be
a major part of HPPPA’s growth.
What’s daily life like while running your own home
party biz ?
Tamara Bell: It involves a lot of multitasking:
keeping up with industry news, reviewing new
products, managing the daily responsibilities of
HPPPA, creating new activities to enhance my Love
Coaching practice. On any given day, I can touch all
three businesses or just concentrate on one.
What sort of hilarious things can happen during a
home sex t oy party?
Tamara Bell: I did a couple’s party with about
twenty couples and I took my husband with me. It
was a great party and we finished at about 9:00 pm.
I was in the ordering room taking orders and my
husband comes in and whispers that I need to hurry
up, it is time to go. I said, ‚Why?‘ He says, ‚They are
taking all of their clothes off and jumping into the
pool!‘ I laughed and finished taking orders. I forgot
to tell him that they were swingers.

What do you love about the pleasure industry
today?
Tamara Bell: The manufacturers and businesses,
whether home party or brick and mortar, they are
aligned with the sex health and wellness message.
Everybody has an emphasis on quality of ingredients being uses. They are all on the same page
regarding body safe products, and connecting
pleasure to overall wellness and organics. In the
future, the industry is moving more towards
technology-based products. Our industry is more
open and available to the public instead of a secret.
What‘ s keeping you motivated and positive in life
and career for 2 0 1 9 ?
Tamara Bell: Personally, I enrolled in college to
complete a degree in Family Studies, so that I can
continue my work as a Love Coach. I am also
learning how to play the violin. I have always wanted
to play since I was a little girl. Since my husband
passed away in 2017, I am focusing on loving and
caring for myself and growing
into a stronger, better me.
Professionally, I am building
“TH E M A N U FA C T U R E R S
HPPPA into a stronger
association and working on my
AND BUSINESSES,
practice as a Certified Love
Coach. I feel something great is
W H E TH E R H O M E PA R T Y
going to happen in the industry
in next few years and I want to
O R B R I C K A N D M O R TA R ,
be prepared. I love what I do,
and I plan to continue doing it
TH E Y A R E A L I G N E D W I TH
as I grow in the process.

TH E S E X H E A LTH A N D

WELLNESS MESSAGE.“
TA M A R A B E L L

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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There are so many opportunities out there

for Fleshlight but we need to grow step by step
M i guel C a p illa o n h is new resp o nsibilities

e x cl u s ive

Always looking ahead

A t the end of February,
M iguel C apilla was promoted
to Global S ales D irector of
Fleshlight, so congratulations were in order. A lso, we
wanted to talk about his new
duties and responsibilities, so
what better time to ask him
for an interview? A s an added
bonus, we also got more
information about the latest
personnel changes at the
Fleshlight sales team, and we
got to look back at M iguel’ s
career which has been going
from strength to strength for
eight years under the Fleshlight banner.
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„

C ongratulations on your promotion! You
are the new G lobal S ales Director of F leshlight! W hat are your new responsibilities, and
how do they differ from your previous duties?
Miguel Capilla: I will build a worldwide sales
team as I take care of the global wholesale &
distribution strategy now, which means deciding which products we launch and which we
don’t - we want to have a good assortment
so I will be studying the data we have and we
will discontinue products that are low sellers
and just focus on top sellers. I will also decide
which strategy to follow worldwide - not just
for our four warehouses in USA, Spain, Australia, and Canada - but also developing these
strategies in the right way for Asia and South
America, in collaboration with the management team in our head office. We are going to
improve internal things related to sales/products/decisions/efficiency with the cooperation of experienced and great GMs in Canada

(Brett Drysdale) and Australia (Jason Fazey)
but also with the awesome teams we have in
Austin, Texas (USA) and Spain. Also, Laura
Cosano, our Marketing Manager in Spain, will
help in making those decisions. We just have
a great team! Good times are coming!
My previous role and the customer feedback
of the past 8 years will help a lot to improve
things internally and build up a better service
that will be on par with the incredible new
products that are coming!
What is the main appeal of these new responsibilities for you? What challenges are you
looking forward to?
Miguel: My main goal is always the next one.
There are so many opportunities out there for
Fleshlight but we need to grow step by step.
Improve one thing and after that, improve
another one. I really believe that we can get
two or three times bigger in the next few
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department for years and knows every customer
need perfectly well. We want to promote staff internally to create stronger Fleshlight values. But also
hiring some good people from outside the industry
to bring in fresh views, like with Laura Cosano, our
Marketing Manager who is helping me a lot with
worldwide business.
H ow long have you been working at F leshlight?
What did you do before, and what was it that drew
you to the company?
Miguel: I have been working for the company since
Feb 2011. I was working in the banking industry
before, managing a few branches, and I was so fed
up and stressed. Fleshlight has changed my life for
the better: I love my job, have amazing friends and
partners. It was just a coincidence because some
friends were working at Fleshlight and needed
someone who spoke English at that time!
Fleshlight’s new Global
Sales Director: Miguel Capilla

years. We have great products
coming, we just need to improve
internal things to be more efficient,
assure better service worldwide, and
also show our partners more and better
support.
F leshlight is a well- established brand in N orthern
A merica, E urope, and A ustralia. S o, is your focus
now on ex panding into new markets such as S outh
A merica and A sia?
Miguel: Yes, we are definitely going to expand our
efforts to get to those markets. We do have the
right products with different options and pricing to
establish our brand worldwide… and much more is
coming!
C oinciding with your promotion, F leshlight also
ex panded the S ales Department for the E uropean
market. C an you tell us what changed on that front?
Miguel: The idea behind this move has been there
for a while. We want to have the best team coming
from a promotion internally. Alfonso Cala, the new
Sales Executive, has already been in the wholesale
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L ooking back, how would you sum the past six
years, during which you were the C ommercial
Director of F leshlight E U ? What were the highlights
and milestones?
Miguel: I am so proud of what we have built up as
a team. We were starting the company in the EU
with 5 million EUR turnover, and now we are at over
15 million EUR, with almost the same people. There
has been a lot of effort, change, improvement, and
lot of learning during the process!
L et’s turn to another topic: You announced that you
were forced to raise the prices of your products.
Why was that step necessary?
Miguel: We want to make all our partners happy
who are working with Fleshlight, and to share a nice
profit with everyone, which sometimes is not happening right now. These changes are for the better.
Another reason is because we care about customer
feedback.
Is it correct that this is the first mark- up in seven
years?
Miguel: Yes, sir!
We see more and more masturbators on the market
– how do you feel about this development?
Miguel: I am not worried at all. As Fleshlight, we
need only to worry about ourselves, do our best and
keep launching amazing products… and we do!
Buckle up for the next couple of years because we
have amazing things coming!
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Quality and innovation

are our core values
A l v in H ua ng p resents le stelle

e x cl u s ive

„

L e S telle is a company whose “ designers
strive to improve the user ex perience by learning
to ask the q uestions that matter” .
Which q uestions are those?
Alvin Huang: We want everything we do to be
about the user experience. Even the smallest
details – like the placement of a logo or diagram
on our packaging – are done with the consumer
in mind. So for us, the critical questions are:
What features are our customers looking for,
what are their favourite colours, do they prefer
one-button or multiple buttons, what technologies are considered indispensable?
The challenge here is that these questions, and
their answers, are constantly evolving – and so
must our products.

What should be the main
priority for sex toy producers
and designers? T here are
j ust as many answers to this
q uestion as there are products on the market. P ricing,
performance, design - the
list goes on. U p-and-coming
company le stelle has decided to put the user experience at the centre of their work.
A nd how is this refl ected in
their products? C hief S trategy Officer A lvin Huang tells
us in our E A N interview.

C ould you tell us a bit more about the team
behind le S telle and the history of the company?
Alvin: le stelle was founded in late 2017 by two
industry veterans who had extensive prior
experience in the ecommerce space. After a
successful stint as resellers, our founders
realised that they had a unique perspective on
what made products successful and embarked
to bring their own creations to market. Since
then, le stelle has grown to include individuals
from all backgrounds, including former agency
creative leads, SaaS executives, logistics
professionals, and others. Currently le stelle is
headquartered in Los Angeles, California. We
design, manufacture, warehouse, and market all
products in-house. Quality and innovation are
our core values, and we strive to make each
piece worthy of the individual who ultimately
holds it in their hands. That’s why each unit is
thoroughly checked to ensure that it meets the
highest standards of quality – and is backed by
our warranty guarantees.
Alvin Huang, Chief Strategy Officer of Le Stelle,
wants to focus more on the European market in 2019
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S o far, le S telle has released four different
products: H idra, P erks, Iconic, and A vara. Is

there a guiding principle that can be found in all
your items?
Alvin: Yes – absolutely! Simply put, our guiding
principle is to design products that are beautiful
and thoughtful (from a technology standpoint).
All of our products utilise body-safe, silky
smooth silicone, and are outfitted with
technology that makes sense for the specific
product. For example, AVARA, our medium
wand massager, is highlighted for its versatility
and travel-friendly design. So aside from having
a sleek contour with vibrant colors and a matte
finish, it’s also equipped with an ultra-powerful
copper motor and made with extremely
lightweight materials. On top of that, it’s got
shock absorbent handling for a more comfortable user experience.

“W E WA N T E V E RY TH I N G

W E D O TO B E A B O U T TH E
USER EXPERIENCE.“
A LV I N H U A N G

H idra looks like a well- designed wand
massager. Which aspects make this
massager stand out from the competition?
Alvin: HIDRA is our flagship product – it’s
very much the culmination of great product
design, from both an aesthetic and functions
point of view. Overall, I think that it’s a
high-quality wand massager at a very
competitive price point.
Across the board, the most consistent praise
offered for the HIDRA is that it is unbelievably
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powerful compared to other wands on the market.
But it’s a controlled kind of power - very evenly
distributed across the wand so that the user doesn’t
have to struggle to handle it. Moreover, it’s a dual
motor wand (a motor at each end) with a heated
tip function.

Colourful and diverse: the toys of le stelle

Finally, the design of the wand is incredibly beautiful.
Sleek and stylish, with a subtle pearlised matte finish
to top it off. It’s definitely my personal favourite of all
our products.
H ow does H idra differ from the second wand
massager you’re offering, A vara?
Alvin: The HIDRA is a full-sized wand massager,
whereas AVARA is its “lite” counterpart. The AVARA
is smaller in size, and extremely lightweight, making it
an easy travel companion. But despite its petite form,
the AVARA delivers surprising power with a flexible
ergonomic head that can rotate freely for a targeted
experience.
With P erks, you introduced a very versatile vibrator
series. What makes this series so fl ex ible and
adaptable?
Alvin: With PERKS we wanted to introduce a
series that could cater to the many fantasies
and desires of our consumers. We know
that everyone has an alter ego - and so
it’s only natural that our toys be as
sophisticated as our changing
needs. For this series, we created
5 unique pairings. Each set is
equipped with two easily
interchangeable attachments
that are complementary in
function combining to form
the ultimate pleasure
experience.
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In essence, each PERKS set is really two toys in one,
offering the user freedom of choice and flexibility.
Iconic is the name of a small series with two different
vibrators. What is your target audience for these
products and what makes them special?
Alvin: The Iconic series is quickly growing to include
more full-sized products, but it’s currently focused on
our travel friendly, small vibrators. The target market
for these is similar to that of the rest of our products:
consumers interested in a quality, luxury product. But
because of its size and versatility, it also serves as a
great entry item for those new to le stelle, and
hopefully as a means for us to introduce our quality
design to more consumers.
Aside from being entirely splash-proof and rechargeable (USB magnetic charging with cables), all product
within the Iconic line are also denoted with a
star-shaped LED button. The button functions as the
centrepiece of le stelle’s One-Touch control system
(no more confusing buttons!) and is shaped like a star
as an homage to our namesake.
What can you tell us about the price point of all your
products?
Alvin: Though le stelle is a luxury brand, the price point
on our products is very competitive, especially when
taking into consideration our quality, innovation, and
after-sales support.
Who can retailers turn to if they want to offer your sex
toys in their shops?
Alvin: Currently, we work with national distributors in
the U.S. market. For any specific inquiries, please feel
free to visit our website at www.le-stelle.com and
connect with us via the Contact Us page!
A re you currently working with distributors in E urope?
Alvin: Not at the moment, but we are definitely open to
partnerships with European distributors, and are
actively seeking out new opportunities. For any
inquiries on potential collaborations, please visit www.
le-stelle.com/contact and send us a message via the
contact form!
What will be the nex t steps for le S telle?
Alvin: We have an exciting 2019 product roadmap that
we are actively working to produce. This year we will be
looking to push out several exciting new lines that are
not in our current offering. We will also be focusing
heavily on increasing our presence in the international
market, with a strong emphasis in Europe.
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I want our brand to be the

kink ambassador of the world
S a s ha So bo levsky p resents th e kink lif estyle bra nd Pla y

e x cl u s ive

There has never been more
interest in kink, fetish, and
B D S M than there is right
now. A s a result, the range of
available products in these
niches has becomes much
bigger and much more diverse. The P lay brand is also
at home in this segment, however, it sticks out from the
crowd, as S asha S obolevsky,
the founder and head of P lay,
explains in our interview.
A nd as always when we talk
about kink, fetish, and B D S M ,
we also have to ask what
role 5 0 S hades of
Grey played in
creating this
massive
interest.

„

O n your website, it reads: ‚ P lay is the first
kink lifestyle brand.‘ What is this statement
based on?
Sasha Sobolevsky: As far as we know,
currently all of the companies in the kink /
BDSM space are either kinky people selling
kinky products or non-kink people trying to
make money in this space. Play stands out
because it is the first (and only) holistic kink
brand, made by real kinksters for real
kinksters. We care about the community
because we are part of the community.
Kink is a very special, intimate, and emotional
thing for us, and we want to share that with
our customers. This involves education,
transparency, ad
advice, feedback, as well as,
of course, sellin
selling products. We work very
hard to ensu
sure
re tthat the products we have
ensure
are supporting tthe various lifestyles that
people in the kink
kin community embody.
B efore we talk a
about P lay, please, tell us a bit
about
abo
u you
ut
yourself. F or instance, what did you do
professional
lly before
b
professionally
P lay?
Sasha: I’m from Los Angeles, California, and
was a master’s student in business at the
University of So
Southern California (USC) when
I came up with the
t idea for Play. After
gra
adua
duatin
ting,
g, I moved
mo
graduating,
to Seattle, Washington,
to pursue full-tim
full-time employment, and I still
work my day job for a tech company. It’s
definitely a chal
challenge working full-time
while also working
work
on a start-up, but
I decided that it was the right move for me.
What is it abou
about the subj ect of kink that
fascinates yyou? H ow did you get the
idea to la
launch a brand in this niche?
Was th
there something missing
from the market that made
you decide to go and close
that gap?
Sasha Sobolevsky,
the founder and CEO
of the Play brand

Sasha: I’m an active member in the kink
community, and while in Los Angeles I
discovered a business gap in the market.
Specifically, according to an article in The
Canadian Journal of Human Sexuality, over
50% of people in the United States are
somewhat interested in kink, but less than
13% have ever tried anything kinky. This is
likely because many people who might be
interested in kink still view it as underground,
alternative, and/or scary. I, along with the help
of my business partner Sir Rucifer, a professional male Dom, decided to demystify kink and
bring it to the mainstream with a healthy dose
of fun.
What is your definition of the term ‚ kink?‘ A nd
what sets kink apart from other niches such as
fetish and/ or B DS M ?
Sasha: I have always taken kink to be defined
as unconventional sexual practices, concepts,
or fantasies. What constitutes ‚unconventional‘
can be discussed and questioned ad
nauseum, but I always say to my friends: if you
like your hair pulled/to pull hair or your ass
slapped/to slap ass during sex, you are kinky!
Kink is an umbrella term that includes fetish
and BDSM. Fetish is getting arousal from
something that is not typically a sexual thing:
either an inanimate object or part of the body.
I like to expand the definition of BDSM to
include bondage discipline (BD), domination
submission (DS), and sadism masochism
(SM). So aspects of BDSM can be a fetish,
and aspects of a fetish can be BDSM, but they
both fall under kink.
M ore and more people are getting into kink.
What is your ex planation for this increase
in popularity? Did 5 0 S hades of G rey
play a role in normalising this type
of pleasure?
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“P L AY S TA N D S O U T

B E C A U S E I T I S TH E F I R S T
 A N D O N LY  H O L I S TI C

K I N K B R A N D , M A D E BY
REAL KINKSTERS FOR
REAL KINKSTERS.“
SASHA SOBOLEVSKY

Currently, the Play range includes five boxes containing
various products for a range of different purposes

Sasha: Ah – the age-old Fifty Shades question.
The short answer is yes. The popularity of the
books and subsequent films helped usher in a
normalisation of kink and BDSM. However, I think
that the books and films came out at a time that
the United States was primed for sexual exploration.
I believe that we are in a neo-sexual revolution, if you
will, and it’s hard to imply causation from correlation,
but I believe that if Fifty Shades would have come
out in another time period, it wouldn’t have caught
on as it did; the public was primed to receive it.
It also helps that in 2013 the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, the American
Psychiatric Association’s definitive diagnostic
manual, finally removed BDSM and fetishes from its
list of mental disorders. Yes, you read that right: in
2012, BDSM and fetishes were considered mental
illnesses by the American Psychiatric Association. I
do need to disclaim all of this with the fact that Fifty
Shades gets a couple things right, but it gets a
BDSM relationship completely wrong. The relationship depicted in the books and films are abusive and
one-sided. Being a submissive does not mean
(unless it has been previously consented to) that you
endure emotional and physical abuse at the whim of
your Dominant.
A ccording to your website, your mission is to take
kink to the mainstream. H ow do you intend to
achieve this goal?
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The Anal Playbox

Sasha: The first and most important way is by
publicly talking about it. It’s a unique prospect to
have a female founder/CEO of an adult company
talking openly about her sexuality. I have never been
afraid to be who I am, and I make a large effort to
surround myself with people who are supportive.
Additionally, we strive to be fun and playful, hence
the company name Play. I think that one of the things
preventing kink from becoming more mainstream is
the misconception that it’s all black and red and
leather and pain. Sure, those can be a part of kink,
but they don’t have to be, and kink doesn’t need to
be intimidating or scary. Education is a very
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Where do you manufacture the products that are part
of the P laybox?
Sasha: Most of the products are manufactured in the
United States. We work with a local glass blower,
leather smith, woodworker, metalworker, etc. to
create custom pieces for each Playbox.
If one looks at the different boxes , it becomes
obvious that you are not ju st aiming for newcomers
to the world of kink. How wou ld you define your
target audience?
Sasha: You are correct. We wanted to give an easy,
non-intimidating entry-point into kink for the beginner,
but we also wanted to engage people who were
well-versed in kink. We believe that no matter how
familiar you are with a certain thing, there is always
room to learn and grow. So, we define our target
audience as newcomers to kink, but also wanted to
have something for the veterans as well.

The Play mission statement: to introduce kink to the mainstream

important part of what we strive for the company to
become, and we currently offer opinion pieces on our
blog about all aspects of kink from a very personal
perspective.
Now , let’s turn to your products. Your collection is
centred around the P laybox – a b ox fi lled with various
different products. Why did you choose to go with
box s ets instead of individual products?
Sasha: The box set allows people to have options
and to have a complete kink experience. Instead of
getting one piece that may or may not work for you,
you get a curated experience in each box. One
customer did ask for an individual piece, and we
made that available to them as well.
What can the users find in these boxes ? What can
you tell us about the products you picked for the
P laybox?
Sasha: Currently we offer five themed boxes on the
site: Intro Playbox, Temperature Playbox, Impact
Playbox, Anal Playbox, and Bondage Playbox. These
are based on some of the most popular types of kink.
We chose these at first and will expand as our
customer base expands. It is very important to us to
support local small businesses, so the majority of the
items in the boxes are hand-crafted by local
craftspeople in the United States.
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Do you sell your box es ex clusively on your website,
or do you also use other channels of distribution?
Sasha: Currently they are available solely online. We
are thinking about having a pop-up shop as well,
probably somewhere local to Seattle, Washington.
Is it correct that you are working on a ‚ P lay A pp?‘
What ex actly will this app do?
Sasha: Yes, thank you for asking. We have found
that current options for meeting people in the kink
community are limited to Fetlife, in-person meetups,
and a handful of poorly designed messaging apps.
As the kink community’s unofficial motto is safe,
sane, and consensual, we wanted to represent
these traits in a tech solution. The most important
part of the app is that it will have safety benefits for
users, such as peer-to-peer ratings, pre-negotiations in the app, and a silent alarm (wherein you can
send a friend your location). The app will also have
matching criteria other than just kinks. As one of my
friends put it – just because we both like bondage
doesn’t mean we would enjoy each other’s
company. You can get more info on the app and
help fund it by visiting our Indiegogo campaign:
https://igg.me/at/get-play.
What are your plans for the future for the brand?
Sasha: Great question. Our efforts are focused on
the app currently, but we also are working on
growing our content: blogs, videos, etc. I want our
brand to be the kink ambassador of the world, so
obviously world domination is the final frontier.
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I predict that the trend toward high-quality,

aﬀordable items will drive new business
e x cl u s ive

J e s s i c a G o r d o n , M a n a gi ng Pa rtner a t LU VO Q A, ta lks sex to y p o litics a nd th e inf o rmed f utur e of on lin e r et ail

S ex toy consumers are more
informed than ever – o r not,
according to M anaging
P artner J essica Gordon of
L uvoq a.com. This sex toy
entrepreneur knows her
customers are seeking more
than a simple purchase, but
she thinks they‘ re not as
sex-educated as the industry
might assume. L uvoq a is a
classy j oint for conscious
consumers. This online
retailer only sells the most
body-safe products that cater
to all gender identities and
sexual preferences – a nd
they‘ re not afraid to turn you
away if you‘ re happier with
a cheap-o, mass-marketed
vibrator. Gordon says the
luxury toy market is evolving
to include lower price points
and higher q uality that have
gradually become standard
across even the biggest
name manufacturers. S o
what‘ s next for e-retail? The
importance of organic social
media followers, which Gordon later explains, and the
disappearance of sex toys
that can‘ t promise more than
an ‚ okay‘ orgasm.
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„

H ow has online adult shopping evolved in
the past year?
Jessica Gordon: This past year seems to have
been one of mergers and financing in retail,
which, interestingly, are inverse trends. Among
large-size retailers, the playing field got smaller
when Good Vibrations bought Babeland.
Meanwhile, among small and medium-size
retailers, financing through venture capital is
slowly increasing and expanding possibilities.
Most notably, Unbound moved from the seed to
venture round of funding. It‘s exciting for me to
see traditional private equity begin to embrace
the intimate product space.
What new trends do you predict will drive
business in the coming years?
Jessica Gordon: I predict that the trend toward
high-quality, affordable items will drive new
business. The make and material gap is closing
between price points, which is a boon for
shoppers. While the sex toy space is becoming
more mainstream, product knowledge does not
yet abound and this is an apparent obstacle to
purchasing. If I were to give a survey to 100
g their opinion on the
people, soliciting
ers or headphones or
quality of speakers
sumer technology,
some other consumer
inions would fall
it‘s likely that opinions
within a certain range and be
edge that
based on knowledge
ars of open,
comes from years
nversation about
widespread conversation
said technology.. If I did the same
ugh, I estimate
for sex toys, though,
n quality would
that opinions on
vary widely, and perhaps
wildly, because the
eing
conversation being
en
had is not as open
or widespread,
even if it is

progressing rapidly. When shoppers consider
buying a sex toy, they too often do so with
incomplete and sometimes disjointed information. In the minds of many shoppers, there are
too many questions left unanswered to
justify the purchase of a $200 item. This is
especially true for first-time shoppers and beginner users. Fortunately, brands are starting to
design and produce high-quality items at more
affordable price points, such as the Blush
Novelties Hop Jessica Rabbit (rabbit vibrator)
and Sola Cue (G-Spot vibrator). Both of these
items are made from body safe silicone, have
USB-rechargeable batteries, and are waterproof, all features that were once reserved for
luxury items. They are also both under $100. I
estimate that this closing of the quality gap,
more than any other factor this coming year, will
help advance product knowledge and ultimately
drive business.
H ow does your brand stand out among other
online adult stores?
Jessica Gordon: LUVOQA sells body safe sex
toys for everyone. We are meticulous about
material safety, but it is the ‚everyone‘ piece
that I think really makes LUVOQA stand out
as a brand. No matter a shopper‘s
identity, preferences, or socio-politico-economic affiliation or status, we
strive to be a store from which they
would feel comfortable buying.
Humans are sexual beings, and we
want to offer everybody, without
exception, the opportunity to
explore, discover, and enjoy sex
toys.
What has been key to
establishing your
presence and customer
loyalty?
Jessica Gordon,
Managing Partner at
LUVOQA
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“HUMANS ARE SEXUAL

B E I N G S , A N D W E WA N T
T O O F F E R E V E RY B O DY,
W I TH O U T E X C E P TI O N ,

T H E O P P O R T U N I T Y TO

E X P LO R E , D I S C O V E R , A N D
E N J OY S E X TOY S “
JESSICA GORDON

Jessica Gordon: For us, the key to establishing our
presence and customer loyalty has been to foster a
community that identifies with our brand, all the while
knowing that not everyone will. If a shopper identifies
with our mission of enhancing everyone‘s pleasure
through body safe sex toys, the highly visual shopping
experience we offer, and the personal touch we
provide when it comes to customer service (shoppers
are often interacting directly with me or my partner),
then LUVOQA is a great fit for them. If a shopper is
seeking an inventory of thousands upon thousands of
items or to support a specific cause through their
purchasing, we fully support this, but we know that
we may not be the best fit for them. We tend to focus
our efforts on qualified leads, engaged shoppers,
and customers.
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Discuss the selection of products that your site offers.
What determines your product selection? H ow does
customer feedback infl uence your selection?
Jessica Gordon: We only carry products that are
body safe. That is, we only carry sex toys that are
non-toxic and have a low degree of porosity (e.g.,
silicone) or no porosity (e.g., annealed glass,
reinforced ceramic with a glaze finish, stainless
steel, ABS plastic, and wood with a nonporous
finish). As you probably know, porosity is a measure
of the void or empty spaces in a material. The more
porous an item‘s material, the more places there are
for bacteria to hide and reproduce. Sex toys made
from materials with a high degree of porosity (e.g.,
jelly, PVC/Sil-a-Gel, TPE/TPR, and rubber/
elastomer) are more difficult to clean and sanitize
after use, which can present a health risk to users.
Once we know that a product is body safe, we ask
ourselves a question that we deem key, ‚Does this
product fulfill its promise to the customer?‘ Naturally,
this is where we rely on customer and community
feedback. If a sex toy fulfills its promise, we stock it and
keep it in inventory. However, if a sex toy is promising
great orgasms each time, every time, yet the
community reports that it is only delivering okay
orgasms some of the time, we‘re likely to drop it—if we
even carry it to begin with.
H ow do you connect and engage with customers?
What social media and marketing methods drive
sales online?
Jessica Gordon: I touched upon this in a previous
question when I was sharing how we establish
customer loyalty through community building. To this
end, social media channels have proven themselves
valuable, particularly the pursuit of organic followers.
To take Twitter as an example, we have found that
organic followers increase engagement and
impressions because these followers are interested in
our brand and the products we offer, and they will
retweet, reply to, and interact with our posted
content. This has made a positive difference for us.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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The idea is to make sex toys less of a stigma

and more of a cool tool for making life better
S e x to yco llective.co m o f f ers mo re th a n just sex -to y rela ted inf o rma tion

e x cl u s ive

Never before was it so easy
for a layman to create their
own dildo. Thanks to a new
tool provided by website sextoycollective.com, anybody
can create a mould for the sex
toy of their dreams, with j ust
a few clicks. A part from that,
all you need is a 3 D printer to
make this self-designed dildo
a reality you can touch and
enj oy. However, there is more
to the S extoy C ollective, as we
learn in our interview with Ian,
the mastermind behind the
website. A mong other things,
he tells us about his goals for
the site and the information he
wants to impart on other sex
toy lovers.

„

Ian, you run the website sex toycollective.
com, a place for learning about sex toys and
how to use them. E x actly which information are
you offering?
Ian: Hello! Thanks for having me. Yes,
sextoycollective.com has guides that focus on
interesting, innovative, and artistic sex toys; we
showcase and highlight toys that are as
pleasing to the eye as they are the body. Our
discovery tool, for example, (sextoycollective.
com/discover/) lets people scroll through a
bunch of interesting toys, most of which are
handmade or designed by independent artists.
Sticking with the collective theme, we also have
polls where people can vote for the best sex
toys by category. On this page (sextoycollective.com/best-dildos) the RealCock2 was
chosen as the #1 dildo with 49 votes so far
(voting is always open), with the Njoy pure
wand and Hammer dildo as runners-up
(toymakerproject.com/hammer).
Why and when did you start S ex T oy
C ollective?
Ian: I’ve been making dildos as a hobby for
years. I started the site in early 2018 as a way
to make some DIY tutorials for dildos since I
noticed there wasn’t anyone else doing this.
My original plan was to offers a dildo making
course, but I’ve since switched to focusing
more on guides and interactive tools.
You have released a manifesto on your
website, a mission statement for the S ex T oy
C ollective. C ould you summarise your vision
for us?
Ian: This was inspired by the book ‘Buzz: a
sex toy history’. In the end, the author
describes what a perfect world would look
like when it comes to sex toys. The idea is to
make sex toys less of a stigma and more of a
cool tool for making life better.

Ian started sextoycollective.com last year
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Is sex toycollective.com a commercial proj ect?
What are your goals with this site?
Ian: Yes, some of the guides have affiliate links
which generate commissions if someone buys a
toy from them. About a quarter of the toys on
any given page have affiliate links, and the other
half are for toys from Etsy and independent
artists’ websites. Many pages are purely
informational, like the guide to lube science and
ingredients.
One of my goals is to make the site as large as
kinkly.com (a website with sex and kink
information) but be more sex toy oriented. I’m
always working on adding new interactive tools,
guides, and DIY tutorials.
You have developed an app that allows the user
to design their own dildo. H ow did you get the
idea for that proj ect?
Ian: I work as a programmer, and have been
playing around with threeJS (a javascript library
that lets you create 3D software with a web
browser) and noticed sites were using it to let
people make custom products like heroforge.
com miniatures, so I decided to try doing the
same thing but for dildos.
Would you mind taking us through the whole
process, from the idea in my head to a finished
dildo?
Ian: Sure, with the tool you can move points on
a 2D canvas to customize your 3D dildo shape,
which is viewable in the 3D preview panel. You
can then add FX like spirals, bumps, ripples, and
bends to get a more custom shape.
Once you have a shape you like, you can
download a .STL file for 3D-printers. You can
then upload it to your own 3D printer or use an
online tool like 3dhubs.com/manufacture which
will print it out and mail it to you.
Once you have the 3D print, I recommend
sanding it a bit to make it smooth (3D prints are
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a little rough when they come out). Once smooth, you
can make a mould of the 3D print and then use that
mould to create your body-safe silicone dildos.
Could I really create any shape I want or are there limits
due to the 3D-printing technology we use today?
Ian: With the tool it’s currently impossible to make an
S-shape dildo or any windy shapes with the tool. Like
what you’d see in wooden dildo styles shevibe.com/
brands/NobEssence. It’s also difficult to make finer
details like writing your name or adding hole-shaped
handles. The tool is meant to be easy to use for
beginners, though. If someone wants more control,
they could use advanced design software like
Autodesk.
One common problem with 3D-printed sex toys seems
to be that the materials normally used are not exactly
body safe. What is the problem here and how could it
be avoided?
Ian: Yes, you aren’t meant to use the 3D print itself as
a sex toy. Instead the 3D print is the model used to
make the mould for larger scale production. The
mould is like a negative of the 3D printed shape, and
you can pour silicone into it to make silicone body-safe
dildos. There’s also some instructions on how to do
this on the tool’s page.
How has the response to the Dildo Sculptor Tool been
so far? How many dildos have already been designed?
Ian: The analytics show people spend anywhere from
2 minutes to an hour using the tool, with the average
time being about 10 minutes. So far there’s 130 dildos
in the gallery, with the top voted ones being the ice
cream cone shaped dildo and the Oscar-award
shaped dildo.
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With the Dildo Sculptor,
anybody can create the
dildo they’ve always
wanted

Do you think that one day everybody will use their own
printed dildos? Which future do you envision for this
technology in regards of sex toys?
Ian: I’ve had a few companies ask me about doing
collaborations so they can use the tool as a way to
prototype designs for sex toys quickly, without having
to wait for a factory prototype. However, since
3D-printers cannot print with a body-safe material, it
seems more likely that some companies could use this
technology to let people customise their sex toys
online before they order them, kind of like the
heroforge.com business model but for dildos.
Besides 3D-printing, which innovation impressed you
the most with regard to erotic products in the recent
past?
Ian: I like the Realdoll products like the RealCock2,
which is the most realistic dildo right now and uses
three layers of different density silicone. They also
have a sex doll with built-in AI, which could be the
future of sex toys as we know it.
What are your plans for the future of the Sex Toy
Collective?
Ian: I have some more tools I’m working on
programming, like a dildo database that lets you
input a height and girth, then shows dildos that
match your specifications. Also, a male stroker
version of the dildo tool, that lets people design their
own Fleshlight type toy.
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Women have an intuitive awareness and historical
closeness with the themes of sex and death

Lauren Miller of Altar Ego Designs blends themes of sex and death to create life-affirming art

e x cl u s ive

If you‘ re reading this article, there‘ s little chance you‘ re afraid of talking about sex. B ut what about humanity‘ s other
hot-button topic – d eath? A rtist L auren M iller isn‘ t scared of either. In fact, she thinks the two natural processes are more
connected than we think. M iller is a multi-media artist by true definition. S he is, by trade and hobby, a painter, j ewelry
designer, taxidermist of sorts, animal bone arranger, photographer, and model – and that‘ s j ust what you‘ ll deduce from her
online gallery. A visit to her website, A ltarE goD esigns.com, is like walking through a virtual museum. M iller‘ s creations all
have a decidedly dark, vintage feel. A s of late, her attentions have turned to the uniq ue contributions women have made in
the respective ( and occasionally intertwined) fields of sexuality and death. M iller built her artistic name on preserving colorful, tiny bird wings and turning them into hair fascinators. S he‘ s since discovered the beauty of erotic S hibari rope tying
and added a spooky twist to her diorama art and photography – s pider-web shaped rope patterns draped across small
coffins, and broken ceramic dolls tied up in sexually-empowering positions. The pleasure industry might yawn at the sight
of sexual taboos, but are we ready to j ust as easily acknowledge sex and creation‘ s darker sister? M iller thinks it‘ s the only
way forward, and the one thing we truly all have in common: we all have sex, and one day, we‘ ll all die. M iller reports from
her home in Humboldt C ounty, C alifornia in an exclusive interview on the modern state of sex and death, and why women
are leading the charge to normaliz e these often scary subj ects.

„

“I BELIEVE CHANGE

S TA R T S BY R E F L E C TI N G

T H AT H U M A N S E X U A L I T Y
A N D D E AT H A R E A

N O R M A L PA R T O F O U R

H ow long have you been incorporating
themes of sex uality and death into your art?
Lauren Miller: My earliest drawings were very
sexual in nature. Freud probably would have
had his work cut out for him. I remember
drawing my ‘stick figures’ naked first then
rendering clothing on top of their bare forms
and they only got more surreal from there. I
recall one that clearly had ornate dresser
drawers coming out of her top and nether
regions. So I guess you could say the naked
form, its profound secrets and beauty has
always been a fascination that has held me
curious and kept me close to the field of art
and human sexuality.
What’s been inspiring your work lately?
Lauren Miller: My biggest inspirations are the
more ‘outlandish and bizarre’ influencers and
artists out there. A big favorite staple in the sex
community has to be Inside Flesh/Suka Off, a
pornographic art movement based out of
Poland. I have always been smitten by darker
media and artists such as Rammstein,
Bakeneko Designs, How to Destroy Angels and
the themes of model Melanie Gaydos just to
name a handful. As far as death positive

L I F E C YC L E . “
LAUREN MILLER
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pioneers go, my top ladies have got to be Caitlin
Doughty and the ladies of the Order of the Good
Death and Alua Arthur, a death doula and lawyer
that owns Going with Grace. If you are
interested in becoming more involved in the
movement I highly recommend giving them a
peek because they are the raddest women.
We hear you‘ ll be visiting G ermany this year,
which is of obvious reader interest
considering E A N ‘ s headq uarters. What are you
looking forward to doing and
seeing?
Lauren Miller: Recently I booked a trip to
Germany for early this April and will be attending
Cabaret Bizarre at the Ballhaus in Berlin. I must
say I am very excited at the prospect of rubbing
shoulders with some of these nightlife goers
dressed to the nines in their finest bizarre
macabre. Among the venues I am planning to
attend are the Salon zur Wilden Renate, Chalet
and KitKat in Berlin. Germany is also a place that
has seen a lot of death and revolution itself, so
becoming immersed in the history and seeing
those remnants for myself will be quite an
experience that I hope will further and shape my
activism in the sex and death industry.
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What do you hope to contribute to the world with
your art’s dark, raw sex ual themes and allusions to
death?
Lauren Miller: Visibility at the least and active
change in our society at most. I believe change starts
by reflecting that human sexuality and death are a
normal part of our life cycle. Whether it be through
more artistic methods or doing the less glamorous
business of mortician or death doula work. To me any
contribution that demonstrates sex and death in a
positive light that gives full power and agency to the
dead or dying is just as valid as any other. It’s funny
because we are all clearly curious about death as we
have, quote ‘murder porn’ and podcasts that reflect
that curiosity, albeit maybe not in the healthiest way.
Sex and death are the only free expressions that we
will ever have full agency over as individual people
which is a very powerful statement. I can only hope
that each work of art that I create reminds the viewer
that mortality is equality, agency, beauty in solitary
and above all absolutely normal. That sex is one way
to take that power and agency and use it for pleasure
or to continue our species. The power should always
be one hundred percent our own to decide how we
live, fuck and die.
H ow are sex and death intertwined, in your opinion?
Why does it seem people are either fascinated or
uncomfortable with these themes, sometimes both at
the same time?
Lauren Miller: It’s fairly easy to understand why it’s
considered such a taboo subject and my most
honest answer is to remember that death looks
different for everyone. I think it’s fair to note that not
all deaths are equal. Some are violent, caused by
political or social terrorism and it’s good to remember
that reverence and respect when dealing with
interpersonal intersections of death. Part of being a
good death positive practitioner is keeping these
inequalities close and in mind when delving into these
themes. To address the more common social
structures of sex and death from my own perspective, I think the easy answer is that most folks conflate
a subject and speaking of it as somehow manifesting
it, thus, if we talk about death, BOOM! The Grim
Reaper will find and drag you down into the depths
and… No, you know what? It’s just not real guys.
Knowledge is power when it comes to sex and
death. From the more you know about how to
safely spank a bottom to how to write an advanced
directive the better off, more at peace and most of
all prepared your partners or friends will be in
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Lauren Miller is a painter, jewelry
designer, taxidermist of sorts,
animal bone arranger,
photographer, and model
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More info about Lauren and
her work can be found at
www.AltarEgoDesigns.com

knowing and carrying out your wishes. Whether
they are planning your funeral or tying you to a
bedpost. Knowing and becoming familiar, overcoming stigma and creating a healthy, empowering
catharsis all have roots in sex and death. I find them
invaluable to not only a healthy lifestyle, but a much
more fun and sophisticated one at that.
M uch like the sex toy industry, women are streaming
into death industry careers, like tax idermy art, green
funerals, and death doulas. Do you believe women
are specially poised to become great advisors and
facilitators in these two fields?
Lauren Miller: I think that women, especially women
of different cultural backgrounds are mastering the
industries for many reasons. Simply put, my opinion
is that women have an intuitive awareness and
historical closeness with the themes of sex and
death. There’s a particularly toxic mindset that
women are in the death industry, primarily funeral
homes, because they are ‘natural nurturers’ that are
drawn to fields that promote that societal idea. That’s
not only insulting to anyone else on the gender
spectrum but it’s just a terribly base fabrication; a
shroud of sorts that society has placed upon her to
silence the weight and magnitude her intent and
actions. I believe women enter the field for exactly the
opposite reason and perhaps also despite it. Entering
these fields is one way to take back that power. Much
like dancers and burlesque artists do their job to
become visible and empower themselves and those
around them, women in death carve their space as
their own. A space they can control and maintain full
power over and protect the agency of fellow women
and those on the gender spectrum that all need and
deserve that agency. Especially with something as
intimate as their own bodies.
T alk about some of your latest work that’s inspired by
sex uality. What was the process like to create this
art? Who was the audience?
Lauren Miller: Lately I have been obsessed with the
art of rope tying or shibari. I have been tying myself
and pretty much anything I can think of as common
as one would have their morning coffee. I have been
creating art with antique German bisque-fired doll
parts tied in shibari with industrial antique embroidery
floss and giving them little mouse and rat paws and
claws where their hands and feet were broken off in
the salvaging process. I love incorporating as much
once-living creatures and organic materials such as
rose petals or seed pods into my work as much as
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“K N O W L E D G E I S P O W E R

W H E N I T C O M E S TO S E X
A N D D E ATH . “
LAUREN MILLER

possible. To me, antiques and
vintage buttons, lace and trims
have just as much personality
and I try to incorporate those
organic and inorganic
fragments to weave a mood
and tell a particular story. My
audience is beautiful and empathic. Not one piece
has left my hands casually. There is always a
back-and-forth as to what spoke to them about the
piece they decided to add to their collection. There is
a human connection between artist, art and client
that is not unlike the connection to funeral home,
deceased loved one and loved ones closest friends
and family. I think this is a good spot to mention how
valuable real connections are as a measure of
success. Our society would love to have you believe
success is something you can take out a mortgage
on or take a loan out on, but I believe that success is
every new client I connect with. Success is getting to
continue to make those connections and impact
those lives freely. Success is living, or as death doula
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Alua Arthur says: ‘Live your own damn life because
one day you will die your own damn death’. Seriously
I’m not sure if I would have had the strength to go
public with my artistic expressions had it not been for
these believers and pioneers of sex and death that
have allowed us a platform to speak and I am so
grateful for them.
Where has your work been featured? H ave you been in
any art shows that specifically targeted artists working
in sex / death themes, or women artists?
Lauren Miller: Humboldt County has been my
community for eleven years and in that time I have had
the pleasure of meeting many lovely artists and
creative folks. As a self-made artist in a relatively small
town I can tell you that if you’ve ever tried to go from
hobby to business in the field of art, especially when
dealing in such taboo themes… It is a process. My first
international trip is going to open a lot of doors and
opportunities for me, and I have full confidence I will
meet many faces of approval, criticism, love and
indifference and I hope to learn something valuable
with each new encounter. I will also be part of The
Menagerie, a private curiosity exhibit in San Francisco
this April 20th as well as a local market held every
Friday night held in my little town of Eureka during the
summer. My dream is to take my work from my small
community of Humboldt County to international levels
and continue to create strong and profound networks
and connections with the spectrum of strange,
beautiful folks out there who are just as passionately
dedicated to these themes as I am.
Where do you foresee themes of death and sex uality
- whether combined or separate - holding space in
our modern culture in the future?
Lauren Miller: That is the question isn’t it? How far
will the movement go and where will our weak points
be after we overcome our current ones? What will the
future be and where do I want to see the future of
these themes are two very separate answers, but the
universal parallels are the death, no pun intended, of
negative death and sex stigma. Creating and
maintaining access to healthy and real pathways to
the subject of death and sex such as real world
knowledge and unbiased information that focuses on
educating and inspiring rather than scaring and
deterring. Right now the basics aren’t even common
knowledge or practice, which is really what I think we
are aiming for first. Once it is less of a taboo
underground or ‘dirty’ subject we can start to grow
from there, and how amazing will that be?
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I have hope that I will see innovative new burial
practices become regular. Maybe sex work will be
more inclusive and incorporated into our regular
culture and intimacy will be the new intercourse goal.
Stranger things have happened. I just hope I get to
stick around and be as involved in the process as this
body will allow me to be. Rest assured as long as I
still have a voice I will always speak up and advocate
for basic human rights. Sex and death included.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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„

Getting out of the sticks, that
was the dream of J ohanna
Rief, Head of C ommunications at Womaniz er, when
she was a child, and if you’ ve
grown up in a small village,
you can probably relate. Her
second childhood wish, by
the way, was getting rich. We
don’ t exactly know how that
panned out, but as we learn
in our M onthly M ayhem, wish
number one has definitely
come true for her.

With H amburg as your hometown of
choice, which football club do you support:
H S V or F C S t. P auli?
Johnna Rief: I’m not actually that much of a
football fan, but if I had to decide, FC St. Pauli.

Where do you see yourself in 1 0 years’
time?
Johnna Rief: In terms of work, the ultimate
goal is CEO and in 10 years, I would
hopefully have that title already.

What was your childhood ambition?
Johnna Rief: When I was younger, I
considered becoming a lawyer and I studied
quite a few legal subjects during college, as
I had chosen to study commercial law.
However, my ‚passion for law‘ was never
really strong enough for a law degree. My
dream job from my childhood doesn’t come
to mind straight away. After checking with
my parents, they gave me the following
answer: being rich and far away from the
village where I grew up.

H ow do you envision the future of the love
toy industry?
Johnna Rief: Really positively. In my view,
the industry is still in the process of realising
its full potential. There is a lot of evolution
and innovation going on. It’s the ideal
environment for further growth.

H ow did you get into the sex toy industry?
Johnna Rief: Actually, by chance. After
completing college, I started my professional career with a PR agency that had just
scored Amorelie as a client. Only 1.5 years
later, I began working with Amorelie and
moved from Hamburg to Berlin. The
following 2.5 years were spent building up
the communications department.

H ow do you relax after work?
Johnna Rief: I would love to say exercise, but
that really only happens every few months.
Instead, I meet with my friends, enjoy
after-hours drinks with my co-workers in the
office or lie on the couch watching Netflix.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Johnna Rief: Honestly, I don’t really know. If
I think about the things I am passionate
about in my private life, it would be something in the way of music, food or wine.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Johnna Rief: My start at WOW Tech and
becoming Head of Global Communications
at Womanizer.
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What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Johnna Rief: A few meetings, time for
creativity and strategy, plus a lot of press
releases and fun with colleagues.

Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Johnna Rief: I have different models for
each facet of everyday life, who are all
inspiring and fascinating to me.
Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Johnna Rief: My family. I couldn’t have
dreamed of a better one for myself.
Which personal success are you proud of?
Johnna Rief: I am really proud of the whole
journey of Womanizer and Wow Tech over
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the last two years. I love being a part of it and
knowing that this is only the beginning.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Johnna Rief: I would love to swap with a man.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Johnna Rief: I am pretty happy with myself. I like
myself the way I am and I have a healthy level of
self-esteem. I always remind myself that not many
people are assertive or can assert themselves. I
am grateful for this trait.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Johnna Rief: I am a very honest and direct
person. That’s why it would really hurt me if a
good friend were to seriously lie to me. Whether
or not I could forgive something like that? That
would depend on the situation.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Johnna Rief: At the moment, ‚Run Run‘
by RAY BLK. This way you can dance in the
shower, too.

Is there anything you would never do again?
Johnna Rief: There’s nothing that I regret that
deeply.

“ MUSIC , W INE , AND MY
W OMANIZE R.“
JOHANNA RIEF

Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Johnna Rief: Have fun!

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Johnna Rief: Without wanting to name names,
there would be a major international politician at
the top of that list.
With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Johnna Rief: I would love to go with Will Smith or
Jason Momoa. The film choice wouldn’t matter at
all to me.
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Johnna Rief: Without a doubt, I am going to
South America.
Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Johnna Rief: Music, wine, and my Womanizer.
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COSMETICS I LUBRICANTS I GELS &CREAMS I HEALTHCARE I OILS I FOOD SUPPLEMENTS

With Cobeco Pharma’s private label you can produce your own
products by selecting your preferred components. You have the free
choice to either update your former product range with new specs, or
you can create a totally new sub-label with some new sensual looks.
We produce and design the products under your label, whereafter
it automatically will be delivered. The new face of erotics is only an
order away!

For more information and inquiries go shop.cobeco.nl/private-label

PRODUCT
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SRP € 39.95

from € 12.86
HOT HOUSE

KRAHO GmbH
Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

Producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
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BIO
lubricants

HOT BIO LUBRICANT
LUBR
Erweiterung unseres BIO Sortiments mit
ANAL SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE
und XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Biologische
& vegane, wasserbasierende Gleitgele.
Besonders angenehm zur Haut. Verleiht
einen seidenweichen Touch. Eco-Tube
aus nachwachsendem Rohstoff.

HOT BIO LUBRICANT
Expansion of our BIO range with ANAL
SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE and
XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Organic & vegan,
waterbased lubricants. Especially pleasant to the skin. Gives a silky soft touch.
Eco tube made from renewable raw
materials.
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PRODUCT
T
LINE

BIO

LUBRICANTS

Anal Superglide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44181

Warming Glide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44182

Xtreme Superglide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44183

BIOLOGISCHE & VEGANE GLEITMITTEL-SERIE!
ORGANIC & VEGAN LUBRICANT-SERIES!

Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler //// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista //// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber
Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen
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info@st-rubber.de
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Increase your pleasure
Steigere deine Lust
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mit Folsäure + L-Arginin
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FOR WOMEN

shot

+ DAMIANA
Für mehr Spaß
und Genuss bei der
schönsten Nebensache der Welt.
For more fun and
enjoyment during
the world‘s favorite
pastime.

FOR MEN

potency

libido

DRINK
60 ml

Art. No. 78601

Spezielle ausgewogene RohstoffKombination für
mehr Power.
Specially balanced
commodity combinations for more
power.

Art. No. 78600
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BOOT Y ENL ARGEMENT

Perfekte Creme zur Anregung des Po-Wachstums mit einer einzigartigen
Wirkstoffkombination. Zur täglichen Anwendung geeignet, ideal kombinierbar mit den Po-Übungen.
Perfect cream to stimulate butt enlargement with an unique ingredient combination. Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with butt exercises.

Art. No. 44074

www.HOT-PV. com
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